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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Authorized by Congress in 2016 and 2018, the Central Everglades Planning Project (CEPP) is one of many
projects associated with the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP) and provides a framework
to address restoration of the South Florida Everglades ecosystem. As part of CEPP, the Everglades
Agricultural Area (EAA) Reservoir was designed to increase water storage and treatment capacity to
accommodate additional flows south to the Central Everglades (Water Conservation Area 3 and Everglades
National Park). EAA Reservoir project features previously were evaluated to enhance performance of CEPP
by providing an additional 240,000 acre-feet of storage. The additional storage will increase flows to the
Everglades by reducing harmful discharges from Lake Okeechobee to the Caloosahatchee River and
St. Lucie estuaries and capturing EAA basin runoff. The EAA Reservoir also enhances regional water
supplies, which increases the water available to meet environmental needs.
The Water Resources Development Act of 2000 (Public Law 106-541) requires water be reserved or
allocated as an assurance that each CERP project meets its goals and objectives. A Water Reservation is a
legal mechanism to reserve a quantity of water from consumptive use for the protection of fish and wildlife
or public health and safety. Under Section 373.223(4), Florida Statutes, a Water Reservation is composed
of a quantification of the water to be protected, which may include a seasonal component and a location
component. All surface water released from the EAA Reservoir through the S-624, S-625, and S-626
structures and directed to the Lower East Coast Everglades waterbodies will be reserved for the protection
of fish and wildlife in the Central Everglades through adoption of a prospective Water Reservation rule.
This technical document summarizes the information and data collected and analyzed to support the EAA
Reservoir Water Reservation rulemaking effort. It provides the best available information regarding the
correlation between hydrology and biology, and it reserves a quantity of water needed for the protection of
fish and wildlife. A description of the Water Reservation waterbody, an overview of CEPP, and a discussion
of the project features and benefits associated with the EAA Reservoir are provided. Proposed hydrologic
improvements within Water Conservation Area 3 and Everglades National Park are discussed. The
conditions created by the EAA Reservoir will increase average depths and lengthen inundation durations
in over-drained areas, while also reducing damaging peak water levels in ponded areas. The quantity,
distribution, and timing of these hydrologic improvements are expected to restore multiple habitat types
(e.g., tree islands, slough systems) that provide critical ecological functions for a multitude of fish and
wildlife. Modeling information is included to show the expected hydrologic improvements associated with
different habitat types and areas in the Central Everglades. Linkages are established between the hydrology
and biology to show the expected benefits to fish and wildlife. Rehydration would facilitate transition from
upland to wetland vegetation where submerged aquatic plants can provide structure for growth of
periphyton, which are primary dietary components of invertebrates and small fishes. Thus, the expansion
of rehydrated areas would increase prey availability, providing a long-term benefit to the spatial extent of
suitable foraging and nesting habitat for higher trophic level species. These linkages are demonstrated by
ecological models using key indicator species such as alligators, apple snails, wading birds, and small fish.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview and Purpose

This document summarizes the technical and scientific data, assumptions, models, and methodology used
to support rule development to reserve water for the protection of fish and wildlife in the Central Everglades
(Figure 1-1). For the purposes of this document, and any subsequent rulemaking for this Water Reservation,
the term “Central Everglades” means Water Conservation Area 3 (WCA-3) and Everglades National Park
(ENP). Specifically, fresh water will be provided by the Everglades Agricultural Area (EAA) Reservoir as
described in the Central Everglades Planning Project (CEPP) Post Authorization Change Report (PACR;
South Florida Water Management District [SFWMD] 2018) and Final Environmental Impact Statement
(United States Army Corps of Engineers [USACE] 2020). The EAA Reservoir is the main storage feature
of CEPP, which also includes additional treatment and conveyance features that will improve the quantity,
quality, timing, and distribution of flows to the Central Everglades, as described in the CEPP Project
Implementation Report (PIR; USACE and SFWMD 2014) and PACR (SFWMD 2018). The meaning of
“water needed to protect fish and wildlife” (i.e., ensuring the health and sustainability of fish and wildlife
communities through natural cycles of drought, flood, and population variation) is discussed in Chapter 2.
The relationships and evaluations in the PIR (USACE and SFWMD 2014) and PACR (SFWMD 2018)
form the basis of the proposed EAA Reservoir Water Reservation rules for the EAA Reservoir. The PACR
established relationships among freshwater flows discharged from the EAA Reservoir and the downstream
ecologic responses. Key information in this document is based on the PIR and PACR and provides:





A basis for the water reservation rule;
A description of the EAA Reservoir, the Central Everglades, and the watershed, which is
discussed in Chapter 3;
An overview of the ecosystem and improvements expected after construction and operation of
the EAA Reservoir, as identified in the PACR, which is discussed in Chapter 4; and
Identification of water to be reserved by rule in Chapter 5.

The water reservation rules will fulfill federal legal requirements for entering a Project Partnership
Agreement with the USACE to construct the EAA Reservoir and other features. Section 601(h)(4) of the
Water Resource Development Act of 2000 (WRDA 2000; Public Law 106-541) and the Programmatic
Regulations for Implementation of the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (33 Code of Federal
Regulations § 385.26-27) set implementation requirements for Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan
(CERP) projects. State law, specifically, section 373.470, Florida Statutes (F.S.), also requires the increased
water supplies resulting from a CERP project component to be identified and reserved or allocated by the
District. These federal and state requirements ensure that each CERP project provides benefits for the
natural system by protecting water through the SFWMD’s reservation or allocation authority. The SFWMD
elected to use its reservation authority pursuant to Section 373.223(4), Florida Statutes (F.S.), to protect
water made available by the EAA Reservoir.
Water reservation rules and accompanying water use criteria require water use permit applicants to provide
reasonable assurances that their proposed use of water will not withdraw reserved water. The geographic
scope of the analysis performed in the PACR and in this document includes surface water discharges from
the EAA Reservoir to the Central Everglades.
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Figure 1-1.

Location of the Central Everglades, encompassing Water Conservation Area 3 (3A and 3B)
and Everglades National Park.
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1.2

Identification of the Water Reservation Waterbody

The water reservation waterbody is the EAA Reservoir (Figure 1-2). The proposed aboveground reservoir
will have a storage capacity of 240,000 acre-feet (ac-ft) and be designed with a normal full storage water
depth of approximately 22.6 feet (ft). The project footprint is approximately 10,500 acres (16 square miles).
Major features of the proposed EAA Reservoir are shown in Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2.

General features of the Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir.

The EAA Reservoir will be adjacent to a stormwater treatment area (EAA A-2 STA), which also is
recommended in the PACR. These features will work in conjunction with the existing A-1 Flow
Equalization Basin (FEB), STA-2, and STA-3/4 to meet state water quality standards (Figure 1-3). The
reservoir also will include additional conveyance capacity for the segments of the Miami Canal and the
North New River Canal within the EAA. EAA Reservoir outflows may be sent to the new EAA A-2 STA
(adjacent to and directly west of the reservoir), the existing A-1 FEB, STA-2, and/or STA-3/4. EAA
Reservoir outflows also may be conveyed back to the Miami Canal or North New River Canal via the
reservoir’s inflow-outflow canal to supplement regional water supplies.
All surface water released via operation of the S-624, S-625, and S-626 structures in the EAA Reservoir is
proposed for reservation from allocation for the protection of fish and wildlife in the Central Everglades.
This is further described in Chapter 5.
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Figure 1-3.

1.3

Location of the Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir and Stormwater Treatment Area.

Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan

The Everglades ecosystem has been altered by 120 years of efforts to address flood protection and water
supply needs in South Florida. Initiated in 1948, implementation of the federally authorized Central and
Southern Florida Flood Control Project (C&SF Project) accelerated alterations to the ecosystem. As a result,
the remaining Everglades ecosystem no longer exhibits the functionality, richness, and spatial extent that
historically defined the system prior to the C&SF Project. The spatial extent of the Everglades has been
reduced by almost 50% as a result of development and agriculture. Water management activities intended
to provide flood protection and water supply to developed and agricultural areas resulted in ecosystem-wide
changes south of Lake Okeechobee (Figure 1-4).
Water that once flowed from Lake Okeechobee south through the Everglades, down Shark River Slough
(SRS), and to the southern estuaries has been impounded in the lake and discharged to the northern estuaries
(i.e., Caloosahatchee River and St. Lucie estuaries) via regulatory releases through the C-43 and
C-44 canals. Prolonged, high-volume discharges from Lake Okeechobee to the northern estuaries, coupled
with high nutrient concentrations in Lake Okeechobee and downstream basin water, have resulted in
damaging effects to plants and animals that inhabit estuarine environments. Damage to the ecosystem
negatively affects the area’s economy and takes years to correct. Additionally, discharges to the northern
estuaries have significantly changed the hydrology south of Lake Okeechobee. The reduction in sheetflow
across the Everglades has changed the landscape through the loss of peat, freshwater marshes, tree islands,
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and native flora and fauna, and through the proliferation of invasive species. Loss of freshwater inflow to
Florida Bay, south of the Everglades, has increased the bay’s salinity and caused adverse effects to estuarine
species. Furthermore, South Florida agricultural practices have resulted in high nutrient concentrations in
Lake Okeechobee and downstream basin water, causing additional damage to flora and fauna inhabiting
these areas.

Figure 1-4.

Land changes in the Everglades system over time (Modified from: McVoy et al. 2011).

CERP was approved by Congress as a framework for the restoration of the natural system under Section 601
of the WRDA 2000. CERP, as documented in the C&SF Project Comprehensive Review Study (USACE
and SFWMD 1999), consists of 68 different components originally planned for implementation over an
approximately 40-year period. The purpose of CERP is to modify structural and operational components of
the C&SF Project to restore the South Florida ecosystem, including the Everglades, while providing for
other water-related needs such as urban and agricultural water supply and flood protection. CERP was
designed to restore more natural flows by redirecting water currently discharged to the Atlantic Ocean and
Gulf of Mexico to a southern flow across the Everglades similar to pre-drainage conditions (Figure 1-5).
The 68 components identified in the C&SF Project Comprehensive Review Study (USACE and SFWMD
1999), which include storage, treatment, seepage management, and conveyance modifications, among
others, will work together to restore the ecological structure and function of more than 2.4 million acres of
the South Florida ecosystem by improving and/or restoring the quantity, quality, timing, and distribution of
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water in the natural system from the Kissimmee Basin to Florida Bay. CERP also will address other
concerns such as urban and agricultural water supply and maintain existing levels of service for flood
protection in areas served by the project.

Figure 1-5.

Pre-drainage, current, and restored flows to illustrate Comprehensive Everglades
Restoration Plan (CERP) restoration.

Since authorization of CERP in the WRDA 2000:


Three projects were authorized in the WRDA 2007 (Public Law 110-114) and proceeded into
construction: Indian River Lagoon-South, Picayune Strand, and Site 1 Impoundment. A fourth
project, Melaleuca and Other Exotic Plants Biological Controls, was implemented under the
programmatic authority from the WRDA 2000.



Four projects were authorized in the Water Resources Reform and Development Act of 2014
(Public Law 113-121). The Caloosahatchee River (C-43) West Basin Storage Reservoir,
Biscayne Bay Coastal Wetlands Phase I Project, and C-111 Spreader Canal Western proceeded
into construction, and detailed design began on the Broward County Water Preserve Area
Project.



CEPP was authorized in the Water Infrastructure Improvements for the Nation Act of 2016
(Public Law 114-322).



The CEPP PACR was authorized in the America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018 (Public
Law 115-270).
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1.4

Central Everglades Planning Project

The CEPP PIR was initiated by the USACE in 2011 in partnership with the SFWMD, the non-federal
sponsor of CERP. The PIR was completed in December 2014, the Chief of Engineers report was signed on
December 23, 2014, and CEPP was authorized by Congress in Section 1401(4) of the Water Infrastructure
Improvements for the Nation Act of 2016 (Public Law 114-322). In 2018, Congress authorized the CEPP
PACR in Section 1308(a) of the America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018 (Public Law 115-270). The
PACR modified CEPP to increase the storage, treatment, and conveyance of the new water component of
the plan.
The overall purpose of CEPP is to develop a plan to restore water depth, duration, and distribution in
WCA-3A, WCA-3B, and ENP to re-establish a landscape characteristic of the pre-drained system that
would support a healthy mosaic of plant and animal life. The restored hydrology of the Everglades
ecosystem would more closely resemble a naturally occurring, rainfall-driven system with wet and dry
cycles essential to flora and fauna propagation. Improved water depth and sheetflow distribution would
begin to re-establish the unique ridge, slough, and tree island microtopography that once sustained the vast
diversity of species inhabiting the Everglades.
The following subsections describe the components of CEPP, which are organized into four geographic
areas: the EAA; northern WCA-3A; southern WCA-3A, WCA-3B, and ENP; and the Lower East Coast
protective levee (Figure 1-6). Additional information about CEPP is presented in the PIR (USACE and
SFWMD 2014), PACR (SFWMD 2018), and Final Environmental Impact Statement (USACE 2020).
Analyses of alternative plans in the PACR partially depended on hydrologic simulation models. The
alternative selected to represent CEPP with the EAA Reservoir was called Alternative C240 in the PACR
and the Final Environmental Impact Statement. This nomenclature can be found in the description of CEPP
benefits in Chapter 4.
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Figure 1-6.

The authorized Central Everglades Planning Project components.
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1.4.1

Everglades Agricultural Area

The EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA includes construction and operations to divert, store, and treat Lake
Okeechobee regulatory releases. Once constructed, the EAA Reservoir will have a storage capacity of
240,000 ac-ft, and the STA will encompass 6,500 acres. These features will work in conjunction with the
existing A-1 FEB (60,000 ac-ft), STA-2, and STA-3/4 to meet state water quality standards (Figure 1-4).
The reservoir project increases conveyance capacity in segments of the Miami Canal and North New River
Canal within the EAA by 1,000 and 200 cubic feet per second (cfs). EAA Reservoir outflows may be sent
to the new EAA A-2 STA (adjacent to and directly west of the reservoir), the A-1 FEB, STA-2, and/or
STA-3/4. EAA Reservoir outflows also may be conveyed to the Miami Canal or North New River Canal
via the inflow-outflow canal to supplement regional water supplies for irrigation. The EAA Reservoir will
store Lake Okeechobee water currently discharged to the northern estuaries and EAA basin runoff.
The EAA Reservoir may be filled and emptied multiple times each year to handle flows to the STAs. The
original congressional authorization of the EAA Reservoir (Component G) had multipurpose CERP
benefits to the environment and water supply needs of the region (USACE and SFWMD 1999). The EAA
Reservoir combines new and existing storage to provide operational flexibility and efficient use of the
available storage consistent with the original congressional authorization. The PACR (SFWMD 2018)
supplements existing legal sources of water while providing a new source of water to the Everglades. The
water supplied, and benefits accrued to the Central Everglades, depend on conveying water from the
reservoir to both the Central Everglades and EAA basin in order to reduce regulatory releases from Lake
Okeechobee.
Additional water will be made available for restoration purposes through modified Lake Okeechobee
operations and the efficient use of the EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA to improve the quantity, timing, and
distribution of environmental deliveries to the WCAs and ENP during the wet and dry seasons. Operational
changes to deliver this new water would be conducted in a manner consistent with stage, volume, and/or
flow-based restoration targets by 1) treating and delivering water from Lake Okeechobee, water detained
by CEPP PACR components, or a combination of both, and 2) providing temporary storage for releases
from Lake Okeechobee to reduce the harmful effects of flood control releases on the St. Lucie and
Caloosahatchee River estuaries. It should be recognized that most EAA flood control discharge currently
sent to the WCAs is an important part of the water budget for those areas. Additionally, some regulatory
releases from Lake Okeechobee to the WCAs are beneficial to the WCAs, provided the releases have water
quality treatment sufficient to maintain compliance with legal and restoration goals. However, there are
times when stages in the WCAs are higher than restoration targets. During those times, runoff and
regulatory releases to the WCAs can exacerbate short- and long-term impacts due to high stages. The EAA
Reservoir will provide an additional 240,000 ac-ft of effective detention volume to attenuate EAA runoff
and lake water flows, thus avoiding sending water to the WCAs when they are not ready to receive
additional water. As a general operational strategy, the EAA Reservoir will be operated to attenuate flows
during the wet season and carry over water from September and October into the dry season when releases
to the WCAs would be beneficial or cause less harm. A draft project operating plan was included in the
PACR.
The EAA Reservoir may be filled and emptied multiple times each year to handle flows to the STAs. As a
general operational strategy, the EAA Reservoir will be operated to attenuate flows during the wet season
and carry over water from September and October into the dry season when releases to the WCAs would
be beneficial or cause less harm.
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1.4.2

Northern Water Conservation Area 3A

Northern WCA-3A includes conveyance features to deliver and distribute existing flows and redirected
Lake Okeechobee water through WCA-3A. The key features to ensure spatial distribution and flow
directionality of water entering WCA-3A are 1) backfilling 13.5 miles of the Miami Canal between
Interstate 75 and 1.5 miles south of the S-8 pump station, and 2) converting the L-4 Canal into a spreader
canal by removing 2.9 miles of the southern L-4 levee.
Conveyance features to move water into and through the northwestern portion of WCA-3A include a gated
culvert to deliver water from the L-6 Canal to the remnant L-5 Canal; a new gated spillway to deliver water
from the remnant L-5 Canal to the western L-5 Canal (during L-6 diversion operations); a new gated
spillway to deliver water from STA-3/4 to the S-7 pump station during peak discharge events (the eastern
flow route typically is not used during normal operations), including L-6 diversion operations; 13.6 miles
of conveyance improvements to the L-5 Canal; a new 360-cfs pump station within the L-4 Canal to retain
existing functionality of STA-5 and STA-6 and to maintain water supply to existing legal users, including
the Seminole Tribe of Florida; and new gated culverts and an associated new canal to deliver water from
the Miami Canal (downstream of S-8, which pulls water from the L-5 Canal) to the L-4 Canal, along with
potential design modifications to the existing S-8 and G-404 pump stations.
The Miami Canal would be backfilled to approximately 1.5 ft below the peat surface of the adjacent marsh.
Spoil mounds on the east and west sides of the Miami Canal from S-8 to Interstate 75 would be used for
backfill material. Refuge for mammals and other upland species would continue to be provided by retaining
22 of the highest priority Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission enhanced spoil mounds
between S-339 (approximately 10 miles south of S-339) and Interstate 75 and by creating additional upland
landscape (constructed tree islands) approximately every mile along the entire reach of the backfilled Miami
Canal section where ridges and tree islands once existed.

1.4.3

Southern Water Conservation Area 3A, Water Conservation Area 3B, and
Everglades National Park

As CEPP moves forward, WCA-3A and WCA-3B will include conveyance features to deliver and distribute
water to ENP. The new Blue Shanty Levee (L-67D), extending from Tamiami Trail north to the
L-67A Canal, would be constructed. The Blue Shanty Levee would divide WCA-3B into two subunits, a
large eastern unit (3B-E) and a smaller western unit, the Blue Shanty Flow-way (3B-W). Hydrologic
modeling indicated a new levee is the most efficient means to restore continuous southerly sheetflow
through a practicable section of WCA-3B and alleviates concerns regarding effects to tree islands by
maintaining lower water depths and stages in WCA-3B-E. The width of the Blue Shanty Flow-way is
aligned to the width of the downstream 2.6-mile Tamiami Trail Next Steps bridge, optimizing the
effectiveness of both the flow-way and bridge. In the Blue Shanty Flow-way, construction of two gated
control structures on the L-67A Canal, removal of the L-67C and L-29 levees within the flow-way, and
construction of a gated spillway in the L-29 Canal would enable continuous sheetflow of water from
WCA-3A through WCA-3B-W to ENP. A third gated control structure in the L-67A levee and associated
gap in the L-67C levee, both outside the flow-way, would improve the hydroperiod of WCA-3B-E. Spoil
mounds along the northwestern side of the L-67A Canal, near the three new L-67A structures, would be
removed to facilitate sheetflow connectivity with the WCA-3A marsh. An additional gated spillway
(S-333N) adjacent to the S-333 structure at the terminus of the L-67A Canal, removal of 5.5 miles of the
L-67 extension levee, and removal of approximately 6 miles of Old Tamiami Trail between ENP Tram
Road and the L-67 extension levee would facilitate additional deliveries of water from WCA-3A directly
to ENP.
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1.4.4

Lower East Coast Protective Levee

The Lower East Coast protective levee includes features primarily for seepage management, which are
required to mitigate for increased seepage resulting from additional flows into WCA-3B and ENP. A newly
constructed 1,000-cfs pump station would replace the temporary S-356 pump station, and a 4.2-mile
partial-depth seepage barrier would be built along the L-31N levee south of Tamiami Trail.
CEPP conservatively includes a 4.2-mile long, 35-ft deep tapering seepage barrier if necessary.
Uncertainties remain regarding the effectiveness of the CEPP seepage cutoff wall in providing desired
stages in ENP marshes while maintaining flood protection and canal stages to the east without limiting
water availability to existing water users and Biscayne Bay. Additional analysis of the CEPP seepage cutoff
wall would be conducted during the preconstruction engineering and design phase.

1.5

Benefits of the Central Everglades Planning Project

1.5.1

Meeting Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan Goals for Flows to
Central Everglades

The original CEPP was the first incremental step in increasing average annual flows to the Central
Everglades. It provided approximately 210,000 ac-ft on an average annual basis to the Central Everglades,
which is approximately two-thirds of the CERP performance goal. Plan formulation for the PACR
attempted to deliver the remaining one-third of new water essential to Everglades restoration consistent
with the CERP performance goal by screening different storage features.
The screening analysis compared the pre-CERP baseline (USACE 2005) to the CERPA scenario—the
model scenario from the Restoration, Coordination, and Verification program (RECOVER 2005) to update
CERP—to establish the CERP goal for flow to the Central Everglades. This analysis identified the CERP
goal flow target of approximately 300,000 ac-ft of new water on an average annual basis over the 36-year
modeled simulation period (1965 to 2000) for restoration. Early screening suggested high potential for this
project to meet or exceed the CERP goal of sending water to the Central Everglades.
The CERP goal flow target became the target for continued PACR plan formulation work. The most
cost-effective alternative (R240A) was refined and modeled to optimize its performance based on the
operational protocols included in Alternative C360C to become Alternative C240. The operations of
Alternatives C360C and C240 broadened the reservoir’s function from single-purpose to multi-purpose by
conveying water to the Miami Canal and North New River Canal for regional water supplies.
Alternative C240 achieved 97% of the CERP goal over the 36-year period of record available from
RECOVER. Consistent with CEPP, Alternative C240 was modeled and analyzed over the longer 41-year
period of record (1965 to 2005) to evaluate effects of the PACR. Alternative C240 provides an increase of
approximately 370,000 ac-ft in average annual flow to the Central Everglades, exceeding the CERP goal
of 300,000 ac-ft.

1.5.2

Benefits to the Northern Estuaries

One goal of CERP is to reduce damaging freshwater discharges to the northern estuaries by approximately
80%. In combination with the previously authorized projects, CEPP approaches this goal by providing a
55% flow reduction in damaging discharges and a 63% reduction in the number of mean monthly high-flow
discharge events. CEPP helps restore the resiliency of the northern estuaries by reducing the number,
duration, and frequency of harmful discharges from Lake Okeechobee. The supplemental storage and
treatment proposed in the PACR would reduce the number of discharges by an additional 40% for the
Caloosahatchee River Estuary and 55% for the St. Lucie Estuary, in addition to the benefits provided by
11
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CEPP. Salinity conditions in the estuaries are improved by reducing the number of discharge events that
exceed the preferred salinity envelope by 45% in the Caloosahatchee River Estuary and by 39% in the
St. Lucie Estuary.

1.5.3

Benefits to the Central Everglades

In addition to reducing damaging discharges to the northern estuaries, CEPP increases water deliveries to
the Central Everglades to an average annual flow of approximately 370,000 ac-ft. This is essential to
Everglades restoration and achieves the CERP goal for freshwater deliveries to the Everglades. CEPP also
shifts the timing of deliveries, favoring flows during the dry season (November through May) when
downstream infrastructure has adequate capacity to convey the increased flows (Figure 1-7). CEPP
integrates the new EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA with the existing A-1 FEB, STA-2, and STA-3/4 to meet
the project objectives. Under current conditions, STAs have little to no flow during the dry season, which
can result in stagnant conditions. CEPP primarily uses STA capacity available during the dry season in
STA-2 and STA-3/4. As expected, this results in higher average monthly inflows during dry season months
compared to current conditions.

Mean Monthly (36-year) Simulated Flows to the
Central Everglades
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Timing of treated flows south into the Central Everglades with the Central Everglades
Planning Project (C240TSP) compared to existing conditions (EARECB).

Additional flow will have the following ecological benefits to the Central Everglades:





Additional water flowing into northern WCA-3A and ENP will help improve and/or restore
vegetative communities and habitat for fish and wildlife.
Additional flow will improve natural processes critical for development of peat soils and tree
islands, which are essential features of the Everglades ridge and slough landscape.
In northwestern WCA-3A, CEPP will improve slough vegetation depths, reducing the time that
water ponding depth in the sloughs falls below zero (i.e., fewer dryouts).
In northwestern WCA-3A, CEPP will provide longer durations (hydroperiods) when the CERP
target ponding depths are achieved, which improves slough vegetation suitability.
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In northeastern WCA-3A, CEPP will improve slough vegetation by increasing the duration of
beneficial water ponding depths.
Overland flows will increase under Tamiami Trail and into the northern portions of ENP.
Additional freshwater overland flow will be provided to central SRS and Taylor Slough and
will improve the timing, distribution, and continuity of sheetflow across the Everglades ridge
and slough landscape. The benefits of overland flow to central SRS are a continuation of the
flows under Tamiami Trail.
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2

BASIS FOR WATER RESERVATIONS

2.1

Definition and Statutory Authority

A Water Reservation is a legal mechanism to reserve a quantity of water from consumptive use for the
protection of fish and wildlife or public health and safety.
Section 373.223(4), F.S., states the following:
The governing board or the department, by regulation, may reserve from use by
permit applicants, water in such locations and quantities, and for such seasons of
the year, as in its judgment may be required for the protection of fish and wildlife
or the public health and safety. Such reservations shall be subject to periodic
review and revision in the light of changed conditions. However, all presently
existing legal uses of water shall be protected so long as such use is not contrary
to the public interest.
Per Florida Division of Administrative Hearings (2006) Case 04-000880RP, it is reasonable to interpret
“protection” to mean ensuring the health and sustainability of fish and wildlife communities through natural
cycles of drought, flood, and population variation.
When water is reserved pursuant to Section 373.223(4), F.S., it is unavailable for allocation to new or
increased consumptive uses. However, existing legal uses of water are protected so long as such uses are
not contrary to the public interest. An existing legal use is a water use that is authorized in a water use
permit pursuant to Part II of Chapter 373, F.S., or is exempt from water use permit requirements.
It is equally important to understand the limitations of Water Reservations. Water Reservations do not
drought-proof a natural system, ensure wildlife proliferation, or establish an operating regime. While Part II
of Chapter 373, F.S., authorizes the SFWMD to permit consumptive uses and establish Water Reservations,
it does not authorize the SFWMD to establish operating criteria for the C&SF Project system or CERP
projects. The C&SF Project system and CERP project operating criteria are established by the USACE and
implemented by the SFWMD through distinct federal and state authorities. C&SF Project and CERP project
operating criteria affect the timing and availability of water in the SFWMD; therefore, the operating plans
for CERP projects must be consistent with established Water Reservations and permitted water allocations.
The Florida Legislature gave broad discretion to the Governing Boards of Florida’s five water management
districts to exercise judgment in establishing Water Reservations, taking into consideration the water needs
of fish and wildlife or public health and safety while also balancing the overall district missions. Water
management districts are directed to periodically review and revise adopted Water Reservations as needed
to achieve this balance.
The SFWMD has elected to use its water reservation authority conferred by Section 373.223(4), F.S., to
reserve quantities of water in the EAA Reservoir for the protection of fish and wildlife through adoption of
water reservation rules. The proposed EAA Reservoir Water Reservation Rules also will support the overall
restoration goals and objectives of CEPP. Rulemaking will be based on the technical information and
recommendations in this document and the independent scientific peer review outlined in Appendix B. .
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2.1.1

Prospective Water Reservation

Subsection 62-40.474(3), Florida Administrative Code, states that Water Reservations may be adopted
prospectively for water quantities anticipated to be made available at a future date. Surface water from the
EAA Reservoir will not be made available for the Central Everglades until the reservoir is fully constructed
and certified operational by the District’s Governing Board. Therefore, this will be a prospective Water
Reservation.

2.2

Water Reservation Rulemaking Process

General rulemaking requirements and procedures are described in Chapter 120, F.S., consistent with state
law and SFWMD policy. The generalized process of Water Reservation rulemaking includes several steps
(Figure 2-1). The following is a description of the steps completed thus far in the CEPP EAA Reservoir
Water Reservation development process. On April 9, 2020, the SFWMD Governing Board authorized
publication of a Notice of Rule Development for the CEPP EAA Reservoir Water Reservation. Modeling,
analyses, and drafts of this technical document and Water Reservation rules were then completed. An
independent scientific peer review was initiated by the SFWMD in April 2020; a public Ppeer Rreview
Ssession wasill be held on May 29, 2020; and a Ffinal P peer Rreview Rreport wasill be completed by the
peer review panel and provided to the District on June 15, in June 2020. The Final Peer Review Report is
provided in Appendix B and comments received on the peer review are provided in Appendices C and D.
In addition to the SFWMD’s recent peer- review process, a USACE Agency Technical Review/External
Peer Review of the CEPP PIR was completed in October 2013 through collaboration with the USACE
Planning Centers of Expertise in compliance with Engineer Circular 1105-2-408, Peer Review of Decision
Documents, dated May 31, 2005. The PACR underwent an independent external peer review in accordance
with the requirements in Engineer Circular 1165-2-214, Appendix D, and was completed in March 2018.
Public rule development An overview of the proposed Water Reservation project will be presented at public
workshops were held on July 14 and August 6, 2020 to gain public input on the Water Reservation project
and rulemaking. process. Public comments, questions, and District responses given during and after the
July 14 workshop are provided in Appendix E. Draft EAA Reservoir Water Reservation rules and revisions
to applicable sections of the Applicant’s Handbook for Water Use Permit Applications in the South Florida
Water Management District (SFWMD 2015) will be completed in August 2020. Once the water reservation
rules are finalized, authorization to publish a Notice of Proposed Rule will be sought from the SFWMD
Governing Board in September 2020. and tThe rules will be brought before the Governing Board again in
November 2020 for rule adoptthey will be considered by the SFWMD Governing Board for adoption. The
SFWMD encourages stakeholder review and comment on the draft water reservation rules prior to final
rule adoption.
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Figure 2-1.

Water Reservation rule development process.
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3

EXISTING CONDITIONS IN THE CENTRAL EVERGLADES
WATERSHED

Current C&SF Project operations involve water supply and flood releases to manage stage levels in Lake
Okeechobee, the WCAs, and ENP. Impoundment of the natural system, construction of drainage canals and
conveyance features, and current C&SF Project operations have disrupted the seasonal pattern of rising and
falling water depths in the Central Everglades. These hydrologic changes have contributed to degradation
of sawgrass marshes, infilling of slough habitat, and loss of ecologically valuable tree islands. In short, the
current system is too wet in some areas and too dry in others.
Additionally, conversion of natural areas for urban and agricultural uses and the network of C&SF Project
canals have altered natural flow patterns, causing complete shifts in vegetative communities and dramatic
reductions in fish and wildlife populations. The result is reduced water storage capacity in the remaining
natural system and an unnatural mosaic of impounded, fragmented, over-inundated, and over-drained
marshes.

3.1

Water Conservation Areas 3A and 3B

In response to expansive sheetflow from Lake Okeechobee, seasonal rainfall, and periodic fires, the
pre-drainage landscape of WCA-3A and WCA-3B consisted of a complex mosaic of vegetative habitats
interspersed on the flat peat bed that accumulated over the last 5,000 years. Construction and operation of
the C&SF Project have had unintended and adverse effects on the ecosystems of WCA-3A and WCA-3B,
which continue to decline. One of the most well- documented effects of the C&SF Project has been the loss
of native flora and fauna due to phosphorus enrichment of this naturally oligotrophic ecosystem
(McCormick et al. 1996, 2009; Newman et al. 1998, 2004; Gaiser et al. 2005). However, Water
Reservations are focused on hydrologic needs; therefore, while potential phosphorus effects are addressed,
as appropriate, primary emphasis is on responses directly related to hydrologic changes and the benefits of
Water Reservations to wildlife.
Northern WCA-3A has been over-drained and the natural hydroperiods shortened (Figure 3-1). Hydrologic
changes have caused the loss of the historical ridge and slough patterned landscape (Figure 3-1), resulting
in a loss of land surface elevation, principally through biochemical soil oxidation and peat fires. Figure 3-2
displays estimated minimum and maximum changes in soil thickness from 1946 to 1996 (Scheidt et al.
2000). Calculations of soil thickness loss indicate northern WCA-3A lost between 39% and 65% of its
organic soil depth during these 50 yearsthis 50-year period.
Decreased hydroperiods and fire in northern WCA-3A have facilitated a shift to plant communities
dominated by sawgrass, cattail, and scattered shrubs that lack the structural diversity of native plant
communities (Figure 3-3; Rutchey 2010). Vegetation and patterning in central WCA-3A most closely
resemble pre-drainage conditions (McVoy et al. 2011) and represent some of the best examples of historical
Everglades habitat left in South Florida (Figures 3-1 and 3-3). This region of the Everglades appears to
have changed little since the 1950s (which was already post-drainage) and contains a mosaic of tree islands,
wet prairies, sawgrass stands and ridges, and aquatic sloughs similar to those reported by Loveless (1959).
Southern and eastern WCA-3A primarily is affected by high water, lack of seasonal variability, and
prolonged periods of inundation (ponding) created by impoundment structures (i.e., L-67A, L-67C, and
L-29 levees). Extended hydroperiods within southern and eastern WCA-3A have negatively impacted tree
islands (Figure 3-4) and caused fragmentation of sawgrass ridges, resulting in the loss of historical
landscape patterning.
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Within WCA-3B, the ridge-slough-tree island structure has been severely compromised by the virtual
elimination of overland sheetflow since construction of the L-67 Canal and levee system in the early 1960s
(Figure 3-1). WCA-3B has become a primarily rain-fed compartment, experiencing very little overland
flow. It primarily has turned into a sawgrass monoculture (Figure 3-3), where relatively few sloughs or tree
islands remain (Figure 3-4).

Figure 3-1.

Water Conservation Areas 3A and 3B landscape vegetation conditions in August 2017
(Image from: Google Earth).
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Figure 3-2.

(a) Minimum and (b) maximum changes in soil thickness (feet) between 1946 to 1996 in
the Central Everglades (From: Scheidt et al. 2000).
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Figure 3-3.

Changes in landscape vegetation patterns in Water Conservation Areas 3A and 3B between
1995 (left) and 2004 (right) (From: Rutchey et al. 2005).
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Figure 3-4.

3.2

Tree island loss in Water Conservation Areas 3A and 3B from 1940 to 1995
(From: Patterson and Finck 1999).

Everglades National Park

ENP experiences many of the same environmental issues as WCA-3A and WCA-3B. One notable problem
is the extreme drydowns (hydroperiod and ponding depth) that occur during many dry seasons. Although
reduced rainfall is typical during the dry season, the historical Everglades system did not experience water
levels below ground surface for many consecutive water years. The extreme drydowns occur because of
the limited capability to store Lake Okeechobee outflows for delivery to the Central Everglades, current
C&SF Project operations, and water loss through seepage along the eastern levees. The drydowns result in
substantial peat subsidence, muck fires, reduced fish populations, loss of foraging habitats for wading birds,
peat collapse due to saltwater intrusion, reduced biodiversity, and degradation associated with an onslaught
of invasive plants and animals. Also, the United States Environmental Protection Agency found that from
1946 to 1996, more than 3 ft of peat soil was lost from Northeast Shark River Slough (NESRS), similar to
southeastern WCA-3B, due to soil oxidation and peat fires (Scheidt et al. 2000) (Figure 3-2). Subsidence
and fires damage the substrate, limit water retention, and alter vegetative communities, reducing the number
of prey species available for breeding populations of wading birds.
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4

IMPROVEMENTS TO HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS, HABITATS,
AND FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES

This chapter discusses the predicted benefits of implementing the proposed CEPP EAA Reservoir Water
Reservation (i.e., the authorized CEPP Alternative C240). The evaluation of benefits was based on the
results of modeling simulations, environmental impact statements, scoping documents for similar projects,
scientific literature, direct observation, project design reports, and reasonable scientific judgments. This
chapter compares application of the SFWMD’s Regional Simulation Model – Greater Everglades and
Lower East Coast Service Area (RSM-GL) (version 2.3.2) for the simulation period (1965 to 2005) for
Alternative C240 to the existing conditions baseline (ECB) assumptions, which represent the systemwide
infrastructure and operations that were in place when the PACR was initiated by the SFWMD (2018).
The primary modeling for the CEPP PACR (SFWMD 2018) was evaluated based on outputs from the
SFWMD’s Regional Simulation Model (RSM) (SFWMD 2005a,b). The RSM is a robust and complex
regional- scale model that covers the entire South Florida system with two implementations: RSM-BN
covers the northern part of the system and RSM-GL covers the southern extent (SFWMD 2010, 2011). The
RSM Hydrologic Simulation Engine was peer- reviewed in 2005 (Chin et al. 2005), and the Management
Simulation Engine and revised Hydrologic Simulation Engine were peer- reviewed again in 2019 (Bras
et al. 2019). The RSM passed 25 verification tests (10 overland flow, 10 groundwater, and 5 mixed) and
includes 83 benchmarks (West Consultants and CDM 2012). As part of the CEPP process, the RSM-BN
and RSM-GL underwent USACE validation for engineering software and was were classified as “allowed
for use” for South Florida applications in August 2012. The RSM is the premier and most accepted tool for
regional hydrologic simulation and planning in South Florida and has been used to plan for more than
$20 billion of authorized capital infrastructure improvements and to support updates to operational permits
and USACE water control plans. Recent projects supported by the RSM include the following:






CEPP (2010-2012; PACR [2017-2018])
Lake Okeechobee Watershed Restoration Project (2017-2019)
Western Everglades Restoration Project (2017-2019)
Everglades Restoration Transition Plan (2016)
Combined Operational Plan (2018-2019)

Alternative C240 is expected to reduce damaging freshwater discharges from Lake Okeechobee to the
northern estuaries and redirect this water south through EAA canals to the EAA Reservoir. The EAA
Reservoir would provide storage capacity for attenuation of high flows to the EAA A-2 STA, which would
reduce phosphorus concentrations in the water to meet required water quality standards. During the
planning process, STAs are sized to meet a long-term flow-weighted mean average of 13 parts per billion
of phosphorus using the Dynamic Model for Stormwater Treatment Areas across a wide range of hydrologic
conditions, including wet years (Walker and Kadlec 2011). The treated water will be distributed across the
northwestern boundary of WCA-3A to restore more natural quantity, timing, and distribution of waters
through WCA-3A and WCA-3B to ENP.
Environmental impacts include both direct and indirect effects. Under Council on Environmental Quality
regulations, direct effects are “caused by the action and occur at the same time and place,” while indirect
effects “are caused by the action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably
foreseeable. Indirect effects may include growth inducing effects and other effects related to induced
changes in the pattern of land use, population density or growth rate, and related effects on air and water
and other natural systems, including ecosystems” (40 Code of Federal Regulations 1508.8). Under the
National Environmental Policy Act, one purpose of an environmental impact assessment is to identify, at
an early stage, the environmental issues deserving of study and de-emphasizing insignificant issues,
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narrowing the scope of the environmental impact statement accordingly (40 Code of Federal Regulations
1501.1). The resource conditions that were evaluated for the CEPP EAA Reservoir Water Reservation
include hydrology, habitat, fish, and wildlife.
This document evaluates the hydrologic output of the RSM-GL and ecological output of the United States
Geological Survey’s Joint Ecosystem Model Program under the ECB and Alternative C240. All analyses
compare the ECB to Alternative C240. The RSM-GL was used to verify the southern distribution and
sheetflow improvements associated with Alternative C240 in the hydrologic model domains, including
gauges, flow transects, and indicator regions (Figure 4-1). Annual transect flow is the long-term average
of total overland flows across a lined landmark (e.g., T5 in northwestern WCA-3A), usually perpendicular
to primary flow directions. The indicator region is a collection of cells that represent an area of ecologic
interest. Also, indicator regions provide a visual reference for multiple performance measures. The
calculation method and locations where the performance measure graphic applies were defined by
RECOVER (2005). Hydrologic changes were assessed with normalized duration curves, average annual
overland flows, and average annual water budgets. A normalized duration curve refers to a ponding duration
curve relative to land surface elevation. When “ac-ft” are given in average annual overland flows and
average annual water budgets, this refers to analysis of an average annual water budget over the 41-year
period of hydrologic model simulation (1965 to 2005).
The ecological models developed by the Joint Ecosystem Model Program were used as evaluation tools to
aid in the prediction and determination of an acceptable range of hydrologic factors as they relate to the
persistence and success of key fish and wildlife species (Romañach et al. 2011a,b). The hydrologic and
ecological outputs were evaluated for selected years representative of dry, average, and wet rainfall
conditions. Analyses of rainfall data in Central and South Florida were fitted to annual rainfall for the entire
project area using normal and log- normal probability distributions. The results of the analysis indicate the
SFWMD receives a regional annual average rainfall of 53.0 inches (134 centimeters), a dry annual average
of 44.3 inches (112 centimeters), and a wet annual average of 62.5 inches (158 centimeters). Using the
above statistics as a guide, representative years corresponding to annual SFWMD rainfall were selected
(Sculley 1986, Alaa and Abtew 1999). In addition, annual rainfall for the antecedent year should be
considered. In other words, the annual rainfall preceding the selected year should be consistent. In summary,
1978 was selected to represent an average rainfall year, 1989 a dry year, and 1995 a wet year.
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Figure 4-1.

The Regional Simulation Model for the Greater Everglades and Lower East Coast Service
Area (RSM-GL) domain with (a) gauges; and (b) flow transects (e.g., T5), and indicator
regions (e.g., IR114).

4.1

Hydrologic Conditions

4.1.1

Hydroperiod, Ponding Depth, and Overland Flow

This section provides a general overview of regional hydrologic changes for Alternative C240 compared to
the ECB. Hydrologic performance within a spatial area is the result of the combined effect of Alternative
C240 components and operations identified throughout the project area. In general, the RSM-GL predicted
significantly improved hydroperiods and ponding depths in both the long-term average (1965 to 2005) and
dry (e.g., 1989) rainfall year conditions in northern WCA-3A and SRS (Figures 4-2 and 4-3). These
changes are because Alternative C240 distributes almost all its additional water through the CEPP-designed
L-4 spreader canal across northern WCA-3A (Figure 4-4). By contrast, hydroperiods increased (an
improvement) in eastern WCA-3B and ponding depths decreased (neutral change) in northern WCA-3B in
the long- term (Figures 4-2 and 4-3). These changes in WCA-3B are caused by less water entering eastern
WCA-3A from WCA-2A and the water routed to the Blue Shanty Flow-way and ENP.
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Figure 4-2.

Modeled hydroperiod during long-term (1965 to 2005) average rainfall (top) and dry
(bottom) year conditions for the existing conditions baseline (left) and Alternative C240
(right).
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Figure 4-3.

Modeled ponding depth during long- term (1965 to 2005) average rainfall (top) and dry
(bottom) year conditions for the existing conditions baseline (left) and Alternative C240
(right). The modeled ponding depth was computed by accumulating daily ponding depths
for the water year and dividing by the number of days when the ponding depth was greater
than zero.
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Figure 4-4.

Modeled surface water flow vectors during long- term (1965 to 2005) average rainfall (top)
and dry (bottom) year conditions for the existing conditions baseline (left) and Alternative
C240 (right). The vector plots are to provide the reader with overall flow directionality
(arrow direction) and magnitude (arrow size and color) relative to other model cells.
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4.1.2

Water Conservation Areas 3A and 3B

In general, hydrologic improvements associated with Alternative C240, including increased flows, longer
hydroperiods, and less frequent marsh drydowns, result in improved habitats for fish and wildlife. Annual
inflows to WCA-3A increase from approximately 1.8 million to 2.1 million ac-ft (19% increase) under
Alternative C240 compared to the ECB (Figure 4-5). Annual outflows from WCA-3A also increase
approximately 17% under Alternative C240 compared to the ECB, resulting in a net annual increase of
38,600 ac-ft under Alternative C240 (Figure 4-5). To avoid adverse increases to the frequency, duration,
and peak stages of WCA-3A high-water conditions with this net increase in WCA-3A inflows, annual
structural outflows from WCA-3A through S-151 (to WCA-3B), S-333 (to NESRS), S-12 (to western SRS),
S-343/S-344 (to the Big Cypress National Preserve), and S-345D/S-345F/S-345G (to the Blue Shanty
Flow-way), combined, increase from approximately 1.2 million ac-ft for the ECB to 1.5 million ac-ft for
Alternative C240 (24% increase).
Because WCA-3A covers approximately 481,000 acres (752 square miles), hydrologic differences between
the ECB and Alternative C240 are characterized at representative gauges throughout WCA-3A
(Figure 4-1a). Within northwestern WCA-3A, by adding 0.7 ft of water during ponded times, the annual
hydroperiod is extended 17% during drydowns, resulting in reduced soil oxidation for Alternative C240
(Figure 4-6). Within northeastern WCA-3A, enhanced inflows under Alternative C240 extend the annual
hydroperiod by 26% during drydowns (Figure 4-7). Slightly lower increases in ponding depth and annual
hydroperiod with Alternative C240 were observed for stages within east-central WCA-3A (Figure 4-8).
Within eastern WCA-3A, ponding depths increased by approximately 0.1 ft during ponded times, but the
annual hydroperiod decreased 5% (Figure 4-9). No significant depth or annual hydroperiod changes are
expected within central (Figure 4-10) and southern WCA-3A (Figure 4-11).

Figure 4-5.

Water Conservation Area 3A water budget for the (a) existing conditions baseline and
(b) Alternative C240. The arrows do not necessarily correspond to the locations of water
control structures. Direction of the arrows represents the flow direction based on the annual
average calculation. Structural flows can only go in one direction. For groundwater (GW)
and levee seepage (LS) flows, it is possible, on a daily time step, for flows to go either
direction, depending on the head difference (OF = overland flow).
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Figure 4-6.

Northwestern Water Conservation Area 3A normalized duration curves.

Figure 4-7.

Northeastern Water Conservation Area 3A normalized duration curves.
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Figure 4-8.

East-central Water Conservation Area 3A normalized duration curves.

Figure 4-9.

Eastern Water Conservation Area 3A normalized duration curves.
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Figure 4-10. Central Water Conservation Area 3A normalized duration curves.

Figure 4-11. Southern Water Conservation Area 3A normalized duration curves.
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Alternative C240 increases annual inflows from WCA-3A to WCA-3B from 751,000 to 976,000 ac-ft (30%
increase) compared to the ECB (Figure 4-12). Annual outflows from WCA-3B to the L-29 Canal and
NESRS increase from 42,000 to 259,000 ac-ft under Alternative C240 (approximately 500% increase) due
to new overland flows of 255,000 ac-ft (Figure 4-12). Although annual structural outflows east from
WCA-3B through S-31 and S-337 culverts decrease from 133,000 ac-ft for the ECB to 108,000 ac-ft for
Alternative C240 (19% decrease), increased groundwater and levee seepage result in a small increase (1%)
in outflows.
Under Alternative C240, the targeted inflows to eastern WCA-3B change ponding depths in northern
(decrease) and central (increase) WCA-3B by approximately 0.2 ft for all hydrologic conditions, while there
are no ecologically significant changes to annual hydroperiods (Figures 4-13 and 4-14). Within the Blue
Shanty Flow-way and the downgradient L-29 Canal, ecologically significant increases in annual
hydroperiods are not found, despite the addition of 0.3 to 0.7 ft of water during ponded times (Figure 4-15),
because the inflows and outflows are relatively high and equal. Without Alternative C240, water levels
drop to 0 ft approximately 4% of the time because the region is compartmentalized and rainwater has no
outlet (Figure 4-15). With Alternative C240, water levels drop to 0 ft only 2% of the time because the
inflows are high enough to keep the sloughs hydrated year-round (a critical performance measure). This is
expected to improve conditions for fish and wildlife, especially during the dry season.

Figure 4-12. Water Conservation Area 3B water budget for the (a) existing conditions baseline and
(b) Alternative C240. The arrows do not necessarily correspond to the locations of water
control structures. The S-151 and S-345D structures discharge water north of the Blue
Shanty Levee. The S-345F and S-345G structures discharge water into the Blue Shanty
Flow-way.
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Figure 4-13. Northern Water Conservation Area 3B normalized duration curves.

Figure 4-14. Central Water Conservation Area 3B normalized duration curves.
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Figure 4-15. Water Conservation Area 3B Blue Shanty Flow-way normalized duration curves.

4.1.3

Northeast Shark River Slough

Annual overland inflows to NESRS (across Transect 18; Figure 4-1b) increase from 73,000 ac-ft (ECB) to
794,000 ac-ft under Alternative C240 (Figure 4-16), providing an ecological benefit for fish and wildlife
species in areas currently experiencing extremely dry conditions for long periods. In addition to enhanced
southward overland flows from WCA-3B (Figure 4-12), Alternative C240 increases annual inflows to
NESRS by an additional 321,000 ac-ft from S-333 (originating from the L-67A Canal) and 67,900 ac-ft
from S-356 (originating from the Tamiami Canal) to the L-29 Canal. Stage duration curves for the
L-29 Canal are provided in Figure 4-17. The 9.7 ft National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD29)
maximum operational limit prescribed for Alternative C240 is not constraining during any time within the
model simulation period (1965 to 2005). L-29 Canal stages exceed 8.5 ft NGVD29 during only
approximately 5% of the simulation period within the eastern L-29 Canal segment under Alternative C240.
Within NESRS, by adding approximately 0.6 ft during ponded times, the annual hydroperiod is extended
11% during drydowns with Alternative C240 (Figure 4-18). Likewise, similar hydrologic improvements
are observed farther south in SRS (see long-term average rainfall for Alternative C240 output in Figures 42 and 4-3).
Increased water depths and hydroperiods within historically deepwater SRS are expected to alleviate severe
drydowns in areas with shallow-water peripheral wetlands along the eastern boundary of the Everglades.
Alternative C240 will substantially benefit vegetation by decreasing the amount of time water levels go
below 0 ft by 19% and increasing water depths by approximately 1 ft when surface soils are dry under the
ECB (Figure 4-19).
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Figure 4-16. Average annual overland flow across Transect 18 in Northeast Shark River Slough.

Figure 4-17. Water Conservation Area 3B Blue Shanty Flow-way stage duration curve.
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Figure 4-18. Northeast Shark River Slough normalized duration curves.

Figure 4-19. Eastern Everglades National Park normalized duration curves.
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4.1.4

Western Shark River Slough

Located west of the L-67 extension levee and bounded to the north by Tamiami Trail, western SRS is
influenced primarily by rainfall and water management operations at the S-12 structures. Under the
Everglades Restoration Transition Plan, use of the S-12 structures and the seasonal sequential closure
periods, beginning at S-12A (November 1 to July 14) and S-12B (January 1 to July 14), are meant to move
water from WCA-3A into SRS while providing conditions for Cape Sable seaside sparrow (CSSS)
Subpopulation A nesting and breeding. Modification to the Everglades Restoration Transition Plan seasonal
closure periods for S-12A and S-12B was not considered during CEPP PACR preliminary screening and
alternative formulation (SFWMD 2018), based on USACE consideration of the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service (2016) Biological Opinion for the Everglades Restoration Transition Plan.
Annual overland flow to SRS from WCA-3A across RSM-GL Transect 17 (366,000 ac-ft) decreased
20,000 ac-ft (5%) with Alternative C240 relative to the ECB (Figure 4-20). Compared to the ECB, ponding
depths within northern ENP (NP-201) are similar during 30% of deepest conditions for Alternative C240,
while ponding depths decrease approximately 0.2 ft during 30% of shallowest conditions for Alternative
C240 (Figure 4-21). Proceeding west, the NP-205 monitoring gauge (used as an indicator for CSSS
Subpopulation A hydrology) similarly indicates a 0.1- to 0.3-ft decrease in ponding depth under all
hydrologic conditions compared to the ECB (Figure 4-22), indicative of improved habitat for the CSSS.

Figure 4-20. Average annual overland flow from WCA-3A to Shark River Slough across Transect 17.
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Figure 4-21. Northern Everglades National Park normalized duration curves.

Figure 4-22. Northwestern Everglades National Park normalized duration curves.
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In contrast, within central SRS, by adding 0.3 ft during ponded times, the annual hydroperiod is extended
approximately 5% for Alternative C240 compared to the ECB (Figure 4-23), which indicates a potential
degradation of CSSS habitat in the shallow-water edges of SRS. Ponding depths within central SRS
demonstrate a combined response to the hydrologic changes previously indicated for NESRS and western
SRS; the resultant combined annual transect flows within central SRS (Transect 27) increase from
618,000 ac-ft with the ECB to 828,000 ac-ft (34% increase) for Alternative C240 (Figure 4-24).

Figure 4-23. Central Everglades National Park normalized duration curves.

Figure 4-24. Average annual overland flow across Transect 27 in central Shark River Slough.
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4.1.5

Taylor Slough

Ponding depths in Taylor Slough increased 0.1 to 0.3 ft during average hydrologic conditions, and annual
hydroperiods extended approximately 10% for Alternative C240 compared to the ECB (Figure 4-25).
Although these numbers are small compared to the large SRS and WCA-3A flows, they are ecologically
significant when considering the importance of keeping these systems hydrated for as long as possible.

Figure 4-25. Taylor Slough normalized duration curves.

4.2

Habitats

4.2.1

Central Everglades

Alternative C240 provides demonstrably improved hydrologic conditions and is expected to benefit
restoration objectives in the Central Everglades. Due to changes in the quantity, distribution, and timing of
water entering the Central Everglades ecosystem under Alternative C240 (Figures 4-2 to 4-4), long-term
improvements to wetland hydrology will enhance the sustainability of ridge and slough vegetation.
Modeling results in northwestern and northeastern WCA-3A suggest Alternative C240 will decrease the
amount of time water levels go below 0 ft by 21% and 17% and increase water depths by 0.7 ft and 0.4 ft,
respectively, when surface soils are dry under the ECB (Figures 4-26 and 4-27). The extended hydroperiod
will result in less soil oxidation across northern WCA-3A, thereby promoting wetland vegetation growth
and peat accretion, while reducing the potential for high-intensity fires. According to the flow experiments
in the Decomp Physical Model (Saunders et al. 2019), enhanced sheetflow in northwestern WCA-3A
(approximately 340% increase; Figure 4-28) will help restore and sustain the microtopography,
directionality, and spatial extent of ridges and sloughs and may improve the health of tree islands in the
ridge and slough landscape (Wetzel et al. 2005).
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Figure 4-26. Normalized duration curves for northwestern Water Conservation Area 3A.

Figure 4-27. Normalized duration curves for northeastern Water Conservation Area 3A.
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Figure 4-28. Average annual overland flow in northern Water Conservation Area 3A (west of the
Miami Canal).
Alternative C240 is expected to have a moderate beneficial effect on vegetation in northern WCA-3A
because of the enhanced sheetflow and extended hydroperiod. However, rehydration may result in
expansion of cattail due to the mobilization of phosphorus that occurs when peat soils are oxidized
(Newman et al. 1998) as well as increased nutrient loads via overland flow. Nutrient loading may continue
under Alternative C240. Although recent spatial sampling is unavailable to document changes in soil
chemistry, the areas at greatest risk for phosphorus release upon rewetting are those closest to north-central
WCA-3A near the Miami Canal, where increases in phosphorus per unit volume have occurred (Bruland et
al. 2007). However, the long-term flow-weighted concentration of phosphorus is expected to be below 13
parts per billion, which is comparable to natural background levels. It is difficult to know exactly how
vegetation in the northern region will respond to increased flows associated with Alternative C240;
however, the risks associated with increased phosphorus concentrations are low compared to the benefits
of the project.
Proceeding south approximately 10 miles, the amount of time water levels go below 0 ft decreases 11%
and water depths increase 0.3 ft when ponding depths are approximately 1 ft for Alternative C240 compared
to the ECB (Figure 4-29). Alternative C240 acts to rehydrate northern WCA-3A, promoting peat accretion,
reducing the potential for high-intensity fires, and facilitating the transition from upland to wetland
vegetation.
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Figure 4-29. Normalized duration curves for northeastern Water Conservation Area 3A.
Rehydration of previously dry areas within north-central WCA-3A could temporarily mobilize nutrients
within the water column; however, this is not expected to be a significant issue because portions of
WCA-3A north of Interstate 75 experience annual dryout and rehydration with no significant downstream
impact under the ECB. The introduction of phosphorus into previously unimpacted areas (i.e., central and
southern WCA-3A) might cause vegetation shifts, providing a minor adverse effect. Chaing et al. (2000)
suggested that phosphorus loading can alter Everglades plant communities through increased plant
productivity, tissue phosphorus storage, soil phosphorus enrichment, and shifts in plant species
composition. Previous studies have shown that slough and sawgrass communities have been replaced by
cattail-dominated communities when soil phosphorus concentrations increase, generally exceeding 500
milligrams per kilogram (Davis et al. 1994, Newman et al. 1998, Rutchey et al. 2008, McCormick et al.
2009). However, Craft et al. (1995) and Chaing et al. (2000) observed no significant change in macrophyte
species diversity or expansion of cattails in study plots receiving nutrient additions during the 2 and 4 years,
respectively, of their studies. Vegetation that can assimilate nutrients directly from the water column
(e.g., periphyton-Utricularia complex) are the most sensitive to nutrient enrichment, and their communities
shift in response to enrichment, as evidenced by the replacement of phosphorus-sensitive species with
phosphorus-tolerant species (McCormick et al. 1996, Gaiser et al. 2005, Gaiser 2009, Newman et al. 2004).
Many areas of WCA-3A, particularly within central WCA-3A, still contain good quality wetland habitat,
consisting of tree islands, sawgrass marshes, wet prairies, and aquatic sloughs. Vegetation and patterning
in central WCA-3A most closely resemble pre-drainage conditions and represent some of the best examples
of remnant Everglades habitat in South Florida. Although hydrology in these areas remains mostly
unaffected by Alternative C240 compared to the ECB (Figure 4-30), maintenance of existing conditions
within this region of the project area is desirable as ridge and slough habitat is well conserved.
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Figure 4-30. Normalized duration curves for central Water Conservation Area 3A.
High water levels during the wet season are essential to maintain quality wet prairie and emergent slough
habitat. However, prolonged high water levels (i.e., during both the wet and dry seasons) and extended
hydroperiods have resulted in vegetation shifts within southern WCA-3A, which negatively impact tree
islands and fragment sawgrass ridges, resulting in loss of historical landscape patterning (Figure 3-1).
Alternative C240 brings annual peak water levels down by 0.4 ft (Figure 4-31), which is expected to reduce
the potential for flooding stress on tree islands. However, neither Alternative C240 nor the ECB reduces
average water levels or duration in southern WCA-3A; therefore, major shifts in vegetation are not
anticipated within this region, providing a negligible effect.
Typical Everglades vegetation, including tree islands, wet prairies, sawgrass marshes, and aquatic sloughs
occurs throughout WCA-3B. However, within WCA-3B, the ridge and slough landscape has been severely
degraded by the virtual elimination of overland sheetflow due to the L-67 Canal and levee system. WCA-3B
has become a primarily rain-fed system with shorter hydroperiod sawgrass marshes and relatively few
sloughs and tree islands. Loss of sheetflow to WCA-3B has accelerated soil loss, reducing elevations of the
remaining tree islands and making them vulnerable to high water stages.
Compared to the ECB, Alternative C240 decreases ponding depths within central WCA-3B approximately
0.1 ft during 40% of deepest conditions and increases ponding depths approximately 0.1 ft during 30% of
shallowest conditions (Figure 4-32). The seasonal decrease in ponding depths in central WCA-3B results
from less water entering eastern WCA-3A (from WCA-2A), water routed to the Blue Shanty Flow-way and
ENP, and a shift in flow timing. The timing shift refers to more water being stored in the EAA Reservoir
for release during drier conditions. In contrast, Alternative C240 increases ponding depths approximately
0.1 ft in southern WCA-3B during all ponded times compared to the ECB (Figure 4-33). Although these
changes could have positive (deeper water conditions during the dry season in central WCA-3B) and
negative (flooding stress in southern WCA-3B) effects, the effects are not ecologically significant. As such,
long-term shifts in vegetation, water quality, tree island sustainability, or use by wildlife are not anticipated
in comparison to the ECB.
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Figure 4-31. Normalized duration curves for southern Water Conservation Area 3A.

Figure 4-32. Normalized duration curves for central Water Conservation Area 3B.
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Figure 4-33. Normalized duration curves for southern Water Conservation Area 3B.
Existing compartmentalization and water management practices result in flows through NESRS that are
significantly lower than pre-drainage conditions. The consequence of lower flows has been lower wet
season depths, more frequent and severe drydowns in sloughs, and reduction in the extent of shallow-water
edges. Over-drainage in peripheral wetlands along the eastern boundary of NESRS has caused shifts in
community composition, invasion by exotic woody species, and increased susceptibility to fire.
Implementation of Alternative C240 is expected to continue the benefit of rehydrating NESRS
(Figure 4-34) by increasing annual overland flows to NESRS compared to the ECB (Figure 4-16),
providing long-term ecological benefits. Resumption of sheetflow and related patterns of hydroperiod
extension will help restore pre-drainage water depth patterns and the complex mosaic of the Everglades’
vegetation communities.
Reduction in the number and duration of dry events in NESRS is a major environmental benefit because
extended hydroperiods will reduce soil oxidation, decrease fire potential, promote peat accretion, and aid
in the restoration of historical wetland vegetation communities. Alternative C240 will decrease the duration
of dry events, calculated for the modeling period (1965 to 2005) along the SRS (indicator regions 129, 130,
131, and 132), to 13 weeks, which is 3 weeks shorter than the average duration of dry events for the ECB
(Figure 4-35). Additionally, the results under Alternative C240 show similar performance in the average
duration of dry conditions in four indicator regions of a pre-drained Everglades system (NSM462 in
Figure 4-35). Therefore, Alternative C240 has fewer dry weeks than the ECB and has a similar extent of
drydowns relative to a pre-drained Everglades, which achieves the project goal of rehydrating NESRS.
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Figure 4-34. Normalized duration curves for Northeast Shark River Slough.

Figure 4-35. A weekly count of dry events in four indicator regions in Shark River Slough between 1965
and 2005 under a pre-drained hydrologic condition (NSM462), the existing conditions
baseline (ECB), and Alternative C240 (C240). The box-whisker plot represents the Natural
System Model (version 4.62) distributions for ridge and slough habitat south of Tamiami
Trail. The model simulates the hydrologic response of a pre-drained Everglades system; it
does not attempt to simulate the pre-drained hydrology. Instead, recent climatic data are
used to simulate the pre-drained hydrologic response to current hydrologic input.
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There is a long-term, moderate increase in the overland flow rates in NESRS and Taylor Slough. The added
fresh water will lower the rate of saltwater intrusion in the mangroves of the southwestern coastal areas and
Florida Bay. These flows will reduce coastal salinities and maintain hydrologic and ecological connectivity.
Overland flows also help maintain the ridge and slough patterns in all of SRS. The average annual increase
in sheetflow in central SRS (Transect 27) increases 210,000 ac-ft (34% increase) under Alternative C240
compared to the ECB (Figure 4-24). The average annual southward sheetflow to Taylor Slough in southern
ENP (Transect 23B) increases 19,000 ac-ft (29% increase) for Alternative C240 compared to the ECB
(Figure 4-36).

Figure 4-36. Average annual overland flow in southern Everglades National Park.
The Everglades, a phosphorus-limited system, historically received most phosphorus through rainfall, with
average total phosphorus concentrations of less than 0.01 milligram per liter (McCormick et al. 1996). A
rapidly growing population and industrial agriculture increased total phosphorus inputs in the WCAs and
ENP; however, a series of STAs has removed phosphorus before it enters the ecosystem since 1993 and,
recently, areas within ENP have shown total phosphorus concentrations of less than 0.01 milligram per liter
(Julian et al. 2019). One concern is additional flow will provide greater phosphorus loads and could cause
vegetation changes within NESRS. The periphyton-Utricularia complex will be the most sensitive to
nutrient enrichment (Gaiser et al. 2005). Potential effects on vegetation and species community composition
within NESRS and ENP cannot be fully determined at this time. Water quality in the study area will
continue to be monitored.
Non-native and invasive plant infestations in the Central Everglades may be exacerbated by soil
disturbance, increased nutrients, and hydrologic modification. Many non-native and invasive species are
flourishing in a variety of habitats and negatively affecting the ecology throughout the Everglades.
Non-native and invasive plant species most frequently are encountered in disturbed areas and areas where
water quality has been impacted by increased nutrient loads. Construction or hydrologic modification under
Alternative C240 is not expected to influence the spread or establishment of invasive and nuisance plant
species.
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4.2.2

Slough/Open Water Marsh

Deep slough communities occurred throughout the pre-drainage ridge and slough region of the Everglades
(McVoy et al. 2011). Sloughs within the Central Everglades have been degraded by compartmentalization,
resulting in reduced sheetflow, depths, and inundation durations;, altered vegetation community structure;,
and expansion of wet prairie and sawgrass marsh communities. Overland sheetflow has been virtually
eliminated from WCA-3B due to the L-67 Canal and levee system, resulting in loss of deep water sloughs
and dominance of shorter hydroperiod, dense sawgrass marsh. Vegetative trends within ENP also include
conversion of slough/open-water marsh communities to shorter hydroperiod sawgrass marshes (Davis and
Ogden 1994, Davis et al. 1994, Armentano et al. 2006). Increases in SRS sheetflow under Alternative C240
(Figure 4-16) provide a long-term impact on the hydroperiod as the region will be dry only 4% of the time,
compared to 17% under the ECB (Figure 4-34). With Alternative C240, much of NESRS will see
substantial rehydration, which will promote sheetflow due to redistribution of flows from WCA-3A and
WCA-3B to ENP. This will improve hydroperiods and water depths while reducing the frequency and
severity of drydown events (Figure 4-35), which can cause a transition of shallower wet prairies to
slough/open-water marsh communities.

4.2.3

Wet Marl Prairies

Wet marl prairies occur on marl soils and exposed limestone and experience the shortest hydroperiods of
the slough/marsh/prairie wetland complex. Marl prairies occur in the southern Everglades along the eastern
and western peripheries of SRS. Areas within the eastern marl prairies along the ENP boundary suffer from
over-drainage, reduced water flow, exotic tree invasion, and frequent human-induced fires (Lockwood et al.
2003, Ross et al. 2006). To alleviate the perpetually drier conditions and associated problems, increased
water flows are needed in this area. Alternative C240 provides long-term, moderate benefits to vegetation
because increased hydroperiods within the eastern marl prairies may alleviate some of the problems
associated with drier conditions and promote a shift in community composition (Figure 4-19).
Within the western marl prairies, decreased annual overland flows (Figure 4-20) and subsequent reductions
in hydroperiod (Figures 4-21 and 4-22) would promote vegetation transition, increasing the area of marl
prairie within CSSS Subpopulation A. Proceeding west to southern Big Cypress National Preserve,
however, the vast majority of western marl prairies that currently are over-drained would experience no
hydrologic changes, providing a negligible effect on the vegetation community under Alternative C240
compared to the ECB (Figure 4-37).
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Figure 4-37. Normalized duration curves in southern Big Cypress National Preserve.

4.2.4

Tree Islands

Hydrologic restoration may not be conducive to new tree island creation in northeastern WCA-3A, where
tree islands once were plentiful, but now few remain. Despite beneficial effects of Alternative C240
reducing damaging drydown durations (26% increase in hydroperiod), adding approximately 0.4 ft water
during the wettest 5% periods when deep water can stress vegetation on tree islands is a concern (Figure
4-7). However, because water depths on the marsh surface are predicted to be 1 ft or less 80% of the time
for Alternative C240, this is beneficial to existing tree islands.
Proceeding south, central and southern WCA-3A are expected to respond similarly (Figures 4-30 and
4-31). Tree islands in central WCA-3A are in optimum hydrology. However, Alternative C240 does not
lower the damaging ponding depths or improve the ecological condition of tree islands in southern
WCA-3A compared to the ECB. Thus, benefits are deemed negligible.
Moving into WCA-3B (not including the Blue Shanty Flow-way), implementation of Alternative C240 will
provide no improvement on the ecological condition of tree islands in central WCA-3B (Figure 4-32). In
southeastern WCA-3B, Alternative C240 reduces damaging drydown durations approximately 7% by
adding approximately 0.1 ft water during ponded times (Figure 4-38). Although these numbers are small
compared to the area of major improvements (i.e., northern WCA-3A), given WCA-3B is
compartmentalized and becomes a rain-fed system, even slight increases in hydroperiods associated with
enhanced sheetflow will increase sediment redistribution to tree islands and ridges and help restore
historical sloughs.
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Figure 4-38. Normalized duration curves in southeastern Water Conservation Area 3B.

4.2.5

Shark River Slough

In SRS, where tree islands rise high above the surrounding marsh, the potential for flooding stress is
practically nonexistent. Instead, ENP is faced with a reduction in tree islands due to intensive fires that
move across the marshes and burn tree island peat soils, leaving only rocky outcroppings. The objective of
Alternative C240 is to prevent extensive drydowns and extend hydroperiods. Figure 4-39 shows a marsh
surface hydrology for Alternative C240 that reduces drydown durations approximately 5% by increasing
water depth approximately 0.2 ft during ponded times relative to the ECB, which provides rehydration
benefits.
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Figure 4-39. Normalized duration curves in Shark River Slough.

4.2.6

Hydrologic Summary

In this technical document, central WCA-3A (indicator region 123; Figure 4-30) serves as a reference
location where the ridge-slough-tree island landscape is the most preserved. The current hydrology in this
location is similar to the hydrology predicted by the Natural System Model and, as such, is more of a
comparative reference site rather than a target. Because the Central Everglades was a rather uniform,
spatially homogeneous ridge and slough landscape over WCA-3A and ENP, annual average depth,
maximum depth, and hydroperiod in central WCA-3A are extrapolated across the project area (Table 4-1).
Note that the goal of restoration is not to make water depths across the system as deep as central WCA-3A;
however, that is one consideration that determines the composite picture of how the Everglades are to be
restored.
A highly anticipated outcome of Alternative C240 is an increase of water depths and hydroperiods in
over-drained wetlands such as northern WCA-3A and NESRS (Table 4-1). The conditions created by
Alternative C240 will considerably improve average water depths and hydroperiods, showing similar
performance measures to central WCA-3A. Therefore, major hydrologic improvements are expected to
produce long-term benefits to these areas and the fishes and wildlife living therein. The area northwestern
portion of western marl prairies near the S-12 structures are at high risk for additional drying because there
is less water sent to the S-12 structures under Alternative C240 (Figure 4-5). In the majority of the western
marl prairies within northern ENP and southern Big Cypress National Preserve, no additional water is
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expected, and the area likely will remain over-drained and at risk from muck fires and further soil oxidation.
On the contrary, a reduction in peak water levels and hydroperiods is expected to alleviate flooding stress
in areas of excessive ponding, such as eastern and southern WCA-3A (Table 4-1). The new water routed
to the Blue Shanty Flow-way from WCA-3A to ENP will moderately increase the drying out of northern
and central WCA-3B but will lengthen hydroperiods and deepen water levels in southern WCA-3B
(Table 4-1). As WCA-3B has become a primarily rain-fed system, returning to a flowing system in some
areas can be considered a progressive step towards ecosystem restoration. In general, the overall impact of
hydrologic changes to the landscape is expected to be small in WCA-3B. As a result of the negligible
outcome, the CEPP adaptive management option to increase flows from the new S-633 structure into
WCA-3B will assess an incremental increase in ponding depths over a 15- to 20-year interval to allow
sloughs, ridges, and tree islands to re-establish microtopography.
Table 4-1.

A summary comparison of hydrologic conditions under the existing conditions baseline and
Alternative C240 across the project regions.

Region
Northwestern WCA-3A
Northeastern WCA-3A
Eastern WCA-3A
Central WCA-3A
Southern WCA-3A
Northern WCA-3B
Central WCA-3B
Southern WCA-3B*
Northeast SRS
Eastern ENP
Northwestern ENP
Southern BCNP

Average Water Depth
(ft)
ECB
C240
0.4
1.2
0.4
0.9
2.1
2.3
1.3
1.5
1.8
1.9
0.8
0.7
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.6
0.9
1.5
-1.0
-0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2

Maximum Water Depth
(ft)
ECB
C240
2.3
3
3.4
3.2
5.5
5.3
4.6
4.3
5.1
4.7
2.3
2.2
2.8
2.9
2.9
3.4
3.0
3.9
1.5
2.1
1.9
1.9
1.3
1.3

Hydroperiod (days)
ECB
262
270
343
337
350
313
335
350
302
58
270
270

C240
338
332
328
338
346
302
335
357
350
128
255
270

Figure
4-26
4-27
4-9
4-2730
4-2831
4-1213
4-32
4-1415
4-3034
4-19
4-2022
4-37

BCNP = Big Cypress National Preserve; C240 = Alternative C240; ECB = existing conditions baseline; ENP = Everglades
National Park; ft = foot; SRS = Shark River Slough; WCA = Water Conservation Area.
* Within the Blue Shanty Flow-way.

4.3

Fish and Wildlife Resources

This section evaluates the fish and wildlife simulations from the United States Geological Survey Joint
Ecosystem Model Program for the ECB and Alternative C240. Effects on key indicator species, including
state and federally listed species, are summarized in Table 4-2. This table is based on a combination of the
models presented in this technical document, model output from the PACR PIR (USACE and SFWMD
2014), an understanding of the biology and environmental requirements of each species, and the best
professional judgement of federal and state ecologists working on Everglades restoration projects. Although
changes in water quality could affect the prey forage base by altering vegetation composition or structure,
modeling tools are not available to compare such changes under the ECB and Alternative C240. Instead,
water quality will continue to be monitored, potential effects will be evaluated, and options in the CEPP
adaptive management plan will be implemented, if necessary.
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Table 4-2.

Comparison of effects on key indicator species, including federally and state- listed
threatened and endangered species, under the existing conditions baseline and
Alternative C240.

Species
Crayfish

American
Alligator

Wood Stork

Tricolored
Heron, Little
Blue Heron, and
Reddish Egret

Roseate
Spoonbill

Snail Kite

Existing Conditions Baseline
Crayfish production is greatly reduced from
historical levels at sites where shortened
hydroperiod and declined groundwater level
decrease reproduction and growth but
increase mortality of crayfish.
Lack of water and a short hydroperiod within
northern WCA-3A and NESRS are not
suitable habitats for the American alligator.

Alternative C240
Extended hydroperiods will increase crayfish
density in northern WCA-3A, WCA-3B, and
portions of ENP, particularly within SRS.

Rehydration within northern WCA-3A and
extended hydroperiods within NESRS increase
the spatial extent and quality of suitable habitat
for the American alligator. Due to rehydration of
previously drained areas, particularly in northern
WCA-3A and northeastern ENP,
implementation of Alternative C240 would
greatly improve alligator habitat suitability.
Support for improved ecological conditions Moderate beneficial effects for habitat and
for wood storks is hampered by short
foraging conditions for wood storks throughout
hydroperiods, shallow depths, or dense
portions of the Central Everglades are expected.
vegetation in ENP, northern WCA-3A, and
An analysis by the South Florida Natural
WCA-3B.
Resources Center (Beerens 2013) of wood stork
foraging potential indicated improved foraging
conditions in northern WCA-3A, WCA-3B, and
ENP due to improved fish abundance,
vegetation, and hydrology.
Population declines of these species are
Extended hydroperiods in the WCAs and ENP
attributed to loss and degradation of suitable are expected to have a moderate beneficial effect
habitat due to short hydroperiods, shallow
on these species through improved fish
depths, or dense vegetation.
abundance and altered vegetation composition or
structure.
Roseate spoonbills lost historical nesting
A small but long-term improvement to the
ground along the southwestern coast of the
spatial extent of suitable nesting and foraging
Everglades in the SRS and Lostman’s Slough habitat for roseate spoonbills is anticipated due
estuaries. Since completion of the South
to the southern distribution and sheetflow
Dade Conveyance System in 1982, altering
improvements associated with Alternative C240
water deliveries to Taylor Slough and
in the mainland estuary zones of ENP.
northeastern Florida Bay, roseate spoonbill
nesting effort has shifted to the northwestern
region of Florida Bay.
Lack of water and undesirable vegetation
Longer hydroperiods and desirable vegetation
within northern WCA-3A, WCA-3B, and
shifts within northwestern northern WCA-3A
ENP are not suitable habitats for apple snails are expected to increase suitable habitat for
(main prey of snail kites). Southeasternern
apple snails, thereby increasing the spatial extent
WCA-3A would continue to experience
of suitable foraging opportunities for snail kites,
extended hydroperiods due to ponding along providing a beneficial effect. Alternative C240
the L-67A and L-29 levees. High water
produces greater depths and hydroperiods in
levels and extended hydroperiods have
northwestern WCA-3A relative to the existing
resulted in vegetation shifts within WCA-3A, conditions baseline.
degrading snail kite critical habitat.
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Species

Existing Conditions Baseline
Disruption of the seasonal pattern of rising
and falling water depths has resulted in up to
60 consecutive dry days during the CSSS
nesting season (March 1 to May 15) for 3 or
more consecutive years, degrading the CSSS
Cape Sable
critical habitat in wet marl prairies along the
Seaside Sparrow
eastern and western edges of SRS and along
the eastern edge of Taylor Slough in
southeastern ENP.

Alternative C240
A mixed effect for CSSS nesting and habitat
conditions is expected in critical habitat areas.
An overall decline inon marl prairie hydrologic
suitability within designated subpopulation
regions could lead to long-term adverse effects
on CSSS habitat suitability under Alternative
C240. However, habitat improvements in
adjoining areas may warrant further
consideration as the Joint Ecosystem Model
results illustrate the complexity of marl prairie
hydrologic suitability.
High terrestrial levees along the Miami Canal Habitat loss from backfilling the Miami Canal
have become an artificial refuge for the
and removal of 50% of its adjacent levees in
Eastern Indigo
eastern indigo snake.
northern WCA-3A is expected to be mitigated
Snake
by the restoration of tree islands and
construction of new tree islands in northern
WCA-3A.
High terrestrial levees along the Miami Canal Habitat loss from backfilling the Miami Canal
have become a refuge and hunting ground for and removal of 50% of its adjacent levees in
the Florida panther.
northern WCA-3A is expected to be mitigated
Florida Panther
by the restoration of tree islands and
construction of new tree islands in northern
WCA-3A.
Lack of water and a short hydroperiod limit A minor beneficial effect for habitat and
the range of Everglades mink to the shallow foraging conditions for Everglades mink is
freshwater marshes and swamps of ENP,
expected because of extended hydroperiods
Everglades Mink near Tamiami Trail. Shortened hydroperiods within northern WCA-3A and ENP, particularly
decrease the distribution and abundance of
within marl prairies.
small fish species upon which the Everglades
mink feeds.
CSSS = Cape Sable seaside sparrow; ENP = Everglades National Park; NESRS = Northeast Shark River Slough; SRS = Shark
River Slough; WCA = water conservation area.

The following subsections discuss the model output of key indicator species under the ECB and Alternative
C240 in the Central Everglades (Table 4-3). The period of model simulation captures a range of climatic
events in the Central Everglades, including the 1970-1975 droughts and the brief El Niño (wet period) in
1972. Other notable drought years captured include 1985, 1988, 1989, 1998-1999, 2001, and 2004. This
simulation period also captures significant rainfall years, including 1969, 1983, 1994-1995, 1997 (the
highest El Niño event on record), and the 2005 hurricane season. The population density of apple snails
was simulated for 1995 to 2005 because the model was developed with daily water depth and temperature
provided by the Everglades Depth Estimation Network starting in 1992. All the modeling for this technical
document should be consistent with models in the PIR (USACE and SFWMD 2014) and PACR (SFWMD
2018). As such, the discussion of crayfish responses waswere not modeled but are is based on an
understanding of the ecological and environmental requirements of the species.
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Table 4-3.

A comparison of ecological model output and simulation period.

Section

Taxa

Model Output

Simulation Period

4.3.1

Small Fish

Population density

1965 to 2005

4.3.3

Alligators

Habitat suitability index

1966 to 2005

4.3.4

Wading Birds

Spatial foraging condition,
temporal foraging condition

1975 to 2005

Not applicable

4.3.5

Apple Snail

Population density

1995 to 2005

2004 (dry), 2000 (average),
1995 (wet)

4.3.6

Cape Sable
Seaside Sparrow

Habitat suitability index

1965 to 2005

Not applicable

4.3.1

Representative Rainfall Year
1989 (dry), 1978 (average),
1995 (wet)
1989 (dry), 1978 (average),
1995 (wet)

Small Fish

High densities of small fish characterized the pre-drainage Everglades ecosystem; thus, maximizing small
fish densities is an objective of Everglades restoration. Because fish dominate the prey community in both
biomass and abundance, they are an important energy source for higher trophic levels such as wading birds,
alligators, and larger fish. Estimations of prey fish can be used as a general measure of trophic conditions
in the Everglades.
The density of small (i.e., <8 centimeters) freshwater fish is assessed primarily for livebearers and killifishes
using a statistical relationship between hydrologic parameters and the small fish monitoring data collected
from 1996 through 2006 within WCA-3A, WCA-3B, SRS, and Taylor Slough (Trexler and Goss 2009,
Donalson et al. 2010). Under the ECB, projected densities range from 12 to 17 small fish per square meter
in the central and southern portions of WCA-3A and WCA-3B, while densities are less than 8 small fish
per square meter in ENP during an average rainfall year (Figure 4-40a). Implementation of Alternative
C240 is expected to have a negligible effect on small fish species throughout much of the Central
Everglades (Figure 4-40b). However, in northern WCA-3A and SRS, small fish densities increase 78% to
100% and 10% to 78%, respectively, under Alternative C240 due to enhanced overland flows and fewer
drydown events (Figure 4-40c). The average of daily percent differences in small fish density for the entire
model domain increases approximately 68%, 186%, and 29% during an average rainfall (1978), a dry
(1989), and a wet (1995) year, respectively (Figure 4-40c,d,e), providing the benefit of enhanced prey
density for higher trophic level predators, such as wading birds. For all years of the model simulation period
(1965 to 2005), implementation of Alternative C240 increased small fish density by approximately 130%
compared to the ECB. Introduction or expansion of non-native fish species due to changes in water
distribution is not likely to occur; however, the extent of invasion is uncertain at this time.
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Figure 4-40. Mean total fish density is presented for (a) the existing condition baseline and
(b) Alternative C240, and (c) percent differences between Alternative C240 and the
existing conditions baseline for an average rainfall year. Only percent differences between
the models are presented for (d) a dry year and (e) a wet year.
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4.3.2

Crayfish

Everglades crayfish (Procambarus alleni) and slough crayfish (Procambarus fallax) are critically important
components of the Everglades food web, serving as primary dietary components of higher trophic level
species, including fish, amphibians, alligators, wading birds, and mammals such as raccoons and river otters
(Kushlan and Kushlan 1979). White ibis depends heavily on crayfish species during nesting; therefore, the
production and availability of crayfish are important components for white ibis recovery (Dorn et al. 2011).
Crayfish species composition and abundance within the Central Everglades are linked to hydroperiod and
ponding depth (Acosta and Perry 2001), with both species being most abundant in marshes that dry
seasonally. The Everglades crayfish commonly is found in marshes with a hydroperiod of 7 to 9 months,
while the slough crayfish prefers marshes with slightly longer hydroperiods of 10 to 11 months but also is
found in perennially flooded habitats. Populations of both species are strongly limited by predatory fishes
and can exhibit significant population growth after periodic dry disturbances (Dorn and Cook 2015).
Because the Joint Ecosystem Model Program does not have a crayfish model, crayfish responses to
hydrologic improvements presented herein are based on hydrological evaluations (Table 4-1) and an
understanding of the environmental ecology requirements of the species. Even slight increases in
hydroperiods in sloughs with shallow to moderate water depths and occasional dry conditions associated
with Alternative C240 likely would increase slough crayfish production within the over-drained northern
WCA-3A and eastern WCA-3B. Everglades crayfish production would increase if hydroperiods within
ENP marl prairie were extended by 3 to 4 months (Acosta and Perry 2002). However, Alternative C240
would not extend hydroperiods by this duration; therefore, Everglades crayfish population growth would
remain limited by short hydroperiods. Slight declines in hydroperiod under Alternative C240 would further
limit Everglades crayfish production in western marl prairies near the S-12 structures. Also, Alternative
C240 likely would have a negligible effect on crayfish production in the southern Big Cypress National
Preserve based on hydrological evaluations. It has become evident in recent years that the western marl
prairies are disproportionally important for wading bird foraging (Cook and Baranski 2019, Cocoves et al.
in review) and might be critical for supporting coastal supercolonies, a major CERP objective; however,
Alternative C240 will provide no improvement in this respect. Therefore, the overall effect of Alternative
C240 on crayfish production, when comparing the combined spatial region, appears marginally positive.

4.3.3

Alligators

A keystone species in the Everglades ecosystem, the American alligator (Alligator mississippiensis)
depends on spatial and temporal patterns of water fluctuations that affect courtship and mating, nesting, and
habitat use (Brandt and Mazzotti 2000). Historically, American alligators were most abundant in peripheral
Everglades marshes and freshwater mangrove habitats but are now most abundant in canals and the deeper
slough habitats of the Central Everglades. Water management practices, including drainage of peripheral
wetlands and elevated salinity in mangrove wetlands as a result of decreased freshwater flows, have limited
occurrence of alligators in these habitats (Craighead 1968, Kushlan 1990, Mazzotti and Brandt 1994).
A habitat suitability index developed by RECOVER for the American alligator (Shinde et al. 2014)), and
used for RECOVER, can predict the potential effects of Alternative C240 and the ECB (Figure 4-41). The
habitat suitability index measures habitat suitability annually for five components of alligator production:
1) land cover suitability, 2) breeding potential (female growth and survival from April 16 of the previous
year to April 15 of the current year), 3) courtship and mating (April 16 to May 31), 4) nest building (June
15 to July 15), and 5) egg incubation (nest flooding from July 1 to September 15) (South Florida Natural
Resources Conservation Center 2013). The results show that alligator habitats are limited to the relatively
wet areas of central and southern WCA-3A, WCA-3B, NESRS, and coastal areas of ENP under the ECB
(Figure 4-41a), while the habitat suitability scores notably increase in northern WCA-3A and NESRS under
Alternative C240 (Figure 4-41b).
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Figure 4-41. Habitat suitability index score for (a) the existing condition baseline and (b) Alternative
C240, and (c) habitat suitability index differences between Alternative C240 and the
existing conditions baseline for an average rainfall year. Only differences in the habitat
suitability index between the models are presented for (d) a dry year and (e) a wet year.
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Comparison between the models shows the lift (Alternative C240 minus ECB > 0) of an index of alligator
growth and survival at sites in northern and central WCA-3A and NESRS during an average rainfall year
(Figure 4-41c). The average of percent differences in the habitat suitability index for the entire model
domain increases approximately 6%, 18%, and 7% during an average rainfall (1978), a dry (1989), and a
wet (1995) year, respectively (Figure 4-41c,d,e), providing a moderate benefit during dry conditions. This
habitat suitability index captures spatial shifts. It increases in 197,407 acres (308 square miles) but also
decreases in 138,616 acres (217 square miles) during an average rainfall year (1978), resulting in a net
increase of habitat suitability in 58,791 acres (91 square miles). For all years in the model simulation period
(1966 to 2005), Alternative C240 increased habitat suitability by 20% compared to the ECB, indicating an
overall benefit to alligator production.
The decline of habitat suitability for an average rainfall year with Alternative C240 occurs in portions of
northern WCA-3B and southeastern WCA-3A against the L-67A and L-29 levees (Figure 4-41c) due to
decreases in ponding depth and hydroperiod. The reduced inflows from WCA-3A (Figure 4-12) decrease
ponding depths and hydroperiods in northern WCA-3B (Figure 4-13). Enhanced continuous sheetflow
from WCA-3A through WCA-3B as a result of Blue Shanty Flow-way operation also shortens hydroperiods
in southeastern WCA-3A (Figure 4-2). For a wet hydrologic year (e.g., 1995), large areas of central
WCA-3A and SRS become too wet for alligator breeding and nesting, reducing alligator habitat suitability
for Alternative C240 compared to the ECB (Figure 4-41e). However, American alligators are mobile and
will move in response to unfavorable high-water conditions from flooded habitats to open-water/slough and
wet prairies due to the enhanced hydrologic connectivity. Therefore, hydroperiod improvements within
WCA-3A and ENP are expected to have a very valuable and long-term benefit on the spatial extent and
quality of suitable habitat for the American alligator.

4.3.4

Wading Birds (White Ibis, Wood Stork, and Great Egret)

Historically, the short hydroperiod wetlands within ENP have been important for wading bird foraging
during the early breeding season, with birds shifting to longer hydroperiod wetlands as the dry season
progresses. Hydrological patterns that produce a maximum number of patches with high prey availability
(i.e., high water levels at the end of the wet season and low water levels at the end of the dry season) are
necessary for high reproductive outputs for wood storks and other wading birds (Gawlik 2002, Gawlik et al.
2004, Boyle et al. 2014). Therefore, restoration of sheetflow and historical hydropatterns would provide
long-term improvement to wetland habitats (elevation and microtopography) that would support prey
densities conducive to successful wading bird foraging and nesting.
The Wader Distribution Evaluation Model (Beerens et al. 2015), a tool to predict how white ibis
(Eudocimus albus), wood stork (Mycteria americana), and great egret (Ardea alba) distributions respond
to prey resources linked to hydrologic variables, was used to evaluate and predict changes to wading bird
foraging habitat in the Central Everglades. The model determines spatially explicit changes in foraging
conditions for wading birds relative to baseline scenarios from bird and hydrological data collected during
surveys between 2000 and 2009. Using a multi-model approach, a wading bird foraging index was produced
from a spatial foraging conditions (SFC) model and a temporal foraging conditions (TFC) model. The SFC
model predicts wading bird patch abundance over time at a fixed spatial scale (400 m), while the TFC
model predicts daily abundance across space (patch quality). The resulting indices represent proxies for
different components of patch dynamics: patch abundance (i.e., the spatial area of suitable foraging patch)
is reflected by the SFC model, and patch quality (i.e., temporally in terms of how many birds use a patch)
within suitable foraging depths (e.g., white ibis: -4.9 to +32 centimeters, wood stork: -8.7 to
+45 centimeters, great egret: -1.7 to +41 centimeters) is reflected by the TFC model. The product of these
two indices (i.e., SFC × TFC) is a foraging index to account for both processes.
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The results show that areas with a high abundance of foraging patches are limited to the relatively wet areas
in central and southern WCA-3A, WCA-3B, SRS, and coastal ENP under the ECB for both the white ibis
(Figure 4-42a) and wood stork (Figure 4-43a). In contrast, the abundance of foraging patches is lower in
areas with conditions that are too dry (northern WCA-3A and the eastern boundary of the ENP for both the
white ibis and wood stork) or too wet (eastern WCA-3A along the L-67A Canal for the wood stork). The
perpetually drier areas make tree islands, which are used by large numbers of wading birds for nesting,
extremely vulnerable to fires and nesting predation. For example, the Alley North colony in northeastern
WCA-3A (proximate to indicator region 118; Figure 4-29) is one of the largest nesting aggregations of
wading birds in North America, capable of supporting more than 50,000 nests when hydrologic conditions
are appropriate. However, under the ECB, the area is prone to drying early in the nesting season, which can
reduce the colony’s attractiveness to nesting birds, allow mammalian predators (i.e., raccoons) access to
the colony, and cause large-scale nest abandonment. Relatively wet conditions are good for wading bird
foraging and nesting because they would restore spatial extent of ridges and sloughs and could improve the
health of tree islands in the ridge and slough landscape. However, increasing flooding also may create more
frequent water level reversals during critical wading bird foraging periods, causing declines in nesting
success for wading birds.
Implementation of Alternative C240 would provide long-term, improved foraging conditions for wading
birds in northern WCA-3A, southeastern WCA-3B, and northeastern ENP, particularly in NESRS
(Figures 4-42c and 4-43c), due to improved hydrology, prey abundance, and changes to vegetation
structure. Under Alternative C240, an abundance of white ibis foraging patches (i.e., SFC) in March and
April from 1975 to 2005 increases in approximately 264,000 acres (413 square miles) of northern WCA3A and NESRS but decreases in 70,000 acres (109 square miles) of eastern WCA-3A against the L-67A
levee compared to the ECB (Figure 4-42c). The abundance of wood stork foraging patches for the same
period increases in approximately 297,000 acres (464 square miles) of northern WCA-3A, NESRS, and
southeastern WCA3B but decreases in 135,000 acres (211 square miles) of southeastern WCA-3A
(Figure 4-43c). Increased use of southeastern WCA-3B by wood storks and the eastern marl prairies by
both white ibis and wood storks appears to be associated with increased hydroperiods (Figures 4-38 and
4-19). However, the predicted declines in eastern WCA-3A against the L-67A levee do not make intuitive
sense given what is known of wading bird foraging ecology. Specifically, the predicted decline in
hydroperiods in the ponded areas of eastern WCA-3A under Alternative C240 (Figure 4-9) would be
expected to improve foraging patches for wading birds, yet the model forecasts a 10% to 32% decrease in
foraging patch abundance. This might be because the hydrologic conditions and wading bird distributions
that were used to create the model (from 2000 to 2009 surveys) did not include some of the unique
conditions expected with restoration, such as areas with relatively long hydroperiods (greater prey
production) that also have relatively shallow depths (increased prey availability). Between 2000 and 2009,
these two conditions did not exist together; thus, the benefits of such conditions to foraging birds might not
be recognized in the current model output.
Over the entire simulation period (1975 to 2005), implementation of Alternative C240 increased the quality
of white ibis foraging patches (TFC) by 3.5% but decreased wood stork foraging indices (SFC × TFC) by
2.1% compared to the ECB. The quality of great egret foraging patches (TFC) decreased 1.1% for
Alternative C240 compared to the ECB. These results suggest implementation of Alternative C240 will
have a negligible effect on foraging patch quality throughout much of the Central Everglades.
A key CERP goal is to re-establish historical wading bird foraging and colonial nesting habitats in the
mainland estuary zones of ENP. An evaluation of hydropatterns during the 2018 nesting season suggests
that dry marl prairies during the previous dry season preceding extended flooding during the early dry
season resulted in early nesting, extended periods of optimal foraging conditions, and formation of large
colonies in coastal areas (Cook and Baranski 2019). While redirected and enhanced inflows to NESRS from
the Blue Shanty Flow-way would help improve habitat suitability for CSSS in the western marl prairie, the
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same change in timing and magnitude of inundation and recession likely would further limit prey
availability for wading birds in this critical area (Figure 4-40c). An expected outcome of Alternative C240
is to slightly decrease hydroperiods and provide a slightly negative effect on wading birds in the western
prairies (Figures 4-42c and 4-43c). As such, Alternative C240 alone will not provide the hydrologic and
foraging conditions needed to recover historical coastal populations of wading birds.

Figure 4-42. White ibis spatial foraging conditions is presented for (a) the existing condition baseline
and (b) Alternative C240, and (c) percent differences in spatial foraging conditions indices
between Alternative C240 and the existing conditions baseline in March and April from
1975 to 2005.
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Figure 4-43. Wood stork spatial foraging conditions for (a) the existing condition baseline and
(b) Alternative C240, and (c) percent differences in spatial foraging conditions indices
between Alternative C240 and the existing conditions baseline in March and April from
1975 to 2005.
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4.3.5

Apple Snail

The snail kite (Rostrhamus sociabilis) has a highly specialized diet composed almost entirely of apple snails
(Pomacea paludosa), which are found in palustrine, emergent, long-hydroperiod wetlands. As a result, the
snail kite’s survival directly depends on the hydrology and water quality of its habitat (United States Fish
and Wildlife Service 1999). Suitable foraging habitat for the snail kite typically is a combination of
low-profile marsh and shallow open water clear enough to visually search for apple snails. Areas of sparse
emergent vegetation enable apple snails to climb near the surface to feed, breathe, and lay eggs, while also
making them easily seen from the air by foraging snail kites.
The purpose of the apple snail population model, EverSnail, is to describe the dynamics of the apple snail
population as a function of hydrology and temperature (Darby et al. 2015). The abundance and size
distribution of snails are simulated and can be calculated for any day with input data. Adult snail population
size during a given year is a product of egg production, and thus environmental conditions, from the
previous year. The model was developed using the Everglades Depth Estimation Network, and outputs
begin in 1992. Results are shown for adult snails (larger than 20 millimeters) in 160,000 m 2 cells (400-m ×
400-m model grid) during the spring (April 20), before that year’s reproductive period (Figure 4-44). End
of spring results are shown because that is the population of snails of the size class consumed by the
endangered snail kite.
The results show that areas with high apple snail densities (0.56 to 0.87 snails per square meter) are limited
to relatively wet areas in central and southern WCA-3A, WCA-3B, NESRS, and coastal ENP under the
ECB (Figure 4-44a). In contrast, apple snails are virtually absent (fewer than 0.09 snails per square) in
areas with conditions that are too dry (northern WCA-3A and marl prairies in ENP) or too deep (eastern
WCA-3A along the L-67A Canal) , as approximately 0.2 snails per square meter are necessary to support
snail kite foraging (Darby et al. 2012). Estimates of apple snail densities can be linked to a local abundance
of snail kite nests within a 2-kilometer radius from the sampling site (Cattau et al. 2014), and according to
modeling, the relative wet areas can support approximately 9 to 12 snail kite nests.
Rehydration and vegetation shifts within northwestern WCA-3A and marl prairies in ENP, combined with
decreases in the frequency and duration of extremely low water stages in these areas, are expected to
increase the abundance of adult apple snails under Alternative C240 compared to the ECB (Figure 4-44c).
Comparison between the models shows the lift (Alternative C240 minus ECB > 0) of apple snail densities
at sites in northern and central WCA-3A, SRS, and coastal areas during an average rainfall year
(Figure 4-44c). The models indicate that as apple snail densities increase by 0.69 to 0.78 snails per square
meter, the probability of local abundance of snail kite nests increases by a factor of approximately
2.5 (Cattau et al. 2014). In contrast, a decline of apple snail densities in the deeper-water edges within
eastern WCA-3A appears to be caused by increases in average ponding depth by approximately 0.2 ft
(Figures 4-9 and 4-10). The average of the percent differences in adult apple snail densitypopulation
numbers for the entire model domain increases approximately 47%, 61%, and 19% during an average
rainfall (2000), a dry (2004), and a wet (1995) year, respectively (Figure 4-44c,d,e), providing a moderate
benefit during dry conditions. On average, the number of acres where adult apple snail densitiespopulation
numbers are predicted to increase inunder C240 compared to ECB includes approximately 471,000 acres
(735 square miles) but decrease in 153,000 acres (239 square miles) during dry and wet years, resulting in
a net increase of adult apple snail densitiespopulation numbers in 318,000 acres (496 square miles) of the
Central Everglades. For all years of the model simulation period (1995 to 2005), implementation of
Alternative C240 increased apple snail population densitynumbers by 41% compared to the ECB, thereby
increasing the spatial extent of suitable foraging opportunities and enhanced prey density for snail kites.
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Figure 4-44. Apple snail adult population density for (a) the existing condition baseline and
(b) Alternative C240, and (c) density differences between Alternative C240 and the existing
conditions baseline on April 20 of an average rainfall year. Only differences in the densities
between the models are presented for (d) a dry year and (e) a wet year.
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4.3.6.

Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow

Presently, the known distribution of the CSSS is restricted to two areas of marl prairies east and west of
SRS within ENP and Big Cypress National Preserve and the edge of Taylor Slough in the Southern Glades
Wildlife and Environmental Area in Miami-Dade County. CSSS surveys resulted in a range map that
divided the CSSS into six separate subpopulations (A through F; Figure 4-45a), with Subpopulation A as
the only subpopulation west of SRS (Curnutt et al. 1998).
The CSSS builds nests low to the ground, 14 to 17 centimeters above the substrate. Male CSSS call for
mates and set up territories when water levels drop below ground surface. Breeding behavior can be
interrupted when water levels rise above ground surface. Therefore, it is important to maintain water levels
below ground surface for at least 60 days during the CSSS nesting season (March 1 to July 15). To compare
Alternative C240 to the ECB, a habitat suitability index for marl prairie was used. The CSSS marl prairie
model is a temporally and spatially explicit ecological planning tool that simulates hydrologic suitability of
marl prairie habitats based on CSSS survey presence data threshold ranges (Pearlstine et al. 2016). The
CSSS marl prairie model evaluates hydrologic suitability with four metrics: 1) average wet season (June to
October) water depths, 2) dry season (November to May) water depths, 3) discontinuous annual
hydroperiod (May to April of the following year), and 4) maximum continuous dry days during the nesting
season (March 1 to July 15). Output is provided as a percent-to-target met by the hydrologic scenario.
When comparing Alternative C240 with the ECB, there are negligible changes (±10 differences in habitat
suitability index) within 68% of critical CSSS habitat areas. Improvements to marl prairie hydrologic
suitability are found within Subpopulations A, northern AX, B, C, and F, where habitat suitability scores
increase in 17,969 acres (28 square miles) (Figure 4-45c). Enhanced inflows into SRS will alleviate some
of the problems associated with extremely dry conditions in the eastern boundary of the Everglades
(e.g., drought, fire, invasion of woody plants) and promote a shift in vegetation communities to marl prairies
by increasing hydroperiods (Figure 4-19). In contrast, the lift in northern Subpopulations A and AX within
the western counterparts is caused by decreases in hydroperiod under Alternative C240 compared to the
ECB (Figures 4-21 and 4-22), which would reduce the potential for water level reversals drowning CSSS
nests. Enhanced inflows into SRS also would reduce the extent of shallow-water edge in areas adjacent to
SRS. Moderate declines in hydrologic suitability would occur along the shallow regions of southern
Subpopulations AX and E that abut SRS, where habitat suitability scores decrease in 37,695 acres
(58 square miles) under Alternative C240 compared to the ECB (Figure 4-45c).
The increased distances between Subpopulation A and other eastern subpopulations might be a problem
given the limited dispersal capacity of the CSSS (Van Houtan et al. 2010). Some loss in habitat quality will
occur west of Subpopulations E and F, which will increase the isolation of Subpopulation A. This effect
likely is negligible, however, because there already appears to be little migration between the eastern and
western marl prairies. Therefore, the overall negative impact on marl prairie hydrologic suitability from
Alternative C240 relative to the ECB of the combined spatial regions within designated CSSS
subpopulations appears relatively minor (19,726 acres [30 square miles]). Hydrologic suitability for marl
prairie and the CSSS also expands along the expanded hydrologic fronts to the East in the eastern prairies
and to the North in the western prairies. Therefore, habitat improvements in adjoining areas will result in
overall positive effects on CSSS habitat suitability.
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Figure 4-45. Marl prairie habitats and locations of the Cape Sable seaside sparrow subpopulations
(A, AX, B, C, D, E, and F). The habitat suitability index score, expressed as percent to
target, is presented for (a) the existing conditions baseline, (b) Alternative C240, and
(c) raw habitat suitability indexthe differences in percent to target between the existing
conditions baseline and Alternative C240.
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4.3.7.

EcologicEcological Summary

Additional water flowing into northern WCA-3A from the EAA Reservoir would help restore aquatic
habitat for fish and wildlife, while improving natural processes critical for the development of peat soils
and tree islands. Improved overland flows into northern ENP and related patterns of increased water depths
and shorter drydowns would help restore a historically deepwater habitat such as SRS. Expansion of wet
prairies along the eastern boundary of ENP would reduce the potential for high-intensity fires and exotic
tree invasion while promoting hydrologic and ecologicecological connectivity. Thus, due to changes in
quantity, distribution, and timing of water entering the Central Everglades, long-term improvements to
wetland hydrology and desirable vegetation shifts would improve essential habitat for Everglades fish and
wildlife populations.
Depending on elevation and microtopography, enhanced sheetflow would produce a variety of wetland
habitats capable of supporting prey densities conducive to successful foraging and nesting of large
predators. Aquatic invertebrates, such as apple snails and crayfish, would rapidly colonize newly rehydrated
areas under Alternative C240, providing minor to moderate beneficial effects within northern WCA-3A
and NESRS. Similarly, moderate percentage gains in fish density are expected to occur within northern
WCA-3A and NESRS due to rehydration. Other areas within and adjacent to SRS also are expected to
experience appreciable gains in apple snail and fish density due to extended hydroperiods. Increases in
stages and hydroperiods in rehydrated areas would facilitate transition from upland to wetland vegetation
through contraction of sawgrass marshes and expansion of wet prairies and, in deeper regions, to sloughs.
Submerged aquatic plants are associated with sloughs and provide structure for growth of periphyton, a
primary energy source of invertebrates and small fishes.
The CEPP PIR and PACR also includes an Adaptive Management Plan that provides the strategies to
address prioritized project uncertainties that will be faced as the project progresses toward achieving
restoration goals and objectives while remaining within constraints. The CEPP Adaptive Management
(AM) Plan (Annex D of the PACR [SFWMD 2018]) includes a broad, system-wide monitoring program.
Site-specific monitoring programs in WCA-3A and Shark River Slough, relevant to EAA Reservoir
operation, include fish density, wading bird nesting success, alligator health, snail kite distributions, soil
oxidation risk, tree island inundation, periphyton nutrient content, hydroperiods, and ponding depths. The
AM Plan is designed to regularly evaluate the hydrological influences of water deliveries downstream on
these keystone features in the WCAs and ENP. If changes in the downstream ecology are found to be
inconsistent with CERP restoration goals, then a CEPP Adaptive Management Science Team and a Water
Management Engineering Team will convene possible operational solutions; solutions that may require
design refinements for the delivery of clean water to Northern WCA-3A and a system-level analysis of
EAA Reservoir operations, Flow Equalization Basin management, Stormwater Treatment Area status, and
climatic disturbances.
The EAA Reservoir, will provide long-term beneficial effects to wetland vegetation communities and
perform well overall for higher trophic level species. Extended hydroperiods are good for foraging and
nesting of wading birds and alligators because they would restore the spatial extent of ridges and sloughs,
increasing the abundance of suitable habitat. In addition, an increase in density of important prey
populations will directly benefit wading birds and alligators. Negative responses in foraging condition
(wading birds) and habitat suitability (alligators) were found in southeastern WCA-3A because of shortened
hydroperiods. However, the negative impact on foraging and habitat conditions from Alternative C240
relative to the ECB of the combined spatial regions appears relatively small compared to the net overall net
benefits, particularly in northern WCA-3A and SRS. Improved water depth and sheetflow distribution also
will enhance habitat connectivity of highly mobile species that can avoid unfavorable conditions. Therefore,
hydroperiod improvements in over-drained portions of WCA-3A, ENP, and adjoining shallow-water areas
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are expected to provide long-term benefits to the spatial extent of suitable foraging and nesting habitat for
higher trophic level species.
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5

IDENTIFICATION OF WATER TO BE RESERVED

5.1

Water Made Available by the Project

A component of establishing a Water Reservation pursuant to Section 373.223(4), F.S., is the identification
of locations and seasonal quantities of water, which in the judgment of the applicable water management
district governing board, may be required for the protection of fish and wildlife or public health and safety.
Rules that withhold such waters from allocation are drafted when there is a reasonable expectation that
demands for waters from the identified source(s) will occur at a time of year and in an amount, singularly
or cumulatively, to reduce the availability of water needed for the protection of fish and wildlife. This
section identifies the water associated with the EAA Reservoir project that is needed for the protection of
fish and wildlife.
The CEPP EAA Reservoir Water Reservation will reserve from allocation all surface water released
through the S-624, S-625, and S-626 structures, via operation, from the EAA Reservoir that is directed to
the Lower East Coast Everglades waterbodies through the S-624, S-625, and S-626 structures for the
protection of fish and wildlife. State regulatory rules allow for Wwater Rreservations to be adopted
prospectively for water anticipated to be made available from a project to be constructed in the future. The
water to be reserved prospectively for the EAA Reservoir is consistent with the fish and wildlife benefits
outlined in Chapter 4, the PIR (USACE and SFWMD 2014), the PACR (SFWMD 2018), and the USACE
(2020) Final Environmental Impact Statement. Protection of project waters under state regulatory authority
is a prerequisite of a Project Partnership Agreement, which is needed for authorization and appropriation
of a CERP project component.
This prospective water reservation rule is based on the fully constructed and operational project, as
described in PACR and its Draft Project Operation Manual (DPOM). Section 373.223(4), F.S., states that
reservations shall be subject to periodic review and revision in the light of changed conditions. The District
can review and revise the reservation rule to address changed conditions and new data. The water
reservation rule will become effective 20 days after it is filed with the Department of State. Surface water
from the EAA Reservoir will not be made available for the Central Everglades until the reservoir is fully
constructed and certified operational by the District’s Governing Board. Reserved water will then be
conveyed to the Lower East Coast Everglades Waterbody.

5.1.1

Water Stored Within the Reservoir and Conveyed to the Natural System

The major facilities contained in the PACR consist of the EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA (Figure 5-1). Total
reservoir storage capacity is approximately 240,000 ac-ft. The PACR provides an increase of approximately
370,000 ac-ft in average annual flow to the Central Everglades, which exceeds the CERP goal of
300,000 ac-ft. The EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA will be located north of the Holey Land Wildlife
Management Area and west of the A-1 FEB. The EAA Reservoir has a project footprint of approximately
10,500 acres and the A-2 STA will cover 6,500 acres to the west, abutting the Miami Canal. Average ground
elevation is approximately 10.0 ft NGVD29, and the maximum operational depth for the reservoir is 22.6 ft.
The purpose of the EAA Reservoir is to capture EAA runoff and regulatory releases from Lake Okeechobee
for delivery to the Central Everglades (WCA-3A, WCA-3B, and ENP), while maintaining the pre-project
capability to provide flood control and water quality treatment for existing EAA basin runoff and a portion
of Lake Okeechobee regulatory releases. The EAA Reservoir also enhances regional water supplies, which
increases the water available to meet environmental needs. During the preconstruction engineering, and
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design phase, the EAA Reservoir components will be assessed in further detail (as described in Appendix A,
Section A.10.1.5 of the PACR [SFWMD 2018]).
Additional “new” water provided indentified by the PACR will not be available for the natural system until
the facility is fully constructed and operational. Operation of the EAA Reservoir will improve the quantity,
timing, and distribution of environmental water deliveries to WCA-3A, WCA-3B, and ENP during the wet
and dry seasons. Operational changes to deliver this new water would be conducted in a manner consistent
with stage, volume, and/or flow-based restoration targets by treating and delivering water from Lake
Okeechobee, water detained by PACR components, or a combination of both and by providing temporary
storage for releases from Lake Okeechobee to reduce the harmful effects of flood control releases on the
Caloosahatchee River and St. Lucie estuaries.

Figure 5-1.

Proposed location of the Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir and A-2 Stormwater
Treatment Area as well as existing adjacent facilities.

To identify the quantity, timing, and distribution of water for the natural system, a probabilistic approach
was selected during the PIR planning process. This approach used a volume probability curve based on the
period of record (1965 to 2005). With the Alternative C240 model simulation, a volume probability curve
of the EAA Reservoir (Figure 5-2) shows the annual outflow volumes from the reservoir through the S-624,
S-625, and S-626 structures are directed to the EAA A-2 STA, STA-2, STA-3/4, or A-1 FEB, then
discharged to the Lower East Coast Everglades waterbodies. Model simulations of the EAA Reservoir,
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together with existing and planned infrastructure, indicate the EAA Reservoir could convey 825,000 ac-ft
of surface water, on an average annual basis, to the existing STAs, EAA A-2 STA, and A-1 FEB.
The EAA Reservoir provides an additional 240,000 ac-ft of effective detention volume to attenuate EAA
basin runoff and Lake Okeechobee regulatory releases, rather than sending the water to the WCAs when
they are not ready to receive additional water. As a general operational strategy, the EAA Reservoir would
be operated to attenuates flows during the wet season and carry over water into the dry season when releases
to the WCAs would be beneficial or cause less harm. The full suite of environmental benefits to downstream
fish and wildlife occurs when the EAA Reservoir is filled and emptied multiple times throughout the year.
Periodically, water from the EAA Reservoir may be released from the S-628 structure to the EAA via the
inflow-outflow canal to the Miami Canal and North New River Canal. This water is not reserved for fish
and wildlife.

Figure 5-2.

Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir outflow volume probability curve through
Structures S-624, S-625, and S-626 from the Alternative C240 model simulation.

The operational strategies are intended to meet the goals, purposes, and benefits outlined in the PACR by
improving the quantity, quality, timing, and distribution of water for the natural system while providing for
other water-related needs and meeting the requirements for protection of public health and safety. The
modeling evaluations completed in the PACR (SFWMD 2018) show that the full suite of environmental
benefits to downstream fish and wildlife occurs when the EAA Reservoir is filled and emptied multiple
times throughout the year. Discharges through the S-628 structure provide more operational flexibility to
store water in the reservoir, which enables 370,000 ac-ft of additional water on average annually beyond
the existing condition to be delivered to the Central Everglades to maximize benefits for fish and wildlife.
These goals, purposes, and benefits will not be fully realized until completion of construction and
implementation of the CEPP and PACR components. These components will be phased in as they become
operational. Interim operations have not yet been developed.
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The A-1 FEB is an existing storage facility east of the proposed EAA Reservoir. Upon completion of the
EAA Reservoir, the reservoir complex will operate in conjunction with the existing A-1 FEB and existing
STAs. As additional details are developed during the design phase, the operational criteria for the EAA
Reservoir will become more refined. The following initial guidance is based on the results of the
optimization for the CEPP PACR hydrologic modeling:






The EAA Reservoir accepts EAA basin runoff when the reservoir depth is below 22.6 ft.
The EAA Reservoir accepts Lake Okeechobee water when the reservoir depth is below 20.0 ft.
The EAA Reservoir could provide water to the Miami Canal and North New River Canal when
excess capacity is available beyond restoration flows, if the reservoir depth is higher than 8.2 ft.
EAA Reservoir discharges discontinue when the reservoir depth is below 0.5 ft.
No supplemental water supply is provided to the EAA Reservoir to prevent its dryout.

Initial operation of the EAA Reservoir will be monitored for embankment and structural stability, especially
during initial filling operations. In addition, the quality of the water discharged from the EAA Reservoir
would be monitored to ensure compatibility with the inflow assumptions and discharge requirements for
STA-3/4, STA-2, the EAA A-2 STA, and the Central Everglades. Operational decisions regarding the
volume of EAA Reservoir discharges sent to STA-3/4, STA-2, and the EAA A-2 STA would consider the
vegetative health as well as the maximum monthly and annual limitations of the receiving treatment cells.
These goals, purposes, and benefits will not be fully realized until completion of construction and
implementation of the CEPP and PACR components. The final Project Operating Manual assumes
completion of all CEPP components. The manual will undergo several updates and refinements over time
by USACE and District, as explained in Section 6 and Annex C of the PACR (SFWMD 2018). The triggers,
thresholds, and knowledge gained over time will be used in future modeling and updates, and the Project
Operating Manual will be developed in coordination with, and consistent with, the CEPP Adaptive
Management Plan. Modifications and/or revisions to the manual will occur during subsequent project
phases.
Development of the Project Operating Manual is an iterative process that will continue throughout the life
of the project. The manual will be updated at periodic intervals during the detailed design, construction,
operational testing, and monitoring phases of the project. Refinements to the operating criteria in the manual
will be made as more project design details, data, operational experience, and general information are
gained during these project phases.

5.2

Effects of the Proposed Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir
on Existing Legal Users

When establishing a Water Reservation, all existing legal users of water shall be protected so long as such
use is not contrary to the public interest [Section 373.223(4), F.S.]. To analyze seepage from the EAA
Reservoir complex, several modeling scenarios were performed, including three-dimensional MIKE
SHE/MIKE 11 modeling, two-dimensional SEEP/W groundwater modeling, and a three-dimensional
MODFLOW model recalibration of the A-1 test cells. A passive management modeling scenario that
included a cutoff wall, at a depth of -34.1 ft North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88), showed
that without the EAA Reservoir inflow-outflow seepage pumping, a difference of more than 0.25 ft,
determined to be an impact threshold, would extend approximately 2.7 miles north of the project boundary
and 2.6 miles south into Holey Land Wildlife Management Area under steady-state conditions. There are
no existing legal users of groundwater within those distances. The existing legal users of surface water
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within those distances are provided in Table 5-1. The existing legal users of surface water withdraw from
the Miami Canal and North New River Canal, which have water level elevations maintained by the
SFWMD. The water elevations remain the same under Alternative C240; therefore, no impacts to the
availability of water are expected for existing legal users.
Table 5-1.

Existing legal users surrounding the Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir site.
Project

Star Ranch Enterprises
Star Farms Corporation
Okeelanta Corporation
Halasco
Sugar Farms Co-Op
ECP and Non-ECP Components
Star Ranch Enterprises West Farm

Water Use Permit

Application

50-00045-W
50-00191-W
50-00656-W
50-08963-W
50-08986-W
50-11070-W
50-00092-W

101012-1
101011-24
190725-16
140513-6
181001-16
160520-28
190619-5

Surface Water Source in the Area
of Interest
L-19 Canal
L-23/L-24 Canal
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

The project is underlain by naturally occurring hydrogeologic formation water (connate water) with
chloride ion concentrations that progressively increase with depth (Reese and Wacker 2009). To prevent
mounding of water table elevations and to minimize the transport and/or upconing of chloride ion
concentrations as a result of the project, active seepage scenarios were performed, including depth increases
to the cutoff wall and EAA Reservoir inflow-outflow canal on the northern boundary of the reservoir and
stage control in the reservoir’s inflow-outflow canal (via three 200-cfs seepage pumps). Active management
modeling scenarios indicate seepage from the EAA Reservoir can be fully captured, mitigating any potential
seepage impacts. To further minimize water level impacts north of the EAA Reservoir, the SFWMD and
USACE jointly recommend inclusion of an additional seepage canal within the EAA Reservoir and A-2
STA (Alternative 3 of the USACE [2020] Final Environmental Impact Statement) to increase operational
flexibility within the EAA Reservoir inflow-outflow canal during pumping operations.

5.2.1

Water Stored in the EAA Reservoir that is Not Reserved for the Protection
of Fish and Wildlife

Water was not quantified for other water-related needs in the Lake Okeechobee Service Area (LOSA),
which includes the EAA, in the PACR or EIS. However, water stored in the EAA Reservoir may be
provided to the Miami and/or North New River canals within the EAA to maintain canal stages used for
supplemental irrigation. Discharges may be made from the EAA Reservoir through the S-628 structure to
the Miami and/or North New River canals via the reservoir’s inflow-outflow canal. According to the Draft
Project Operating Manual (Annex C of the PACR [SFWMD 2018]), water stored in the EAA Reservoir can
be used for water supply deliveries to meet EAA irrigation needs only when the reservoir stage is above
8.2 ft and the Miami and/or North New River canal stages are below their maintenance stages.
Any withdrawal of water from the Miami and North New River canals must be consistent with allocations
in existing water use permits. Based on the additional water stored in the EAA Reservoir, the Draft Project
Operating Manual, and modeling conducted for the PACR, 82,000 ac-ft of water on average annually
(Figure 5-3) could be conveyed through the S-628 structure to the Miami and/or North New River canals
to maintain canal stages in the EAA. This amount represents approximately 9% of the total discharge from
the EAA Reservoir while exceeding the CERP target flow goal to the Central Everglades. Water discharged
from the EAA Reservoir will be available to water users in in the EAA in addition to water stored in Lake
Okeechobee. Section 6.9.1.3 and Annex C of the PACR (SFWMD 2018) contain additional information.
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Figure 5-3.

Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir flow volume probability curve from the
Alternative C240 model simulation.

Existing legal users in the LOSA will continue to rely upon Lake Okeechobee and EAA runoff to meet their
supplemental irrigation needs when the EAA Reservoir is constructed and operational. Annex B in the
PACR (SFWMD 2018) and EIS (USACE 2020) includes the Savings Clause analysis, which confirmed
that existing legal sources of water supply will not be transferred. The water supply level of service for the
LOSA will be preserved by the project and will not be changed by the reservation. The C240 model run
reshowed an increase in the volume delivered to LOSA from Lake Okeechobee during water shortage
events. Over the entire simulation period, the average annual volume delivered to LOSA during eight driest
events increased by 6,000 ac-ft with the inclusion of the reservoir. By virtue of water being stored in EAA
Reservoir, under certain conditions, additional water will reach existing legal water users in the EAA basin.
Although the EAA Reservoir will capture water, it does change or shift the sources of water available to
existing legal users in the LOSA, including the EAA.

5.3

Protection of Project Waters

To evaluate the protection of project water and the risk associated with consumptive uses, the following
areas were evaluated to determine if project waters would be diminished: 1) the surrounding upstream
watershed, including surface water and groundwater withdrawals in the vicinity of the project, 2) waters
reserved within the EAA Reservoir for the natural system, and 3) waters downstream of the EAA Reservoir
discharge structures.
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5.3.1

Upstream Watershed Evaluation

Water use rules were used to evaluate the potential risk of future increases in consumptive uses. The use of
surface water from Lake Okeechobee is capped at a base condition established between April 1, 2001 and
January 1, 2008 within LOSA. The water use rules generally are referred to as the LOSA Rule. The LOSA
Rule is the regulatory component of the Lake Okeechobee Minimum Flow and Minimum Water Level
(MFL) recovery strategy. Figure 5-4 depicts the geographic region of the LOSA Restricted Allocation
Area. Section 3.2.1F of the Applicant’s Handbook for Water Use Permit Applications in the South Florida
Water Management District (SFWMD 2015) contains the full scope of the LOSA Rule.

Figure 5-4.

The Restricted Allocation Area for Lake Okeechobee and the Lake Okeechobee Service
Area.

The upstream evaluation considered a smaller subbasin within the EAA and LOSA that includes the area
immediately south of Lake Okeechobee between the Miami and North New River canals and the areas
surrounding the EAA Reservoir (Figure 5-5). Existing surface water withdrawals identified near the EAA
Reservoir are shown in Figure 5-5 and listed in Table 5-1. Adjacent existing legal users rely solely on
surface water from the Miami and/or North New River canals, which are maintained by the SFWMD
through current operations. New allocations or increases in the current allocation to existing legal users are
not expected due to the existing LOSA Restricted Allocation Area rule. There are no existing legal users
withdrawing groundwater in the area. Additional information about impacts to existing legal users is
provided in Appendix A of this document.
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Figure 5-5.

5.3.2

Existing legal users within the area surrounding the Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir
site.

Water Stored Within the Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir

The CEPP EAA Reservoir Water Reservation rule will reserve from allocation all project water directed to
the Lower East Coast Everglades waterbodies through the S-624, S-625, and S-626 structures. Any new
water use permit application, or existing permittee seeking an increase in allocation, would have to comply
with the LOSA Rule described above and the provision in the conditions for permit issuance described in
Rule 40E-2.301, Florida Administrative Code, which requires an applicant to demonstrate they are not
withdrawing reserved water.

5.3.3

Downstream Watershed Evaluation

The potential risk of future consumptive uses downstream of the EAA Reservoir discharge structures were
evaluated. Waters stored within the EAA Reservoir will flow south to the Lower East Coast Everglades
waterbodies via outflow structures from the EAA A-2 STA, A-1 FEB, STA-2, or STA-3/4. Surface water
discharged from the EAA A-2 STA, A-1 FEB, STA-2, or STA-3/4 for the protection of fish and wildlife
will be directed to lands in public ownership, including WCA-3A, WCA-3B, and ENP.
There is another Restricted Allocation Area rule south of the EAA Reservoir, the Lower East Coast
Regional Water Availability Rule, which covers the Lower East Coast Everglades waterbodies (Figure 5-6)
and is contained in Subsection 3.2.1.E of the Applicant’s Handbook for Water Use Permit Applications in
the South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD 2015). The Lower East Coast Regional Water
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Availability Rule is a component of the Everglades Minimum Flow and Minimum Water Level (MFL)
recovery strategy, set forth in Chapter 40E-8, Florida Administrative Code, and assists in implementing the
SFWMD’s objective to ensure that water necessary for Everglades restoration is protected from
consumptive uses. The Lower East Coast Regional Water Availability Rule was established in 2007 and
covers more than 1.5 million acres, including WCAs 1, 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B; the Holey Land and
Rotenberger wildlife management areas; and the freshwater portions of ENP. The Lower East Coast
Regional Water Availability Rule also includes the integrated conveyance systems that are hydraulically
connected to and receive water from the Lower East Coast Everglades waterbodies, such as C&SF Project
primary canals and the secondary and tertiary canals that derive water from the primary canals. Net
increases in volume or changes in timing on a monthly basis of direct surface water and indirect
groundwater withdrawals from the Restricted Allocation Area are prohibited over that resulting from base
condition uses permitted as of April 1, 2006. Allocations over the base condition water use are allowed only
through sources detailed in Subsection 3.2.1.E.5 of the Restricted Allocation Area rule, such as certified
project water, implementation of offsets, alternative water supply, terminated or reduced base condition
water use that existed as of April 1, 2006, or available wet season water.
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Figure 5-6.

Lower East Coast Everglades waterbodies and major integrated conveyance canals.
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PURPOSE
This appendix briefly describes and analyzes the possible effects of operating the Everglades Agricultural
Area (EAA) Reservoir and A-2 Stormwater Treatment Area (STA) on the water sources of existing legal
consumptive users. Figure A-1 is an aerial photograph of the EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA site.

Figure A-1.

Location of the Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir and A-2 Stormwater Treatment
Area.

PROJECT AREA HYDROLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY
The EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA are within the southern portion of the EAA. The site is bisected by the
Miami Canal Basin and the North New River and Hillsboro Basin (Figure A-2). The North New River
Canal (L-18/L-19) and Miami Canal (L-24/L-23) are located east and west of the reservoir, respectively.
East of the reservoir is the A-1 Flow Equalization Basin, and west of the reservoir is the proposed EAA
A-2 STA. South of the reservoir is the Holey Land Wildlife Management Area and STA-3/4. The
L-21 Canal and STA-3/4 discharge canal are the nearest regional canals to the north and south, respectively.
The EAA Reservoir will be hydrogeologically connected to the surficial aquifer system (SAS), which
primarily is an unconfined aquifer. However, the SAS comprises three main hydrostratigraphic units, or
permeable zones, separated by partial confinement. Zone 1, the shallowest zone, is of Pleistocene age and
includes the Anastasia and Fort Thompson formations. The lithology of Zone 1 consists of cemented and
loosely cemented shell that can be highly permeable. Zone 2, located at intermediate depth, is of Pliocene
age and includes the Pinecrest Sand member of the Tamiami formation. Zone 2 consists of shelly, highly
permeable, well-cemented, gray limestone and sandstone and can be semi-confined from Zone 1. Zone 3,
the deepest zone, also is of Pliocene age and includes the Ochopee Limestone member of the Tamiami
formation. Zone 3 commonly includes gray, sandy lime rudstone (a carbonate grain-supported rock) and
sandstone. In southwestern Palm Beach County, Zone 3 is called the gray limestone aquifer.
The EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA are in an area where groundwater is known to be saline at depth (Reese
and Wacker 2009). The saline groundwater originated from seawater present during deposition
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(i.e., connate water) of the Late Miocene and Pliocene Epochs (approximately 3 to 7 million years ago) or
upwelling of saline water from deeper saline aquifers. Nearby monitor wells indicate the chloride ion
concentrations in Zones 1 and 2 vary from 100 to 180 milligrams per liter (mg/L). However, below Zone 3
(approximately -80 feet (ft) North American Vertical Datum of 1988 [NAVD88]), the chloride ion
concentration is 3,000 mg/L.

Figure A-2.

Hydrology map of the Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir.
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MODELING RESULTS AND WATER SOURCES OF EXISTING LEGAL
USERS
The EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA were evaluated with integrated groundwater and surface water modeling
software called MIKE SHE (DHI 2019). The model was verified and calibrated using SEEP/W, which is a
finite element model used for seepage analysis as a function of time. The SEEP/W model used a finer
discretization and telescoped to the model domain near the cut-off wall and reservoir. In the model, Zone 1
was represented by a layer thickness ranging from 8.0 to 20.7 ft, with a hydraulic conductivity of 900 ft/day.
Zones 2 and 3 were combined in the model and represented by a layer thickness ranging from 129 to 143 ft,
with a hydraulic conductivity of 30 ft/day.
An impermeable 3-ft thick wall (i.e., cutoff wall) is proposed to be constructed below the embankments
that surround the EAA Reservoir to a depth of -34.1 ft NAVD88 (located within the Caloosahatchee
formation) and next to the northern inflow-outflow canal as an active control for seepage. The MIKE SHE
and SEEP/W models were used to simulate the effects of the cutoff wall and the inflow-outflow canal on
groundwater seepage. The seepage analysis quantified the amount of seepage loss from the reservoir to
determine whether various proposed seepage management alternatives would effectively mitigate impact
to surrounding areas and to quantify impacts, if any, to lands surrounding the reservoir and A-2 STA.
A baseline model without the EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA was compared to a second model with the
reservoir and STA using conservative parameters that maximized the amount of seepage that could occur.
The normal full storage elevations of 31.1 and 12.5 ft NAVD88 of the EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA,
respectively, were used in a steady-state condition model. The cut-off wall was included in the model run
but the inflow-outflow canal was set at an elevation equivalent to the regional canals (8.9 ft NAVD88) to
represent only passive control. The difference in water elevations between the baseline model and the
with-reservoir model using only passive controls demonstrates the limits of the area of influence (AOI;
Figure A-3). The AOI is defined by the 0.25-ft mounding contour, which extends approximately 2.7 miles
north of the EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA. Mounding as high as 2 ft could be expected immediately north
of the reservoir. Due to the length of the model run to steady-state conditions and the full water elevations
of the EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA, the parameters were chosen to represent a conservative estimate of the
AOI. The existing legal users and their commensurate withdrawal facilities within the AOI are shown in
Figure A-3, and those permittees and their water sources are listed in Table A-1.
The primary land use in the EAA is agriculture, and the dominant crop is sugarcane within the AOI. All
existing legal users’ water sources are directly or indirectly conveyed from the Miami Canal or North New
River Canal, which are owned and operated by the South Florida Water Management District. Therefore,
existing legal users should have no impact to the EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA. Furthermore, there are no
users of groundwater from the SAS; therefore, consumptive use of groundwater within the AOI will have
no impact to the reservoir and STA. Sugar Farms Co-Op and Florida Crystals Corporation have agricultural
operations under Water Use Permits 50-08986-W and 50-0656-W, respectively, that encroach on the
reservoir area. Both permits will need to be modified to remove the irrigated acreage contained within the
EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA (17,917 acres).
Modeling that used active controls for seepage adjusted the stage elevation within the inflow-outflow canal
based on: 1) the design stage of the canal (4.5 ft NAVD88), 2) the proposed capacity of the pumps (total of
600 cubic feet per second) that will move water from the canal to the reservoir, and 3) two alternative depths
of the north cut-off wall (-34.1 and -65 ft NAVD88). The deeper cut-off wall reduced seepage by half, and
the stage elevation range for the inflow-outflow canal can either fully intercept seepage (and cause
drawdown north of the canal) by maintaining stage elevations at 4.5 ft NAVD88 or allow seepage up to the
passive model by maintaining stage elevation at 8.9 ft NAVD88. The results of the active controls range
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from mounding, as shown previously with no active controls (passive), to drawdowns as large as 3 ft north
of the EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA (Figure A-4). A canal elevation between these two limits will be used
to minimize drawdown and mounding north of the EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA. A model using the
shallower cut-off wall and stage elevation of 6.8 ft NAVD88 for the inflow-outflow canal was presented as
the optimal active control design. As shown in Figure A-5, minimal impacts occur north of the EAA
Reservoir and A-2 STA using these parameters.

Figure A-3.

Area of influence and existing legal user facilities.

Table A-1.

Existing legal uses surrounding the Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir and
A-2 Stormwater Treatment Area.
Project

Star Ranch Enterprises
Star Farms Corporation
Okeelanta Corporation
Halasco
Sugar Farms Co-Op
ECP and Non-ECP Components
Star Ranch Enterprises West Farm

Water Use Permit

Application

50-00045-W
50-00191-W
50-00656-W
50-08963-W
50-08986-W
50-11070-W
50-00092-W

101012-1
101011-24
190725-16
140513-6
181001-16
160520-28
190619-5

A-5

Surface Water Source in the
Area of Interest
L-19 Canal
L-23/L-24 Canal
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Figure A-4.

Difference in water table elevations in the immediate vicinity of the project when the
inflow-outflow canal stage is maintained at 4.5 feet NAVD88.

Figure A-5.

Difference in water table elevations in the immediate vicinity of the project when the
inflow-outflow canal stage is maintained at 6.8 feet NAVD88.
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Modeling demonstrated active control of stage elevation in the inflow-outflow canal can minimize potential
mounding or drawdown effects to existing legal users north of the EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA.
Additionally, because there are no consumptive uses of groundwater and the use of surface water by existing
legal users is from regional canals maintained by the South Florida Water Management District, the
potential for harmful impacts to the EAA Reservoir and A-2 STA as a result of the continued use of surface
water by existing legal users, including seepage, is considered minimal.
Impounding water with or without the use of a cut-off wall or seepage barrier results in alterations to
groundwater flow, which may affect water quality. Water quality impacts due to the reservoir and cut-off
wall should be addressed in light of recent data and preliminary findings of ongoing investigations
performed for the Herbert Hoover Dike Major Rehabilitation Project and Water Conservation Areas 1 and
2A (United States Army Corps of Engineers 2015). The altered circulation of groundwater flow could cause
upwelling of connate saline water, where present. This is exacerbated when a seepage barrier is installed.
Monitoring conducted at the Herbert Hoover Dike indicated changes in salinity occurred when the seepage
barrier depth was close to the saline water interface (1,000 mg/L in this study), which caused upconing of
the saline water interface and fresh or brackish water above the interface to become more saline, while
groundwater at depths of up to three times the depth of the seepage barrier became less saline. The cut-off
wall has a proposed depth of -34.1 ft NAVD88, and the saline water interface is estimated at approximately
-80 ft NAVD88. For Lake Okeechobee, which has the same hydrostratigraphic units as the EAA Reservoir,
Reese and Wacker (2009) and Prinos and Valderrama (2014) demonstrated the effects of a seepage barrier
reached three times the depth of the impermeable wall. The saline water interface at the reservoir site is
estimated to be well within this range.
Therefore, to provide assurances that harmful mounding/drawdown and/or saline upconing is not occurring
to existing legal users north of the EAA Reservoir, it is recommended that a groundwater and saline water
monitoring program be implemented. Monitor wells traversing north and south and background wells to
the north (beyond the AOI) should be installed and regularly sampled for groundwater elevation and
chloride ion concentrations at various depths. Monitor wells close to and/or deeper than the seepage barrier
can serve as sentinel wells. If saline water is being discharged from the inflow-outflow canal or if there is
upwelling of saline groundwater into the canal (base flow), existing legal users downstream of the Miami
Canal and North New River Canal should be protected by sampling the chloride ion concentration in the
canals. Groundwater elevation and chloride ion concentration data should be evaluated for trends and used
to provide feedback for operational purposes and maintenance of optimal stage elevations for the
inflow-outflow canal to balance the need to protect existing legal users and environmental features and to
provide flood protection during various hydrologic and seasonal conditions.

LITERATURE CITED
DHI. 2019. MIKE 11 Reference Manual. Available at:
https://www.mikepoweredbydhi.com/download/mike-2019.
Prinos, S.T. and R. Valderrama. 2014. Changes in the saltwater interface corresponding to the installation
of a seepage barrier near Lake Okeechobee, Florida. United States Geological Survey Open-File
Report 2014-1256. 36 pp.
Reese, R.S. and M.A. Wacker. 2009. Hydrogeologic and hydraulic characterization of the surficial aquifer
system, and origin of high salinity groundwater, Palm Beach County, Florida. United States
Geological Survey Scientific Investigations Report 2009-5113. 83 pp.
United States Army Corp of Engineers. 2015. Herbert Hoover Dike Major Rehabilitation, Palm Beach
County Florida, Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact. United States
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APPENDIX B:
FINAL PEER REVIEW REPORT ON THE DRAFT TECHNICAL
DOCUMENT TO SUPPORT THE CENTRAL EVERGLADES PLANNING
PROJECT EVERGLADES AGRICULTURAL AREA RESERVOIR WATER
RESERVATION
This appendix contains the Final Peer Review Report provided by the independent scientific peer review
panel contracted to review and assess the technical methods and scientific approaches employed by the
South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) to develop a water reservation for the EAA Reservoir,
as outlined in the April and May 2020 versions of the draft Technical Document to Support the Central
Everglades Planning Project Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir Water Reservation. The technical
document contains the science, data, methodologies, analyses, and scientific and technical assumptions
employed in each analysis upon which the water reservation is based. The Final Peer Review Report guided
the SFWMD in completing the water reservation rule development process.
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General Remarks
This report follows up on our initial review of the technical document. Dong Yoon Lee were very helpful
in addressing the comments that we made on the original draft document. Our comments below state
our conclusions and contain a few additional comments. In the comments below, the individual peer
reviewers, DLD and NJD, are identified, but both reviewers agree with all of the comments.
Hydrologic Evaluations
In the initial evaluation of the Technical document of the C240 EAA Reservoir Water Reservation it was
noted (by NJD) that the procedure of analyzing hydrologic change was good overall, but in a few cases
the ponding depth and other hydrological evaluations were difficult to understand. In particular I (NJD)
could not tell what sort of wetland would be made in NESRS nor how deep the water would become in E
and SE WCA 3A; the ponding depth evaluations (gauge vs. IR) gave either different impressions or were
spatially limited. In the public presentation on 29 May the SFWMD addressed this confusion and
presented some direct comparisons of existing and projected (EAA Reservoir) hydrological conditions for
several regions against one another. The new presentations were helpful and NJD was satisfied that the
ponding depths in NESRS would be more like the intact ridge slough system (central WCA 3A) rather
than the over-ponded reaches of SE WCA 3A.
The SFWMD presentation of hydrological conditions in SE WCA 3A was expanded, beyond the
presentation in the document, to cover projected hydrologic conditions in a couple additional regions.
This allowed clarity about depths near the Miami Canal and hydroperiods in the eastern and western
portions of SRS. It also addressed the projected shifts in SE WCA 3A more comprehensively; the
conditions created by the EAA Reservoir will make average depths slightly deeper but will bring the
annual peak levels down. This is an important, though modest expected benefit for protection of the
remaining ridges and tree islands.
In the SFWMD presentation they also directly compared the projected hydrologic conditions in northern
WCA 3A (west and east) to central WCA 3A and the evaluations looked favorable and considerable
ecological benefit can be expected in those northern parts of the system.
During the presentation period the SFWMD also responded to the concerns about WCA 3B. The general
evaluation of hydroperiods, what was Fig. 4-2 in the original report, was replaced by a new figure in the
public presentation that demonstrated hydroperiod shifts for a longer period of record than just an
average or dry year. The updated figure clarified some small benefits of lengthened hydroperiods and
deeper water in WCA 3B (south and central). The problem caused by additional drying out northern
WCA 3B was acknowledged and discussed as an area for adaptive management and/or a future project.
Remaining suggestions/concerns
The final document should make the summary comparisons of hydrological conditions across regions
explicit. Pointing out the increased averages (Northern WCA 3A), decreased highs (SE WCA 3A) and the
similarity of some regions to central WCA 3A helps to justify the benefit to the Ridge-Slough landscape
and the associated fish and wildlife. It was not completely clear whether the hydrological contrasts came
from indicator regions or gauges and that should be stated in the figure legends in the document.
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The primary small benefit in SE WCA 3A is just to bring down the annual peak levels and that should be
noted. Overall, it seems the ecological benefits are somewhat marginal because averages will still be
higher and the effects on foraging wading birds are net negative. Along with the over-dry conditions in
WCA 3B, the conditions in SE WCA 3A should be an area considered for continued adaptive
management in the future, consistent with the discussion we had with the SFWMD scientists during the
public meeting.
After the presentation I (NJD) was also concerned about the way the hydrological situation in western
SRS was characterized as “historically high water (slide 48 in the presentation).” It appears that it can
only be characterized as high water from a CSSS perspective (i.e., a bird that needs seasonally low water
conditions) whereas it does not seem that it could be considered historically high if we took a long-term
wetland ecology perspective on the hydrological conditions in western SRS (McVoy et al. 2011; sloughs
just north and east of the Ochopee marl marsh). Furthermore, from a multispecies, wetland fish and
wildlife perspective (the broader focus of this review of the Water Reservation) it does not appear that
the western SRS can be considered high. I suggest that the conflict of characterization should be
acknowledged somewhere in this final report.
Phosphorus
We understand, as was noted in the public hearing, that the statutory authority granted to the SFWMD's
Governing Board under Chapter 3763.223(4), Florida Statutes, is limited to the protection of fish and
wildlife and public health and safety, so does not extend to the issue of phosphorus.
Nonetheless, DLD had questions on the original technical document regarding phosphorus in the Central
Everglades. One question regarded the allowable concentration released through the STAs. This was
answered that the STAs are sized and operated to meet a long term flow-weighted mean average of 13
ppb phosphorus. The Water Quality-based Effluent Limitation (WQBEL) standard for STA operations
allows individual years to exceed this value up to 19 ppb in a single year.
A second question was whether release of water into northern WCA-3A may lead to some phosphorus
mobilization, which could affect the vegetation community, though how much might be released is
unknown. The response was that the section will be rewritten to note that NW and NE benefits are
similar with regard to increased ponding and reduced amount of time water is below 0, and that all
over-drained areas subject to soil oxidation have some risk of nutrient release upon rehydration. The
area at greatest risk of phosphorus release are likely closest to central WCA-3A in close proximity to the
Miami canal, where increases in phosphorus per unit volume occurred.
Overall, the risks associated with some increased phosphorus input with increased flow and rehydration
of some locations are low compared to the benefits of the project.
B. Ecological Evaluations
General
In our original peer review of the performance metrics we were confused about the ways the ecological
evaluations were being made and our concerns broke down to:
1) How the net systemwide benefits were being summarized and expressed (acres or % rise in
indices),
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2) Why the evaluations were done on average years vs. for long periods of record,
3) Why evaluations were only conducted in relative terms (i.e., change from existing), and
4) A general desire for more explanation of the models and attempts to explain for some of the
unexpected projections.
In the public presentation on 29 May the SFWMD addressed all four issues. The first issue was
addressed directly by explanation of some of the aggregated terms. The second was explained as a
limitation, the evaluation years are simply the type of evaluation they can receive from the USGS Joint
Ecosystem Modelling JEM) lab. The third issue was addressed by showing existing conditions in absolute
indices or abundances along with the relative change. The fourth concern was partially addressed for
wading birds by digging into the model to explain some of the systemwide responses. The additional
explanation and materials provided after the public presentation produced some clarification but also
some additional confusion about the metrics used to summarize responses. Our concerns about the fish,
wading bird, and apple snail metrics are mentioned below in each section.
Wading Birds
In my (NJD) original evaluation of the responses in WCA 3B it appeared that model projected a response
of storks that could not be synthesized with the hydrologic and fish responses (i.e., marginal changes in
hydrologic conditions and no changes in the fish). The public presentation still showed basically no
response of the fish, except in dry years, but the hydrologic change in southern and central WCA 3B was
clarified so that I could make better sense of the benefits to storks in that region.
In our first evaluation we had confusion about the summary of the expected response of the wading
birds overall (systemwide) and to the conditions in eastern WCA 3A (i.e., why were they negative). We
discussed the overall negative response of storks and small systemwide improvement for ibises. Part of
the loss to wading bird foraging habitat overall was purported to have been caused by lots of wetland
landscape (lots of grid cells) in the southern part of ENP with small % losses in quality. We are not sure
what that means hydrologically, but that produced a bit of uncertainty. The conditions causing negative
scores in eastern WCA 3A also could not be fully evaluated by the time of the public presentation.
Remaining concerns
The overall benefit to the wading birds was rather modest and the reason for the decreased foraging
habitat quality in southern ENP and eastern WCA 3A should be addressed to some degree in order to
determine the hydrological reasons for the offsets. It was noted (DLD) that the eastern WCA 3A area is
also poor habitat for apple snails in all of the evaluations in Darby et al. (2015). This suggests that it
might be too deeply flooded almost all of the time. On the other hand, the maps of apple snail
population number subsequently supplied by Dong Yoon Lee show substantial apple snail populations
occurring only during the wet year (1995), which might suggest that the area may be too dry ordinarily.
Although our guess is that the SE WCA 3A is too deeply ponded, it would be good to get clarification of
what the hydrologic conditions of this area are.
The maps of white ibis and wood stork in the draft document (Figures 4-39a,b) show only the
differences C240-EARECB. After the public meeting, maps of the individual EARECB and C240 maps for
the two species were provided. However, the individual EARECB and C240 maps have poor resolution,
so it is difficult to distinguish variations of habitat quality. The maps show what seems to be reasonably
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good conditions for both wading birds over most of the area, so it may be that the negative effect in
eastern WCA 3A by Figure 4-39a,b are not important.
We were also supplied with histograms of 'Wood Stork Foraging Index', 'Great Egret Landscape
Abundance', and 'White Ibis Landscape Abundance'. These show percent change in foraging index or in
landscape abundance for each year from 1975 through 2005. According to these histograms, both the
wood stork and great egret seem to have a substantial number of negative percentage changes,
although the white ibis is largely positive. We make some comments on how these histograms were
calculated under the 'Fish' section, and our comments there are relevant to the wading birds histograms
also.
In my initial review I (NJD) suggested that the mention of enhancing wading bird nesting at the SW coast
(ENP) should be removed because the C240 EAA Reservoir could would not produce any benefit based
on the model runs for wading birds, or fish or hydroperiods that could increase crayfish production.
Based on the presentation and responses of the SFWMD it appears that foraging conditions actually
might get slightly worse in southern and SW ENP. If mention of that restoration goal remains in the final
technical document then it should be explicit that no substantial benefits or even a slight negative effect
can be expected.
Fish
It was helpful to get follow-up maps from the SFWMD on the individual estimates of fish density for
both EARECB and C240. However, the histogram 'Total Fish Density' was at first confusing, as it shows
'percentage change in total fish density'. Every year in the figure shows positive benefits of C240 to fish,
often between 100 and 200 percent and twice over 300 percent. This did not seem reasonable, so we
inquired with Dong Yoon. In responses with DLD, he was very helpful in explaining the way that JEM
performed the calculations for these histograms. What JEM did was take the difference C240 - Baseline
(where Baseline = EARECB) and divide by Baseline for every day of a year in each PSU, then add all these
percentages together and average them. We believe that this will bias the result toward those days and
PSUs where there was a very low Baseline fish density and a large percentage increase of fish. Because
certain regions (e.g., northwest WCA 3A) that initially had low fish densities, will see substantial
percentage increases in fish density from C240, whereas other areas that already high Baseline levels
may see only modest percentage change, the former will dominate and create high positive percentage
gains for every year. Although it is good to see these positive values, we are not sure that it is an
important indicator of overall fish (prey) production produced by C240.
On the other hand, the plot of 'Cumulative Small Fish Density', which indicates a steady increase of
difference in fish cumulative density between C240 and EARECB, seems to be a good indicator of the
improvement for fish under C240. We believe the improvement in the northern WCA 3A and NESRS is
substantial and even in average years those areas could experience density increases of 20-50%.
Increased production in those places should have substantial effects on prey availability for egrets and
storks when fish concentrate in the late dry season.
We assume the wading bird histograms were constructed in the same way as the fish histograms, so we
are not sure what weight to give them as indicators of change under C240.
Crayfish
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The responses of crayfish cannot be easily evaluated for the C240 because of the lack of models for
evaluation. During the public presentation, the District provided some new indications about
hydroperiods in the eastern marl prairies and that was helpful. Nevertheless, eastern marl prairies of
ENP will have hydroperiods of only 2-4 months with the C240. With such short hydroperiods the benefit
to crayfish will be quite limited (Acosta and Perry 2000) except perhaps right near the eastern side of
SRS (P. alleni production). The positive effect of C240 on crayfish production (P. fallax) in northern WCA
3A appear likely based on the hydrological evaluations (i.e., average depths of 1.2 ft) as they were
presented in the public meeting; sloughs with shallow-moderate water depths and occasional dry
conditions will generally produce higher densities of P. fallax (Dorn and Cook 2015; Dorn 2010).
Alligators
Alligator responses to the EAA Reservoir were positive in the original presentation and the public
presentation, but systemwide the response suffered from some unexplained negative responses in the
SE portion of WCA 3A near the flow-way in an average year. After further evaluation, the presentation
of the new hydroperiod map presented on 29 May (slide 35) indicated that the hydroperiods will be
somewhat shortened against Tamiami Trail and the southern part of the L67A. Altogether we found this
evaluation encouraging because there is a clear net benefit to the alligator production.
Apple snails
The SFWMD provided additional model output detail during and after the May 29 public presentation.
Spatially, the biggest benefits to apple snails of the C240 EAA Reservoir will be seen in NESRS and in
northern WCA 3A. From the additional model output, in the form of a histogram of the Adult Apple
Snail Population, it appears the annual systemwide increase in projected densities range from ~20%125% (41% average). The larger increases are projected to come in dry or average precipitation years.
However, the histogram is like that of the fish and wading birds; that is, it plots 'percent change in Adults
Apple Snail Population' against year, this time from 1995 through 2005, as provided by the EverSnail
model. It is likely again that the average will be biased by days and PSUs that have extremely low
Baseline (EARECB) values and large percentage increases. This may not be a good indicator of absolute
population benefit.
The maps of apple snail numbers for years 1995, 2000, 2002, and 2004 provide a good picture of the
differences between EARECB and C240 under different annual conditions. However, some
improvements can be suggested towards interpretation of the maps. Ranges of population sizes are
given, which are associated with colors. However, what are important for snail kite habitat are the apple
snail densities. First, the abundances, which are from the model EverSnail (Darby et al. 2015), are for
400 x 400 m, or 160,000 m2 pixels. Therefore, from the population ranges given in the figures for apple
snail, we can calculate densities. The translations to densities are shown in column 2 of Table 1 (DLD).
Estimates of apple snail densities have been linked to estimates of presence and numbers of snail kite
nests within 2 km of the sampling site (Cattau et al. 2014). The estimates are given in a graph in their
Figure 1B. Rough estimates taken off the graph are given in the third column. According to Figure 2 of
Cattau et al. (2014), virtually all those nests would fledge at least one young.
Table 1. Apple snail population size, density, and estimate snail kite nests within 2 km radius of apple
snail sampling site.
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Population size (apple snails per
400m pixel)
140,000
120,000
105,000
90,000
75,000
60,000
40,000
30,000
15,000

Population density (apple snails
per m2)
0.875
0.75
0.656
0.56
0.46
0.375
0.25
0.1875
0.09375

Estimated snail kite nests
(within 2 km radius of sample)
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
4
3

The following interpretations of habitat quality in Table 2 have been suggested by Dr. Stephanie
Romañach, USGS (personal communication).
Table 2. Interpretations by Dr. Romañach of effect of apple snail densities on snail kite habitat quality
Category

density (1/m2)

logic

Very good

>1.2

Interpretation of Cattau et al. 2014

Good

0.4-1.2

Interpretation of Cattau et al. 2014

Fair

0.2-0.4

Interpretation of Darby et al. 2012

Poor

0.1-0.2

Interpretation of Darby et al. 2012

Very poor

<0.1

unsure

The maps of apple snail densities for EARECB and C240 clearly show some differences between the two
model outputs. However, it would be useful to try to show better resolution within each of these maps,
if possible to be able to show the categories represented in Table 2. The scale bar currently only shows
the C240-EARECB difference. More information is available in the data and should be shown in the maps
if possible.
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Cape Sable Seaside Model
In our (DLD) initial evaluation of the effects of the project on the endangered Cape Sable Seaside
Sparrow (CSSS), we noted that the project would have mixed effects on the species population. We note
that the public presentations on May 29 and additional information sent afterwards helped clarify the
situation.
Figure 4-34 shows that the increased flows into Everglades National Park will have some impacts on the
marl prairie habitat of the sparrow. The changes proposed here appears to lower water levels and
improve habitat conditions in Subpopulation A, raise water levels to improve habitat conditions in
Subpopulations C and F, and minimize impacts to Subpopulations B and E. The proposed changes will
affect some of the current habitat positively and some negatively. Some of the positive effects will
occur in the habitat of Subpopulation A. This is important, as Subpopulation A has not shown much sign
of recovery since a large population decline in the early 1990s.
Subpopulation B currently holds the largest number of sparrows. Along with Subpopulation E it is
considered part of the core habitat for the CSSS. It is shown to get very slight positive effect. The
greatest positive effects will be to the northeast, in Subpopulations C and F, and importantly, in areas
between Subpopulations C and E and C and F. These changes will also increase the connectivity between
these three subpopulations.
Some loss in habitat quality will occur north and west of Subpopulation F. This may slightly increase the
isolation of Subpopulation A. This may be only a minor effect, however, as there already appears to be
little dispersal between Subpopulation A and the other subpopulations. Therefore, the chances of
immigration to Subpopulation A will continue to be small, with only a little change. Therefore, the
overall effects of the project on the CSSS appears to be positive.
Adaptive management
The need for flexibility and future adaptive management should be acknowledged explicitly somewhere.
It might need its own small section in the document. The original technical document briefly mentioned
use of a structure or two (perhaps one on the L67A) that could be used for adaptive management.
While it certainly looks like this additional water should provide substantial benefits to the landscape
and wildlife and fishes living therein, there remains a significant degree of uncertainty with any model
when compared with full reality (i.e., water quality challenges, climate change, plus surprising hydrologic
dynamics, habitat shifts, and species responses).
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APPENDIX C:
SUMMARY OF PEER REVIEW AND PUBLIC COMMENTS, QUESTIONS
AND DISTRICT RESPONSES ON THE DRAFT TECHNICAL DOCUMENT
TO SUPPORT THE CENTRAL EVERGLADES PLANNING PROJECT
EVERGLADES AGRICULTURAL AREA RESERVOIR WATER
RESERVATION
This appendix provides a summary of comments and questions from the independent scientific peer review
panel and the public received before, during, and after the public EAA Reservoir Peer Review Session held
on May 29, 2020 (agenda attached). Responses given by the South Florida Water Management District
(SFWMD) to the comments and questions received and following the May 29 Session are also provided
here.
The primary objectives of the public Peer Review Session were to receive and respond to comments and
questions from the peer review panel on the technical methods and scientific approaches employed by the
SFWMD to develop a water reservation for the EAA Reservoir, as outlined in the April and May 2020
versions of the draft Technical Document to Support the Central Everglades Planning Project Everglades
Agricultural Area Reservoir Water Reservation. The technical document contains all of the science, data,
methodologies, analyses, and scientific and technical assumptions employed in each analysis upon which
the water reservation is based.
A secondary objective was to ensure an understanding of the technical guidance provided to the SFWMD
to date and hear public comments and questions about the water reservation and draft technical document.
All verbal and written comments, questions and District responses given before, during, and after the public
peer review session were reviewed by SFWMD, and where appropriate, they were addressed in subsequent
drafts of the technical document.
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Appendix C: Summary of Peer Review and Public Comments, Questions and District Responses on the
Draft Technical Document to Support the Central Everglades Planning Project Everglades Agricultural
Area Reservoir Water Reservation

Schedule
EAA Reservoir Water Reservation
Web-Based Peer Review Session
May 29, 2020
9:00 AM – 9:15 AM

Introductions and Objectives

MORNING SEGMENT:
9:15 AM – 10:30 AM

SFWMD Presentations


Water Reservations Overview



EAA Reservoir Background/Purpose



Description of Hydrologic Benefits



Description of Benefits to Fish and Wildlife



Identification of Water to be Reserved

10:30 AM – 11:00 AM

Summary of Peer Review Panel Assessment of Draft Technical
Document

11:00 AM – 11:45 AM

Additional Peer Review Panel Questions and Comments

11:45 AM – 12:30 PM

Public Comment (Q &A)

LUNCH BREAK:
12:30 PM – 1:00 PM

(All Questions will be Received from the Public via Zoom Q & A
Feature)
Lunch

AFTERNOON SEGMENT:
1:00 PM – 1:05 PM Format for Afternoon Session
1:05 PM – 2:00 PM Collaborative Peer Review Panel Discussion

2:00 PM – 3:00 PM



Development of Final Peer Review Report Outline and Writing
Assignments



Development of Outstanding Questions for SFWMD

Public Comment (Q & A)
(All Questions will be Received from the Public via Zoom Q & A
Feature)

3:00 PM – 3:15 PM Wrap Up and Next Steps
3:15 PM

Adjourn

The draft Technical Document is available at https://www.sfwmd.gov/our-work/water-reservations on
the EAA Reservoir tab. COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT TECHNICAL DOCUMENT ARE REQUESTED TO BE
SUBMITTED BY FRIDAY, JUNE 12TH to Toni Edwards at tedwards@sfwmd.gov. Phone: (800) 432-2045,
ext. 6387 or (561) 682-6387.
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Appendix C: Summary of Peer Review and Public Comments, Questions and District Responses on the Draft Technical Document to Support the Central
Everglades Planning Project Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir Water Reservation

Comment
No.

Commenter

Question/Comment

District Response

Q&A Following Each Presentation and During Public Comment Periods at May 29 Peer Review Session:
1

Jim Vaughn

How is this going to clean the water?

2

Anonymous
Attendee

Can you further elaborate on where the 825,000 acre
feet of water from the reservoir goes?

3

Anna Upton

If 370,000 acre-feet of the 825,000 acre feet goes to
the Everglades, where does the rest of the water
(455,000 acre feet) go?

4

Shannon
Estenoz

What is the process for determining the definition of
"protection" in the state statute? Will it match
restoration goals or could someone argue that
protection is tied simply to some baseline which will
be a much lower bar.
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Matt Morrison: The reservoir will deliver water to the STAs to
clean the water before the water is delivered to the Everglades.
Leslye Waugh: All the 825,000 ac-ft avg annual leaving the
reservoir from the three identified structures to adjacent storage
and treatment facilities goes to the Everglades.
Lesley Waugh: The 825,000 ac-ft avg annual is the amount of
water that will be leaving the reservoir through the 3 structures
to the storage facilities. It includes existing water and new water
brought in by the reservoir. The 370,000 ac-ft avg annual of
additional water to the Water Conservation Areas (WCA) is above
the existing water that is provided. So, having the reservoir, we
are able to add, across that orange line, 370,000 ac-ft. That is not
all the water that is going to the WCAs, that is water above what
is going to the WCAs. All the 825,000 ac-ft avg annual leaving the
reservoir from the three identified structures to adjacent storage
and treatment facilities goes to the Everglades.
Don Medellin: Chapter 373.223(4), Florida Statutes requires that
the water be reserved for the protection of fish and wildlife or for
public health and safety. In this reservation effort, water is being
reserved for the protection of fish and wildlife. Linkages between
hydrology and ecology have been established using previous
hydrologic modeling (completed with [Central Everglades
Planning Program (CEPP)] and more recent ecological modeling
from United States Geological Survey (USGS) (as part of the
reservation process) to determine the anticipated benefits to fish
and wildlife downstream in WCA-3 and Everglades National Park.
The water discharged from the reservoir through S-624, S-625,
and S-626 is the water that is being protected under this
prospective water reservation.
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Comment
No.

Commenter

Question/Comment

District Response

5

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

In reference to Leslye's presentation, she mentioned
too very large volumes or water at the end of her
presentation, 825,000 acre-feet and 370,000 which is
related to this project. Can she just explain those two
numbers one more time?

6

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

The 825,000 is already being added?

7

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

That just means the reservoir turns over 3 times
annually?

8

Celeste
DePalma

I can't see other people's questions so I don't know if
this was already asked but if the Everglades
Agricultural Area (EAA) Reservoir annual flow will be
825k ac-ft, does that mean that only 370K ac-ft of
water is for the Everglades out of the 825K?
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Leslye Waugh: The 825,000 ac-ft is the amount of water that will
be leaving the reservoir through the 3 structures to the storage
facilities. It includes existing water and new water brought in by
the reservoir. So, the 370,000 ac-ft of additional water to the
WCAs is above the existing water that is provided. So, having the
reservoir, we are able to add, across that orange line, 370,000 acft. That is not all the water that is going to the WCAs, that is
water above what is going to the WCAs.
Leslye Waugh: The 825,000 ac-ft is new water plus existing water
that gets stored in the reservoir and released to the 3 structures
to storage features. Of all the water sent to the WCAs, we are
increasing that flow by 370000 ac-ft.
Leslye Waugh: The water levels will be going up and down, so
every year it can discharge different volumes.

Leslye Waugh: The 825,000 ac-ft avg annual is the amount of
water that will be leaving the reservoir to the 3 structures to the
storage facilities. It includes existing water and new water
brought in by the reservoir. The 370,000 ac-ft avg annual of
additional water to the WCAs is above the existing water that is
provided. So, having the reservoir, we are able to add, across that
orange line, 370,000 ac-ft. That is not all the water that is going to
the WCAs, that is water above what is going to the WCAs. All the
825,000 ac-ft avg annual leaving the reservoir from the three
identified structures to adjacent storage and treatment facilities
goes to the Everglades.
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Comment
No.

Commenter

Question/Comment

District Response

9

Celeste
DePalma

825-370=455…where does the remaining 455k ac-ft of
water go?

10

Thomas Van
Lent

Will there be a reservation for the water currently
going to the EPA in addition to the increment related
to CEPP?

11

Ansley Samson

My remaining question is whether there is additional
new water in the 825K over the 370K. If so where is it
going?

Leslye Waugh: The 825,000 ac-ft avg annual is the amount of
water that will be leaving the reservoir to the 3 structures to the
storage facilities. It includes existing water and new water
brought in by the reservoir. The 370,000 ac-ft avg annual of
additional water to the WCAs is above the existing water that is
provided. So, having the reservoir, we are able to add, across that
orange line, 370,000 ac-ft. That is not all the water that is going to
the WCAs, that is water above what is going to the WCAs. All the
825,000 ac-ft avg annual leaving the reservoir from the three
identified structures to adjacent storage and treatment facilities
goes to the Everglades.
Jennifer Brown: Historically, the District's water reservation has
focused on reserving water associated with restoration projects.
However, water that is presently in the water conservation areas
is protected from increased allocations by the Lower East Coast
Regional Water Availability Rule found in Section 3.0 of the
"Applicant's Handbook for Water Use Permitting within the South
Florida Water Management District".
Leslye Waugh: The 825,000 ac-ft avg annual is the amount of
water that will be leaving the reservoir through the 3 structures
to the storage facilities. It includes existing water and new water
brought in by the reservoir. The 370,000 ac-ft avg annual of
additional water to the WCAs is above the existing water that is
provided. So, having the reservoir, we are able to add, across that
orange line, 370,000 ac-ft. That is not all the water that is going to
the WCAs, that is water above what is going to the WCAs. All the
825,000 ac-ft avg annual leaving the reservoir from the three
identified structures to adjacent storage and treatment facilities
goes to the Everglades.
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Comment
No.

Commenter

Question/Comment

District Response

12

Celeste
DePalma

I don't understand where the remaining 455,000 ac-ft
of water goes. If it's not going to the Everglades, who
gets that water?

13

Diana
Umpierre

Can the modeling data (input and outputs) be put in
South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD)
FTP site? Thanks.

14

Anna Upton

Matt, thanks for replying. The discussion didn't answer
my question. I understand that 370,000 ac-ft of the
total 825,000 ac-ft goes to the Everglades. Where does
the rest of the water go?

15

Diana
Umpierre

Why not extend the period of simulation to latest data
(more recent years than 15 years ago) given climatic
changes that are changing rate of precipitation and
drought?

Lesley Waugh: I can address it again when we get to the Q&A
portion but it all goes to the Everglades. There's already existing
water that goes to the Everglades (some years over 1 million acft.) but the EAA Project adds 370,000 ac-ft average annual above
the existing flows to the Everglades. The 825,000 ac-ft. avg.
annual from the reservoir to the Flow Equalization Basin (FEB)
and Stormwater Treatment Areas (STA) is counting existing and
new water. The additional flows of 370,000 ac-ft. to the
Everglades is just talking about new water.
Walter Wilcox: Yes, for the hydro and water quality data it is the
same material posted back in 2018 during the planning study. We
can certainly repost it. Is your question restricted to hydrology, or
ecology modeling also?
Fred Sklar: The USGS ecological modeling data can be placed into
a set of directories at the same FTP site Walter mentioned.
Leslye Waugh: The 825,000 ac-ft avg annual is the amount of
water that will be leaving the reservoir to the 3 structures to the
storage facilities. It includes existing water and new water
brought in by the reservoir. The 370,000 ac-ft avg annual of
additional water to the WCAs is above the existing water that is
provided. So, having the reservoir, we are able to add, across that
orange line, 370,000 ac-ft. That is not all the water that is going to
the WCAs, that is water above what is going to the WCAs. All the
825,000 ac-ft avg annual leaving the reservoir from the three
identified structures to adjacent storage and treatment facilities
goes to the Everglades.
Walter Wilcox: Extending the model simulation period is a
significant work effort (includes updates to many models,
boundary conditions and climate drivers) and is being finalized for
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Comment
No.

Commenter

Question/Comment

District Response

16

Matthew
Schwartz

During wet years when massive amounts of water are
being dumped to the northern estuaries, there is no
shortage of water in either the STAs or the WCAs. In
fact, they're full. How will you push more water into
the STAs during these periods to decrease discharges
to the estuaries? STAs are not "inline filters" and dirty
water must sit in them to be cleaned.

17

Diana
Umpierre

What's the accuracy of topographic data over the
WCAs? Last I recall Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) doesn't do well in the WCAs.

18

Anna Upton

Lesley, I see your response to Celeste and appreciate
you answering it during Q&A. I understand why, as
water managers, you're distinguishing what is "new"
water, but if 370,000 acre-feet of the 825,000 acrefeet is going to the Everglades, I would still like to
know where the rest of the water (455,000 acre-feet)
leaving the reservoir goes.
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the 1965-2016 period by the Interagency Model Center for the
upcoming Lake Okeechobee Systems Operating Manual effort.
Matt Morrison: During wet years water will be directed to
available storage and treatment. Depending on the extreme of
wet conditions and available downstream storage and treatment
capacity some releases to the northern estuaries may still occur.
Also note that water does not sit in STAs unless it is extremely dry
and we are trying to keep the vegetation hydrated. During normal
and wet STA operation water moves thru the STAs for treatment.
The storage in the system allows for the metering of steady
constant flow across the STAs and helps minimize pulses that
occur without storage which improves treatment capabilities.
Walter Wilcox: Topographic data sets used in the various models
do not rely on LiDAR, but rather are composite datasets using
information from a variety of sources. A general rule of thumb
related to topographic accuracy in the Everglades is +/- 0.5 ft.
Leslye Waugh: The 825,000 ac-ft avg annual is the amount of
water that will be leaving the reservoir to the 3 structures to the
storage facilities. It includes existing water and new water
brought in by the reservoir. The 370,000 ac-ft avg annual of
additional water to the WCAs is above the existing water that is
provided. So, having the reservoir, we are able to add, across that
orange line, 370,000 ac-ft. That is not all the water that is going to
the WCAs, that is water above what is going to the WCAs. All the
825,000 ac-ft avg annual leaving the reservoir from the three
identified structures to adjacent storage and treatment facilities
goes to the Everglades.
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Comment
No.

Commenter

19

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

20

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

21

Diana
Umpierre

22

Celeste
DePalma

23

Jeremy
McBryan

Question/Comment

District Response

The colored hydroperiod map Walter just presented, is Dong Yoon Lee: Yes, the map presented by Walter Wilcox is
that an update from the map in the Tech Doc we
different from ones presented in the draft Tech Doc. The map in
reviewed earlier?
the Tech Doc shows selected years representing average, dry, and
wet years, while the Walter's map is a grand mean of the entire
model simulation period (1965 - 2005). We will put this new map
in the Tech Doc you reviewed earlier.
Are there any upper limits on phosphorus
Walter Wilcox: In the planning, STAs are sized and operated to
concentrations that will be coming out of the STAs?
meet a long term flow-weighted mean average of 13 ppb
phosphorus. The Water Quality-based Effluent Limitation
(WQBEL) standard for STA operations allows individual years to
exceed this value up to 19 ppb in a single year.
Have the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan
Fred Sklar: CEPP used the most updated information at the time.
(CERP) "goals" been revisited/re-analyzed by RECOVER The RECOVER Performance Measures used to find the "best"
since 2005? We have more historic and prediction
restoration plan for CEPP are also used here in our discussion of
data in the past 15 years.
the need for a reservation. Most RECOVER "goals" were based
upon predicted ecology using the Natural System Model (NSM).
Thank you Leslye. I'm still confused, so if you can break Leslye Waugh: The 825,000 ac-ft avg annual is the amount of
it down even more that would be best. So, we have
water that will be leaving the reservoir to the 3 structures to the
825k ac-ft annual average flow (sometimes higher, but storage facilities. It includes existing water and new water
let's stick with the 825,000 total for now). If 370,000
brought in by the reservoir. The 370,000 ac-ft avg annual of
out of the 825,000 is new water flowing to the
additional water to the WCAs is above the existing water that is
Everglades, what is the 455,000 remaining? Please
provided. So, having the reservoir, we are able to add, across that
break down what is existing water in the 455,000 ac-ft orange line, 370,000 ac-ft. That is not all the water that is going to
and what is still new water out of that remaining
the WCAs, that is water above what is going to the WCAs. All the
455,000 ac-ft. Thanks.
825,000 ac-ft avg annual leaving the reservoir from the three
identified structures to adjacent storage and treatment facilities
goes to the Everglades.
Do the modeling results presented today assume the
Matt Morrison: The ECB and FWO is LORS08. The project does
2008 Lake Okeechobee Regulation Schedule
not include the LOWRP, only authorized projects as of 2018.
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Comment
No.
24
25

Commenter

Diana
Umpierre
Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

26

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

27

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Question/Comment

District Response

(LORS2008) and the Lake Okeechobee Watershed
Restoration Project (LOWRP) in effect?
Dong Yoon Lee is doing a beautiful job explaining.
Thank you!
Concerning seaside sparrow, you said the reservoir
would improve conditions in subareas C and F. Can
you clarify? Concerning the subpop A, under the
Everglades transition plan there was some flexibility in
how water could be routed through A and B to protect
the sparrow during their breeding period. Will that be
continued under this new plan?

Going back to the hydrologic contrast for the different
regions....first thank you putting this in here, it’s a
major improvement. If I understand correctly, for
WCA-3A East and WCA-3A South the average max
goes down but the average depth goes up a couple
tenths due to more water, is that correct? The
maximums come down but not the average?
Shark River Slough seems to see the greatest
improvement. In Shark River Slough, you can make
maybe of 3.5 to 4 mos. of water there. You're not
going to make much improvement for crayfish with
that amount of water. The majority comes from the
north and north Shark River Slough, but the northern
C-9

Dong Yoon Lee: Thank you for your comment.
Dong Yoon Lee: Subpopulation C and F are located in eastern
marl prairies where reduced hydroperiod and increased
frequency and intensity of drought conditions have increased
invasion of exotic woody tree species, large fire frequencies, and
ultimately vegetation shifts. Under Alternative C240, extended
hydroperiod in this highly over-drained region would decrease
the potential for large fires and invasion of exotic trees. The Cape
Sable Seaside Sparrow (CSSS) model output also suggests an
increase of hydrologic and ecological connectivity between the
CSSS critical habitats in eastern marl prairies.
Walter Wilcox: Regarding subpop A and the Everglades transition
plan (ERTP) operations, yes - seasonal closures of the S12s are
still utilized in the CEPP operations.
Dong Yoon Lee: Correct. Seasonal maximum depth and annual
hydroperiod decrease in eastern and southern WCA-3A under
Alternative C240 compared to the existing condition baseline.
Likely due to increased water flow under the Alternative C240;
however, annual average water depths increase about 0.1 - 0.2 ft
in the regions.
Dong Yoon Lee: We agree with the reviewer that crayfish density
would increase higher in northern WCA-3A than the eastern
Shark River Slough because of a longer and optimal hydroperiod
in northern WCA-3A. However, the abundance of foraging habitat
for white ibis increases by a similar extent (10 to 32%) in both
northern WCA-3A and the East of Shark River Slough. It is difficult
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Comment
No.

Commenter

Question/Comment

District Response

WCA-3A both East and West will see the most
improvement for crayfish. For wading birds however,
the reason this isn't larger...is it because of small
losses in the system?

28

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

So, lots and lots of small negatives over the entire
landscape, including Big Cypress?

29

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

30

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

About wading bird responses then, why the orange
along the L-67 A? What is causing the loss, more than
10% foraging loss? A slight increase in average depth
but a decrease in max. Are these areas getting a little
deeper? Your ecological evaluations are also
hydrologic evaluations, why is it negative?
Could we go to the alligator response? The southern
WCA-3A response, where it goes negative along L67A,
if you look at the left side under existing conditions,
that area is marginal for alligators, and it is really deep
and becomes a little worse. Why is that? Is it
becoming shallower? That needs to be determined.
When I look at where the orange/red pattern is, I think
we need to understand what causes that. It takes
away from how good this water reservation project
will be for taxa.
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to know exactly why increased water flow and likely crayfish
density do not result in larger improvements in foraging habitat
abundance of white ibis in northern WCA-3A than Shark River
Slough. This model output is a product of a complex interaction
between hydrologic variables and species-specific optimal
hydrologic conditions. Therefore, improved prey abundance
alone, although it is a very important factor, would not result in a
linear, predictable change in foraging habitat abundance.
Dong Yoon Lee: Not just negative but any values between -10
and +10 are included in yellow areas which occupy most of Big
Cypress and coastal Everglades areas.
Dong Yoon Lee: A marginal increase in annual average depth
likely indicates an overall decline in the accessibility to shallow
water, especially for small white ibis, and in prey availability for
all wading birds.

Dong Yoon Lee: A long-term average of hydroperiod map
presented by Walter Wilcox (which will be added in Figure 4-2)
indicates that the southern boundary region of WCA-3A
experiences a decrease in hydroperiod between 30 to 60 days
under Alternative C240 relative to the ECB. This change likely
results in a reduction of alligator habitat suitability score in the
region.
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Comment
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Commenter

Question/Comment
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31

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

As far as the alligator model is concerned it is pretty
complex so it will be difficult to figure out what causes
the orange areas.

Dong Yoon Lee: We will add the new (long-term) hydroperiod
map in Figure 4-2. This new map will help explain the ecological
model output.

32

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

For wading birds, there is a paper by (3 authors he
mentioned in Restoration Ecology)...is there any
connection between what they used and what is being
used here?

33

Matthew
Schwartz

34

Timothy Breen

35

Heather Tipton

I wasn't accurate when I said water sits in an STA - but
the water cannot move through rapidly. Both for the
ability to clean it and the ability to retain the
vegetation that does the work. But if we look at the
wet years when the massive discharges are taking
place, I would be interested to hear where "available
downstream storage" exists. My own experience in
the area - e.g. 4 feet of water in WCA-3A - shows
there's is no room for additional input of water south.
And there's a struggle to get water out of the WCAs
into the canal along Tamiami Trail. If the discharges to
estuaries are going to continue during we years - the
district should be accurate in letting the public know
how much will continue. Especially since one of the
key selling points of the reservoir is its ability to
significantly reduce discharges to the estuaries.
Matt…so ECB here does not include COP, correct?
Thanks.
Will copies of these slides be available?

Dong Yoon Lee: The paper is Beerens, Trexler, and Catano (2017).
This paper simulated the wading bird foraging index under the
full (CERP) and partial (scaled-back CERP) restoration relative to
the existing condition. They simulated the ecological model over
a 36-year period, while we have a longer (41 years) simulation
period.
Walter Wilcox: You are correct that in the current system, there
are significant constraints to flow south and the STAs can
experience undesirable high flow conditions. In the future when
EAA and CEPP are constructed, many of the downstream
constraints will be reduced (increased capacity at Tamiami Trail,
in the EAA canals, etc...) and the flow regimes modeled and
contemplated in the EAA project operation of the STAs may be
large over the course of the year but are actually reduced during
extreme events because of the reservoir and conveyance
improvements. All of this means that the benefits to the Northern
Estuaries are indeed expected to be realized in the future.
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Brenda Mills: Correct. The COP water control plan was developed
after planning for the EAA Reservoir was finished.
Toni Edwards: Yes, the presentation will be posted to our water
reservation webpage by the end of next week.
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Comment
No.

Commenter

Question/Comment

District Response

36

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

The NSM suggested that you need something different
to maintain ridge and slough systems and tree islands?

37

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Was there no way to move water through the
northern part of WCA-3B to Shark River Slough?

38

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Is there a target for marl prairies beyond the seaside
sparrow?

39

Thomas Van
Lent

If my previous question was answered, I think I missed
it. So, let me repeat it in a different way. The
ecological results were predicted on the cumulative
flows and operations for the entire Central and
Southern Florida Project (C&SF) including CEPP and
the EAA reservoir. However, the reservation
apparently is only for outflows for the EAA reservoir. If
the simulations were done with only this water, the
outcomes would presumably be different. How is the
reservation made that will protect the ecological

Walter Wilcox: The NSM identifies a variety of characteristics for
the ridge and slough landscape including depth regimes,
sheetflow timing, distribution, magnitude and extended
hydroperiods. These hydrologic characteristics are consistent
with many of the indicators for maintaining or avoiding impacts
to tree islands such as avoiding prolonged tree island inundation.
In cases where landscapes have been drastically altered, care is
needed to transition over time from the current over-drained
landscape to a fully restored ridge and slough landscape to avoid
impacts to tree islands as water depths are increased.
Walter Wilcox: This option was explored as one of the
alternatives in the original CEPP study, but the Blue Shanty option
was a better performing option and helped to overcome the large
seepage gradient to the east of WCA-3B.
Fred Sklar: The target for the Marl Prairie model is solely for the
CSSS. However, it does not have a numeric target for the
sparrow. It is a Habitat Suitability Index (HIS). It uses the
hydrologic requirements for the sparrow nesting plus the
hydrologic requirements for the growth of Muhly Grass to predict
the ability of the hydrologic cell to support the CSSS.
Jennifer Brown: The goal of this reservation is not to protect all
of the water driving the ecological responses, but rather to
protect the water sent through this specific project feature for
the benefit of fish and wildlife (i.e. the EAA reservoir outflows
structures). Other state rulemaking already protect the other
elements of the water budget through restricted allocation rules.
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responses shown here, which is for much larger
amounts than just the outflows from three EAA
reservoir structures?
40

Diana
Umpierre

41

Matthew
Schwartz

42

Diana
Umpierre

Just checking if I understand, is the water reservation
being proposed 370K ac-ft on average annual?

Don Medellin: The scope of this reservation includes the water
discharged from the S-624, S-625, and S-626 structures from the
EAA Reservoir. The annual average discharge from these three
structures is predicted to be 825,000 acre feet. This is the water
needed for the protection of fish and wildlife.
Other question I had has to do with the reservations of Don Medellin: Consistent with the statute, the modeling
water - someone said that existing water use won't be associated with this project takes into account the existing legal
impacted. So, for example, a city like Pembroke Pines
users (all use classes) through a wide variety of climate conditions
in Broward has a consumptive water use permit of
(both wet and dry) during the period of record. Slide #6 from my
about 16 million gpd. If we're in a low water period,
first presentation indicates that water reservations do not
the districts' Basis of Review document allows the
"drought-proof" the natural system. In accordance with the
district to allocate a CERP project for the public water
District's water shortage plan, the District's Governing Board can
supply. Will that be happening with water in the
implement water shortage cutbacks during a declared drought.
reservoir during the low water periods which are a
Existing legal users would be required to reduce their uses
regular part of South Florida's climate.
depending on the severity of the drought and the phase of water
restriction (Phases 1-4). Some CERP projects are designed to
provide water to the natural system as well as reasonablebeneficial uses. When such CERP projects are constructed and
have been determined operational by the Governing Board,
water may be available to meet reasonable-beneficial uses.
On my end, I was just thinking of the hydro and water Walter Wilcox: Okay - we will get it uploaded again. The ftp site is
quality (WQ) modeling data, but there's value to also
not permanent, but the hydrologic and water quality data have
see the eco models. Also, I wasn't sure if there were
also been uploaded to the Statewide Model Management System
any new runs since the draft Environmental Impact
available on the SFWMD site.
Statement (EIS) was posted on FTP back in March
2018. Thanks. (P.S. The link to modeling results is no
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43

Jim Vaughan

44

Diana
Umpierre

45

Nyla Pipes

Question/Comment

District Response

longer valid...goes to an old ftp site.)
httsp://www.sfwmd.gov/our-work/cerp-projectplanning/eaa-reservoir.
How is the STA cleaning the water with the volume
that is coming in?

Follow up question to my DEM question, is the latest
DEM from USGS being used for the EDN DEM updated
in 2011? See below
https://sofia.usgs.gov/eden/models/groundelevmod.p
hp.
With so many people upset about the releases to the
Northern Everglades, many believe that the EAA
Reservoir is going to stop those releases. Can you
please clarify how much relief will be gotten from the
estuaries from the EAA Reservoir ALONE without all
the other authorized projects?
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Walter Wilcox: The project STAs are constructed wetlands and
are sized and operated to meet a long term flow-weighted mean
average of 13 parts per billion (ppb) phosphorus. Checks are
made with the Dynamic Model for Stormwater Treatment Areas
(DMSTA) model to ensure proper sizing across a wide range of
hydrologic conditions including wet years where large volumes of
inflow are treated.
Walter Wilcox: I believe that this is correct for the ecologic
models. It would be best to verify with the Joint Ecosystem
Modeling group (www.jem.gov).

Walter Wilcox: No one project will fully address the problem of
Lake Okeechobee releases to the Northern Everglades Estuaries.
A combination of many projects Indian River South (IRL-South),
C43 Res, EAA/CEPP, Lake Okeechobee Watershed, etc…) will be
needed to significantly improve conditions and even those
actions will not stop all releases. Using information from the CEPP
Post Authorization Change Report (PACR), the CERP goal is to
reduce Lake Okeechobee caused high discharge months by 80%
relative to current conditions. Already authorized projects (IRLSouth, C43 Res, original CEPP) could achieve a 39% reduction and
with the addition the EAA reservoir, this is improved to an overall
55% reduction. Other projects like the Lake Okeechobee
Watershed project can continue progress toward the CERP goal.
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46

Timothy Breen

Will water from the reservoir be used to maintain
canals in the EAA and will that water be used for water
supply? If so, how much of the water?

47

Diana
Umpierre

48

Jim Vaughan

49

Diana
Umpierre

50

Matthew
Schwartz

51

Ansley Samson

Re-phrasing my follow up question (had bad
grammar). Is the latest DEMs used in models using the
latest from USGS EDN DEM updated in 2011? Per the
link below?
https://sofia.usgs.gov/eden/models/groundelevmod.p
hp
How much is this going to cost? And why can't we
spend a fraction of that and clean Okeechobee and get
to the heart of the problem then send it south.
I'm sorry I am still so confused…my apologies. I
understand the tech doc says water from S-624, 625,
and 626 is proposed to be reserved, but not from S628, but that still does not say how MUCH water from
those 3 structures would be reserved…can you clarify
again?
We now have miles of completed bridging over
Tamiami Trail. This wet season is predicted to be very
active. Can we expect to see lowered water levels in
the WCAs this - in support of the idea that there will
be room to move additional water south?
Just trying to understand better the "protection plan"
for the reserved water. I understand the regional
water availability rules; are there additional protection
mechanisms?

Don Medellin: Yes, as described in the Post Authorization Change
Report (PACR), the S-628 structure may periodically provide
discharges into the inflow/outflow canal will help to stabilize
canal water levels with the New North River and Miami Canals.
This water is available to existing legal users.
Walter Wilcox: The Everglades Depth Estimation Network (EDEN)
DEM is what is largely used in the ecological models. The
hydrologic models used SFWMD DEMs informed by USGS HAED
set (same basis as basis for EDEN).
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Brenda Mills: Beyond the scope of this meeting.

Don Medellin: The water discharged from S-624, S-625, and S626 structures is 825,000 acre-feet of water on an annual average
basis. This is the water that is needed for the protection of fish
and wildlife downstream. Please see slide Numbers 19 and 63 in
the presentation material from the peer review session.
Brenda Mills: Each month at the Governing Board meeting , John
Mitnik, Assistant Executive Manager, gives a water conditions
report. This is the best forum to hear how we have responded or
plan to respond to water conditions.
Don Medellin: Yes, this water reservation provides an extra level
of protection above the existing restricted allocation area rules to
ensure that the water is protected for fish and wildlife.
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52

Diana
Umpierre

53

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

Walter Wilcox: Most of those events are basin runoff events, so
they are handled by the IRL project. The remaining Lake pieces
after the EAA reservoir are improved by the Lake Okeechobee
Watershed Project.
Leslye Waugh: Diana, see section 6.3 of the PACR and table 6-7
that shows the effectiveness of the PACR and LOWRP in achieving
the CERP goal for the Northern Everglades.
Fred Sklar: Tree island protection and restoration is not part of
this Tech Document because it is not directly pertinent to the
discussion of fish and wildlife. None of the fish and wildlife
models use tree islands to predict ecological response. Note:
There is no performance measure (PM) for Tree Islands in CEPP,
instead there is a threshold of depth and duration that is
considered harmful to tree islands. In CEPP and the CEPP-PACR,
the ridge and slough PM was used as a surrogate for healthy and
restorative Tree Island habitat.

54

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Per Table 6-4 of the draft EIS (PACR) by SFWMD, the
TSP only reduces high volume to St. Lucie estuary
(above 2000 cubic feet per second) (cfs) by only 7
months (basically still predicting 49 months of high
volume discharges). So, I guess to follow up on
another question, what else in CERP will address
those?
Tree islands - one place in the Executive Summary you
say something about hydrologic improvements will
restore habitats including tree islands, but you don't
really say anything about tree islands in the body of
the Tech Doc. Do you really mean "maintain" tree
islands? You also say in central WCA-3A conditions are
good. Does that reflect the situation now? Data on
tree islands from 1940 to 1995 really shows a decline.
If there is no creation of new tree islands proposed
then is it really "maintaining" as opposed to
"restoration" of tree islands?
Staying on tree islands and Fred Sklar's response
regarding adaptive management…is there uncertainty
in terms of flow, the actual hydroperiods we will
generate, ponding depths, etc. What are the options
for adaptive management in the system?
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Fred Sklar: No model is without uncertainty. The CEPP Adaptive
Management Program has identified a number of management
options associated with tree islands, sloughs and ridges that may
need to be implemented if actual flows or ponding depths are
neither protective nor restorative. These include incrementally
increasing inflows and depths in WCA-3B to allows tree islands to
acclimate to the deeper water needed for slough restoration and
a number of construction options for plugging the Miami Canal
with Tree Islands.
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55

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Walter, you also explained in WCA-3B there is a lot of
leakage to the east. Was that surprising and are there
other places that are surprising in the system when
you add 370,000 ac-ft of water?

56

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Dong Yoon in your presentation, you labeled the
western Shark River Slough, getting close to the
sparrow there, as "over wet". Are you saying this from
a natural systems perspective or a sparrow
perspective?

57

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Will this presentation be available to us while Dr.
DeAngelis and I write the Final Peer Review Report?

Walter Wilcox: The WCA-3B dynamics were not surprising due to
observations from past project efforts (including the Modified
Water Deliveries project) that encountered these issues.
Certainly, there are other areas of high uncertainty that will
require careful monitoring as additional restoration flows enter
the Greater Everglades. These include the interactions between
central and western Everglades and the dynamics of overland
flow between Northeast Shark River Slough and Taylor Slough.
Dong Yoon Lee: When the regions in the table were coded with
different colors, I labeled them from a natural systems
perspective, not from a biological perspective. However, when I
labeled western Shark River Slough (SRS-W), I mixed the two
perspectives to emphasize the current hydrologic condition
specifically on Subpopulation A. This point should have been
explained during the presentation.
Don Medellin: Yes, the presentation will be made available to
you after the session.

58

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

What is the best format for the Final Peer Review
Report?

Don Medellin: The format and length is at the discretion of the
peer review panel since this is an independent non-biased peer
review.

59

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

What should we expect to have from the District side
before we can finalize the report? Today's
presentation, Q&A from the public, and a matrix of
responses to our written reviews?

Don Medellin: The District expects to provide the peer review
panel two deliverables: (1) a Question and Answer Matrix which
addresses each of the peer reviewers questions and comments
along with responses from the public Peer Review Session today,
and (2) a copy of the SFWMD's presentation material which
addressed some of the panel's preliminary questions/comments.
The SFWMD will also provide the panel a copy of all public
comments (Due June 12th) received prior to the final report be
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published. All of this information can be taken into account by
the peer review panel before the final peer report is completed.

60

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

How will this segment of today's session proceed?

Don Medellin: Keep your mics open so we can hear the dialogue
between you and Dr. Dorn and if additional questions arise,
SFWMD staff are here to answer them.

61

Matthew
Schwartz

Tree islands are the base for terrestrial wildlife in the
historic Everglades. Is it possible to restore tree islands
without restoring sheetflow? Most of what we're
discussing today is artificially moving water from one
chamber of the system to another - via canals. Very
different than sheetflow. All the science I've seen on
tree islands says that the historical flow was as
important as water levels now (too much or too little)
- and that lack of flow has been responsible for much
of the degradation of the tree islands.

Fred Sklar: Flow is responsible for distributing nutrients from the
head to the tail of a teardrop shaped tree island. It is thought that
these nutrients help islands manage the stresses of very long
hydroperiods. However, islands can do relatively well in low
flowing systems as long as depths and inundation rates are
"healthy." The northern islands in WCA-3A can be restored if
depths are increased and the southern WCA-3A islands can be
restored if hydroperiods are decreased. Despite these
improvements, for long-term sustainability of the system, flows
should increase.
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62

Jim Vaughan

With Florida's hot temperature, what will keep this 23
foot deep reservoir from stratifying? Anaerobic
conditions cause many negative water related issues
alone.

Fred Sklar: The high turnover rate that was mentioned this
morning and described by Walter Wilcox help to prevent
stratification. In addition, the relatively shallow depth of the
reservoir (even 20 ft) and high temperatures of South Florida
reduce risk of stratification relative to other water bodies in other
parts of the U.S.
Tom James: Turnover can reduce the effects of stratification,
especially if the water levels change substantially. Wind
generated waves, due to the fetch and the summer afternoon
increase in winds, will support mixing of the water and sediment
resuspension. This is based on the dynamic ratio that is greater
than 0.8 for this reservoir (see Havens, Karl E., Kang-Ren Jin,
Nenad Iricanin, and R. Thomas James. 2007. 'Phosphorus
dynamics at multiple time scales in the pelagic zone of a large
shallow lake in Florida, USA', Hydrobiologia, 581: 25–42.). This
dynamic ratio is calculated as the sqrt(area in km)/depth in
meters. Or assuming the EAA reservoir is 10,100 acres (40.5 km2)
from scenario R240
https://www.sfwmd.gov/sites/default/files/documents/pres_201
7_1221_eaa_res_public_meeting.pdf and the 20 foot depth, (6.1
m), SQRT(40.9)/6.1 = 1.05. With the prevailing afternoon winds
and the high dynamic ratio, the potential for stratification even
for high temperatures in the summer are relatively low.
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Q&A During the Summary of Preliminary Peer-Review Comments Segment of May 29 Peer Review Session:
63

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis and
Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewers)

Ponding Depths/Hydroperiods Comments and
Questions: What are the targets?
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Walter Wilcox: Related to the targets, from a ponding depth
perspective, there is a ridge and slough RECOVER performance
measure, and that's where this concept of Northeast Shark River
Slough comes in. In the development of that performance
measure, by the RECOVER landscape scientists, they looked
through the Natural System Modeling (NSM) data that was
available, and bringing other lines of evidence about the
characteristics of the predrainage system as understood through
observation and landscapes dynamic formation processes, they
identified a location in Northeast Shark River Slough which we
call Indicator Region 129 as the most representative of hydrologic
time series of the type conditions that would promote and
sustain ridge and slough landscapes. So from a restoration
perspective, because the greater Everglades was rather uniform,
spatially homogeneous ridge and slough landscape over the WCA
as well as the Everglades National Park, the target for that
particular ridge and slough performance measure is indeed the
water depths that were observed in Northeast Shark River Slough
in the NSM, but extrapolated across the entire system. So,
essentially we're looking for similar water depths as a full
restoration target in southern, central, and northern WCA-3A as
well as Everglades National Park. Not sure that comes across fully
in the Technical Document. There were some questions related
to that. I want to make sure that was in context of essentially that
that target as one of the performance measures that gets
combined with the others including some of the ones I showed
earlier with soil oxidation and sheet flow, distribution, timing, and
magnitude. So, it’s not a one size fits all. We're not just trying to
make the water depths across the system as deep as the
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64

Commenter

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Question/Comment

District Response

predrainage NSM, but that is one of the considerations that goes
into the composite picture of how we restore the Everglades.
Those targets become kind of a shooting point and I would say
they are somewhere deeper than central WCA-3A in the current
system. Maybe closer on average depth to what is in southern
WCA-3A but they don't have those extreme high peaks as
indicated by Dong Yoon's information, that are caused by the
unnatural impoundment in southern WCA-3A. From the
perspective of target depths, they are generally deeper than
analogue locations like central WCA-3A in the current system, but
they have somewhat less high depth variability to avoid
inundation of tree islands and detrimental effects from excessive
high water for long durations.
Ponding Depths/Hydroperiods Comments and
Walter Wilcox: Yes, that is correct. The overall restoration target
Questions: In the absence of that perspective of the
is still a little bit deeper than what the CERP program or the EAA
NSM, I was sort of forced to think about this relative to Reservoir is able to fully achieve. So, we're almost at 100% of
existing analogue conditions in other parts of the
what CERP envisioned and we're significantly improved over the
system, as you said, and it looked to me like the
current system, but if you go by that ridge and slough target,
projection is that you're going to get to the levels of
defined by RECOVER, there is still some additional depth systemthe central Everglades WCA-3A, but not to southern
wide that would be beneficial to the landscape.
WCA-3A. I guess what you're saying is the NSM that
you were originally looking at suggested that you
should be trying to make something even deeper to
maintain ridge and slough systems and tree islands, is
that correct?
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Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Ponding Depths/Hydroperiods Comments and
Questions: I think that covers most of my questions. I
do have one last question, given you're not quite at
the depth you wanted, was there no way to channel or
move more water through the northern part of WCA3B and bring it down into Northeast Shark River
Slough, given that WCA-3B changes a little bit, but not
at all in the north?

Walter Wilcox: Leslye mentioned earlier that there were a
number of different plans looked at as part of the reservoir study.
There were also a number of different plans looked at as part of
the original central Everglades study. So, there were four primary
alternatives that handled WCA-3B in different ways. The one that
we landed on is what you see in the plan as the Blue Shanty Flowway, which kind of compartmentalizes WCA-3B, but there were
other options that attempted to send water through WCA-3B or
distribute water more across the landscape kind of consistent
with that natural flow pattern that I showed. The challenge
comes that when you put water in WCA-3B in today's system,
WCA-3B is significantly more degraded than other parts of the
natural system so you can't just return it to predrainage depths
and expect to have successful outcomes. You have to go into
some type of transition plan, and in addition to that, because of
the manmade features, there's a pretty strong seepage gradient
from west to east. So, when you put water in WCA-3B as much as
the landscape indicates it should flow south into Everglades
National Park, the reality is that a lot of that water is drawn to the
east and toward the developed areas which are kept at a lower
water level for flood protection and people living there. So, there
are significant challenges with fully restoring WCA-3B and central
Everglades is kind of the first step in that transition process. The
compromise the team wound up with was building the Blue
Shanty Flow-way, restoring that portion of WCA-3B to something
closer to a natural system target and rehydrating the remainder
of WCA-3B to begin the restoration process, but then setting up
some kind of subsequent planning effort that would have to
further expand on those benefits.
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66

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

67

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis and
Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewers)

Question/Comment

District Response

Ponding Depths/Hydroperiods Comments and
Questions: I think that covers Ponding
Depths/Hydroperiods pretty well.

Acknowledged.

Future Modeling Comments and Questions: Are
there plans to extend the hydrologic simulations
beyond 1965-2005?

Walter Wilcox: The short answer is yes, but not in this process.
The Interagency Modeling Center, as I said, supports the overall
CERP program, has been working on a data extension update and
we have models that now run from 1965 through 2016. They
include many of the more recent years in the period of record,
including some pretty substantial droughts, and the 2015 super El
Nino event. That period of record will be used in upcoming
planning work including the development of the new Lake
Okeechobee Regulation Schedule. However, from the EAA
modeling perspective, I think that this plan has already been
authorized, and there is no plan right now given limited resources
to update the modeling for this project specifically. However, I
would expect at some point in the future as we continue
developing restoration plans and with the additive nature of how
we do it....we start with what is authorized then add another
piece to the puzzle...that will facilitate at some point in the future
extending these project features into the extended period record.
We'll have that information available, it just won't be done under
the umbrella of the EAA Reservoir project.
Don Medellin: Walter, when you say "authorized", you mean
authorized by Congress?
Walter Wilcox: Yes.
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68

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis and
Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewers)

69

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)
Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

70

71

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis and
Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewers)

Question/Comment

District Response

Coastal Salinities/Mangrove Movement Comments
and Questions: Are there quantitative estimates
available on the possible effects on coastal salinities,
which can counter mangrove inland movement? Can
you use the MANTRA Model?

Coastal Salinities/Mangrove Movement Comments
and Questions: I have no other questions about
Coastal Salinities/Mangrove Movement. Dong Yoon
answer was a good one.
Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow Habitat Comments and
Questions: Is there a target for marl prairies beyond
the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow or is that pretty much
it? Is it a Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow target?

Dong Yoon Lee: So, for the first question about coastal salinities
and mangrove inland encroachment, yes in the CEPP PACR the
salinities for different locations in Florida Bay were estimated
from a stage nonlinear regression and the model predicted
salinity should decrease on average by 1.5, reduce the possibility
of seagrass die-off, may change the community composition in
the area close to the coastal area, increase water flow, decrease
land migration of the mangrove forest, and potentially slow down
saltwater intrusion into the freshwater marsh. However, these
data are not presented here because there no models approved
by United States Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) predict the
effect of this on the fish and wildlife in Florida Bay.
Acknowledged.

Fred Sklar: The marl prairie of course has ecological benefit but
the modeling is essentially done to predict suitable habitat for the
sparrow. It’s not being done to evaluate potential use, for
example, crayfish. Built into that model is some of the
characteristics that would make it beneficial for the sparrow,
including the number of dry days needed by the sparrow, but also
the hydrologic requirements of the grass itself.
Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow Habitat Comments and
Dong Yoon Lee: Detailed water depth change can be found in the
Questions: Changes in vegetation or timing of water
CEPP PACR, in Appendix C.2.1 on page 27. I can provide more
depth during the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow breeding information later. We will consider adding more data and figures
season is not clear.
to clarify this issue. We will also divide the current marl prairie
section, as Dr. Dorn suggested, into two separate sections; one
for the coastal marl prairie and one for the sparrow.
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72

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis and
Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewers)

Joint Ecosystem Modeling Comments and Questions:
More detail needed to understand what the models
are based on (habitat suitability, average yearly
conditions, hydrologic structure, etc.)

73

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis and
Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewers)

Joint Ecosystem Modeling Comments and Questions:
Consider using the crayfish model developed by the
USGS.

74

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis and
Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewers)

Difference Maps/Ecological Evaluations Comments
and Questions: Synthesizing some of the ecological
responses with the hydrological responses was
challenging because of differences in evaluation
periods. Is there a way to standardize?

Dong Yoon Lee: Agreed. We will add much more information,
especially for wading birds. I will make sure all this information is
included. Fred Sklar: I want everyone to realize that Dr. Lee was
originally instructed to not duplicate everything that was in the
CEPP PACR appendix on all the output associated with evaluating
alternatives. The goal here was not to have a massive 200-page
Technical Document that would give you all the detailed
information. I just want him to know that, in the opinion of most
people, he did an excellent job of capturing the highlights of the
model output, and like he said, he will capture a bit more to
satisfy the needs of the panel.
Dong Yoon Lee: For the crayfish model, it is a very good
suggestion, but this might not be possible because all the
modeling for this water reservation rule should be consistent
with the models which were used to get Congressional approval
for CEPP and the CEPP PACR. So, it might not be possible to use
another crayfish model.
Dong Yoon Lee: We understand the difficulty in comparing
ecological outputs between the targeted species. Although
inconsistent spatial and temporal domains would primarily cause
this problem, the way we present the model output is consistent
with the CEPP PACR. Clarifications will include narratives
associated with selected rainfall years and justification for
differences in the spatial or temporal domain of the model
output.
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75

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

76

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Difference Maps/Ecological Evaluations Comments
and Questions: Actually, I think the evaluation he did
here in the presentation was extremely helpful. I think
the challenge just came in trying to synthesize some of
the confusing responses. Obviously, those ecological
models for the birds, for example, are much more
complicated, but it gave me pause about exactly those
spatial regions, which are not necessarily covered in
detail in the hydrologic analysis, those regions where
the birds declined. I think that is where a lot of the
questions in my mind came up, and then a few of the
evaluations jump between an average year vs. the
average of the period. I spent a lot of time trying to
figure out what the average year looks like, where a
dry year, or if all the benefits come in dry years or if
the benefits are coming in wets years, or something
like that. I do think the presentation was a great
improvement. I kind of agree with you, I don't know
that I want all the detail of these models in another 40
pages of the Technical Document, but maybe a little
bit more to try to explain where some of those
spatially negative effects for the birds or other taxa
might be coming from, what aspect of the hydrology
that is drive that.
Difference Maps/Ecological Evaluations Comments
and Questions: Sometimes when there is a negative
proportional effect, it is happening in an area that is
already kind of bad, or the absolute effect is maybe
not all that significant because the organism doesn't
use the area anyway. I think the difference is a nice
C-26

Fred Sklar: Yes, I agree and we are going to do exactly that.

Dong Yoon Lee: Yes, we will add a map presenting absolute
density or index.
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Commenter

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Question/Comment

District Response

way to do it, but I think the change between average
years, wet years, and dry years vs. the period of record
made some of the responses challenging to
understand.
Crayfish Suitability Model Q&A Comments and
Questions: I think this has pretty much already been
addressed, but I will say, seeing the hydroperiods, I
think Dong Yoon showed us the hydroperiods for the
eastern marl prairies, so I think we've seen that. It was
close to what I was guessing it was from the map
(Figure 4.2) although I think that map is going to
change based on what was shown earlier as well, to an
average for the period, or for a longer period. So, I
think that has been evaluated. In terms of the western
marl prairies, it sounds like that is primarily going to be
an issue for western Everglades restoration based on
what Walter Wilcox said. It would be nice to see some
regions in the marl prairies because, of all those
indictor regions that are in that map that has been
used for evaluating the restoration, there is nothing in
the marl prairies. All you can really read is down the
middle of Shark River Slough, like it’s a pipe, just to put
it bluntly. However, there are wetlands all around in
Everglades National Park that are never really
evaluated. So, I think I know what roughly the eastern
marl prairies where the expected benefit comes, I
know what that is going to look like. So, I don't know if
I'm amending my question or just suggesting for
maybe the future that we have to think about that
western marl prairie, but maybe not for this project.
C-27

Walter Wilcox: Just to give you an indication of one of the
reasons why there is such a focus on going down the pipe in
Shark River Slough, as you said, is because a number of the
metrics defined by the REstoration COordination and VERification
program (RECOVER) are specific to the ridge and slough
landscape. I think there is a high availability of graphics and data
for some areas as opposed to other areas. So, I think if we're
looking at information from the marl prairies, I just want to give
you the heads-up that it will probably be a little different in look
and feel because essentially those indicator regions, indicator
region 140, they kind of flank the slough locations but they don't
typically generate the same types of graphics or the same types
of metrics because you're not evaluating relative to a ridge and
slough target, you're evaluating to other defined targets which
are dominated by the marl prairie Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow
metrics that were discussed earlier. Kind of an FYI on that, if we
do something for the marl areas, it will likely be a little different
look and feel and still have some challenges in cross comparing.
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78

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Crayfish Suitability Model Q&A Comments and
Questions: So, Walter would you still be able to
extract hydroperiod data from it?

79

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

Water Quality – Phosphorus Comments and
Questions: I think these questions were sufficiently
addressed.

Walter Wilcox: Yes, I think hydroperiods and kind of unaltered or
unnormalized ponding depths are pretty straight forward and
those come directly out of the model. I think the challenge comes
when you look at something like the indicator regions with
different assumptions for how you are normalizing, and then
what you're reference elevation is for normalizing your depths for
example. That's where it gets a little apples to oranges but in
terms of raw hydrologic data, we can certainly show you what's
happening in those areas and what to expect in terms of ....its
seems like you're most interested in kind of median water levels
and hydroperiod and recession below ground
characteristics....those can be summarized pretty easily.
Acknowledged.

Q&A on Peer Review Panel Preliminary Written Reviews of the Technical Document (April 2020)
80

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

What is meant by Flow transect (Figure 1-6)?
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Clay Brown and Walter Wilcox: The CEPP Flow Transects in
Figure 1-6 represent “simplified transition boundaries”. Each flow
transect helps water managers/planners quantify flow between
compartmentalized areas and measure performance of proposed
features/operational changes to the system.
Dong Yoon Lee: The plan formulation strategy for CEPP consisted
of multiple formulation phases. It started with a consideration of
measures north of the Everglades in the Everglades Agricultural
Area (Red Line) to capture, store, and deliver water south to the
Everglades. The sequential formulation considered measures for
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Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)
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What is meant by Lake Okeechobee Service Area
(LOSA) (Page 10)?
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redistributing water within WCA-3A (south of the Red Line),
creating additional hydrologic connectivity between WCA-3A,
WCA-3B (Green Line), and ENP (Blue Line), and effectively
managing seepage along the eastern boundary of the Everglades
(Yellow Line). More detailed information regarding the
formulation, evaluation, and selection of the model is provided in
the CEPP PIR (see CEPP_PIR_P81.pdf).
Clay Brown and Walter Wilcox: LOSA on page 10 refer to
permitted water users (typically agriculture or public water
supply demand) that draw water from Lake Okeechobee for
supplemental deliveries. The basins are geographically located
nearby Lake Okeechobee (provided figure of Lake Okeechobee
Service Area Showing the North Shore, Caloosahatchee, St. Lucie,
and Everglades Agricultural Area Basins).
Alberto Naya: See two attachments (Pages from
vol_iii_water_use.pdf and Pages from vol_iii_water_use-2.pdf)
which cover the regulatory definitions for Lake Okeechobee
Service Area (LOSA). The short definition (briefly summarized in
the first attachment and expanded in the second) is that it is the
area that is served by withdrawals of surface water from Lake
Okeechobee or its hydraulically connected systems. The second
attachments is the LOSA rule, which is a component of the
recovery strategy for Minimum Flow Levels (MFLs) for Lake
Okeechobee. The LOSA Rule describes the criteria required for
permit applicants to demonstrate that requested allocations will
not cause a net increase in the volume of surface water
withdrawn from Lake Okeechobee over the base condition water
use for each water use classification and potential offsets. In
addition, it explains how the based condition was derived as a
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result of the Lake Okeechobee Regulation Schedule instituted
2008 (i.e. LORS 08). Lastly, a regulatory map of LOSA is provided.

82

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

Pump station S-7 is not labelled in Figure 1-6, as far as
I can see. It should be at the juncture of L5 and L6.

Leslye Waugh: Figure 1-6 depicts the components of CEPP. CEPP
does not propose any changes to the S-7 Pump Station so it is not
shown as a feature on the map.

83

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

It is stated that "Alternative C240 achieved 97% of the
CERP goal over the 36-year period of record available
from RECOVER. Consistent with CEPP, Alternative
C240 was modeled and analyzed over the longer 41year period of record (1965 to 2005) to evaluate
effects of the PACR. Alternative C240 provides an
increase of approximately 370,000 ac-ft in average
flow to the Central Everglades, exceeding the CERP
goal of 300,000 ac-ft. That is a substantial difference.
Are there any specifics on the changes under PACR
that provided this improvement? On page 21 it is
stated that 'more refined modeling tools were used to
evaluate Alternative C240." Does that mean that the

Walter Wilcox: These are not differences due to accuracy in
modeling, they are a reflection of different periods of simulation.
The C240 scenario when summarized over the simulation period
from 1965-2000 sends just under 300 kac-ft more water per year
(97% of the CERP goal) into the Greater Everglades when
compared to the current condition. The same C240 simulation
when averaged over the 1965-2005 period of simulation shows
an average annual increase of 370 kac-ft compared to the current
condition. While this average annual increase is dramatic, it is
explained by the fact that the additional simulation years are
generally wet conditions with frequent hurricanes and the delta
to the baselines are more significant since the baseline cannot
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increase in mean flow is simply a result of more
accurate modeling?

convey water south (no storage or conveyance capacity) while
the CEPP & EAA condition can convey substantial volumes.

Sue Newman: The effects of phosphorus on the Everglades are
mentioned further on in the document.
Naiming Wang: Any amount of additional water discharged to
WCA-3A would increase the total phosphorus load. But the long
term FWM concentration of total phosphorus is expected to be
below 13 ppb, which is comparable to natural background level.
Don Medellin: The statutory authority granted to the SFWMD's
Governing Board under Chapter 373.223(4), Florida Statutes is
limited to the protection of fish and wildlife and public health and
safety.
Clay Brown and Walter Wilcox: For this project, there are no
plans to extend the simulation beyond 2005 at this time. The
period of simulation from 1965 to 2005 does capture extremes of
the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO); the ENSO is an important
climate indicator. It captures the 1970-1975 droughts and the
brief El Nino (wet period) in 1972. Other notable droughts
captured in the POR include: 1985, 1988, 1998-1999, and 2001.
This POR also captures significant rainfall events including: 1969,
1983, 1994-1995, 1997 (the highest El Nino event on record), and
the 2004-2005 hurricane season. For future planning efforts
including the upcoming Lake Okeechobee System Operating
Manual update, the simulation period is being extended through
2016 by the Interagency Modeling Center.

84

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

This is an accurate overview of existing conditions.
However, it mentions only the effects of changes in
hydrology on the current condition of the Central
Everglades Watershed. It does not explicitly mention
the detrimental effects that phosphorus inflow from
the EAA has had in the changes that have occurred in
vegetation.

85

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

Are there any future plans to extend the hydrologic
simulations beyond 1965-2005? The 1965-2005 period
is certainly long enough to encompass a variety of
hydrologic conditions, but if there have been any longterm trends in environmental conditions, the inclusion
of more recent years might be useful for forecasting.
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86

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

This figure shows tremendous increase in flows into
WCA-3B. Do the arrows pointing two ways represent
that flow can go either way through L-29?

87

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

Also, I have a question concerning the ponding depth
and duration curves. Does 'normalized' refer to
division by the number of days in period of record?

88

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

It is stated that "[DYL: in WCA-3B,] ecologically
significant increases in annual hydroperiods are not
found despite the addition of 0.3 to 0.7 ft of water
during ponded times." Is this related to the existing
topography (there has been a loss of ridge-and-slough
pattern) of WCA-3B, Blue Shanty area specifically?
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Walter Wilcox: The increased inflow to WCA3B are expected
since the Central Everglades project constructs three structures
which convey water into WCA3B. The goal is not only rehydrate a
large portion of WCA3B, but also to convey water through
WCA3B into Northeast ENP consistent with the historical flow
path.
Raul Novoa and Sandeep Dabral: Direction of the arrows
represent the flow direction based on the annual average
calculation. Structural flows can only go in one direction as
specified in the figure. For groundwater and levee seepage flows,
it is possible on a daily time step, flows can go either direction
depending on the head difference.
Dong Yoon Lee: We will consider revising the caption of the
figure 4-11 according to the response from Novoa & Debral.
Clay Brown and Walter Wilcox: In this context, a “normalized
duration curve” refers to a duration curve relative to land surface
elevation. The intent is to convey to the reader that the duration
graphs are relative to land surface. Keep in mind that other
duration graphs (i.e. Lake Okeechobee stage duration) can be
relative to the vertical datum (i.e. stage).
Dong Yoon Lee: We will add the definition of normalized duration
curve on page 25 and in Figure 4-6 caption.
Fred Sklar: It is not really a function of soil oxidation or ridge &
slough degradation. The hydroperiod does not change very much
in the Blue Shanty region because the inflows and outflows are
relatively high and equal. Without C240, the water levels drop to
zero about 4% of the time because rainwater has no outlet. The
region is compartmentalized. With C240 the water levels drop to
zero about 2% of the time because the inflows are high enough to
prevent the region from almost ever drying out.
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Dong Yoon Lee: We will revise the paragraph to justify this
conclusion.

89

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

Page 31. Northeast Shark River Slough. This states an
increase in inflow from 73,000 to 794,000 ac-ft (Figure
4-15) to this area, which currently experiencing
extremely dry conditions. This is significant, as NESRS
has long been considered one of the key areas for
Everglades restoration. There are 321,000 ac-ft from
S-333, 67,000 ac-ft from S-356. Is the rest of the
794,000 ac-ft from flow from WCA-3B?

90

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

What is meant by Segment head (Figure 4-16)?
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Clay Brown and Walter Wilcox: The average annual transect
flows across T-18 are attributed to the features you mentioned,
S-333 and S-356, and the remainder is due to several culverts and
bridge flow-throughs along Tamiami Trail, in part fed by flow out
of the WCA3B (the Blue Shanty Flow way). It's more complicated
that summing the flows from S-333, S-356 and culvert flows;
when summed, those flows actually exceed T-18's average annual
flow of 794 k-ac-ft/yr. Keep in mind the L-67 Ext. levee is
removed in the C240 simulation; therefore, some of the flow
from S-333 moves southwest as illustrated in Figure 4-4.
Additionally, in the baseline, canal flow is not counted in the
transect (overland) flow summary. To a lesser degree, some is
lost to evapotranspiration (ET).
Clay Brown: Figure 4-16 is a stage-duration curve representing
the headwater at structure S334. The vertical axis of the graph is
canal stage with vertical datum units of NGVD29, ft. The term
"segment" is a modeling term that refers to the discretization of a
real-world canal system into modeled "segments". Output for
canal segments can be reported as flow or stage; the term "head"
is often used in place of stage.
Dong Yoon Lee: We will revise the caption of Figure 4-16
(Segment head --> Canal stage).
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91

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

92

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

There seems to be a minor misstatement regarding
Figure 4-24. It is stated that 'Alternative C240 will
increase the time that water levels hover between 0
and 1'. Actually, according to the figure, the time that
water levels are between 0 and 1 will decrease relative
to ECB. Instead C240 will increase the time water
levels are above the level of 0.
It is stated that the effect of C240 on vegetation in
northwestern WCA-3A is only moderately beneficial.
It will reduce the amount of time of water level below
0 but could lead to increased phosphorus and cattails
through oxidation of soils. So, understandably, the
overall effects on vegetation are difficult to predict.
But it is also stated that northeastern WCA-3A will
substantially improve due to decreased amount of
time water levels go below zero (Figure 4-26), as C240
will promote peat accumulation. It is argued that
northeastern will not suffer from the same negative
effects of phosphorus release as northwestern WCA3A. Can this assumption be backed up further? Also,
the possibility of periphyton community change is
mentioned in this region. It would be useful if more
information on the possibility of switches in the
periphyton community and its consequences are
discussed.
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Dong Yoon Lee: Will revise the sentence: … water levels above
zero by approximately 21% compared to the ECB (Figure 4-24).

Sue Newman: This section will be rewritten to note that NW and
NE benefits are similar with regard to increased ponding and
reduced amount of time water is below 0. This revision will also
note that all over drained areas subject to soil oxidation have
some risk of nutrient release upon rehydration. While we do not
have recent spatial sampling to document changes in soil
chemistry, the area at greatest risk for phosphorus release are
likely closest to central 3AN in close proximity to the Miami canal,
where increases in phosphorus per unit volume occurred
(Bruland, G. L., et al. (2007). "Recent changes in soil total
phosphorus in the Everglades: Water Conservation Area 3."
Environ. Monit. Assess. 129: 379-395).
Don Medellin: The statutory authority granted to the SFWMD's
Governing Board under Chapter 3763.223(4), Florida Statutes is
limited to the protection of fish and wildlife and public health and
safety.
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Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

In the caption there needs to be a definition of
NSM462 (I think it refers to the Natural System Model)
and that the IR numbers mean indicator regions. A
fuller explanation of this figure would be helpful.

Dong Yoon Lee: We will revise the caption and graphics of Figure
4-31. 1) Include the definition of NSM; 2) Move the purple text on
the bottom of the figure into the caption. We will revise the last
paragraph on page 41 to include the interpretation of NSM462
model output. Add: Under the NSM model, simulating the
hydrologic response of a pre-drained Everglades system, the
duration of dry down events is 13 weeks on annual average and
ranges from 10 to 16 weeks along a longitudinal transect of Shark
River Slough. Alternative... which is more closely resemble a predrainage drought condition and is 3 weeks ... (Figure 4-31).
Clay Brown: The figure is a comparison of 3 models that
represents the number of weeks that are dry in Northeast Shark
River Slough (NE SRS) in the period from 1965-2005. Each of the 3
models and locations in NE SRS are defined below. The first
column in the figure represents the numbers of dry weeks for
each indicator region (IR) in NSM462; summing the count of dry
weeks for each IR results in 52 dry weeks. The sum of the number
of dry weeks for IR's in EARECB and C240 results in 63 and 50 dry
weeks, respectively. Therefore, alternative C240 has fewer dry
weeks that current (EARECB) conditions; this achieves a goal of
the project which is to send more water to NE SRS. In addition,
C240 shows better performance than NSM462. NSM462
represents the model used for model comparison in Everglades
Restoration efforts. "NSM" refers to the Natural System Model
which simulates the hydrologic response of a pre-drained
Everglades system. The NSM does not attempt to simulate the
pre-drained hydrology. Rather, more recent climatic data is used
to simulate the pre-drained hydrologic response to current
hydrologic input. The numerical designator "462" represent the
latest version, which is 4.6.2. EARECB represents a scenario the
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What is meant by NSM462 and what do the IR129, etc.
numbers mean (Figure 4-31)? (I am assuming NSM is
the Natural System Model, but I am not sure what 462
and the IR symbols mean.)
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attempts to model assumed hydrologic conditions in 2017. C240
represents a scenario that models assumed hydrologic conditions
in 2050 that includes the A-2 reservoir (240 k-ac-ft) and STA
features. In addition, this scenario also includes all authorized
CERP and non-CERP projects. The term “IR” represents an indictor
region and consists of a collection of model cells identified by
ecologist that represent an ecological community of interest. This
helps ecologists/managers/planners measure performance across
alternatives. IR's 129, 130, 131 and 132 are indicators regions
located in northeast Shark River Slough in Everglades National
Park.
Clay Brown and Walter Wilcox: NSM is the Natural System Model
and “462” represents the version of NSM model that was used;
this is the typical version used for model comparison in
Everglades Restoration efforts. “IR” represents Indicator Region;
an indictor region is a collection of model cells identified by
ecologist that represent an ecological community of interest. This
helps ecologists/managers/planners measure performance across
alternatives. IR129 is located in Northeast Shark River Slough in
Everglades National Park.
Dong Yoon Lee: IR = Indicator Region. IRs are groups of adjacent
cells within the model grid that together represent a particular
region of the Everglades. The cells within an RI are intended to be
homogeneous in soil type, vegetative structure, and topography
and were therefore expected to show similar responses to
hydrologic changes. Figure 4-1 shows the location of gauges,
indicator regions, flow transects.
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95

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

Are any quantitative estimates available on the
possible effects on coastal salinities, which can
counter mangrove inland movement? (Florida Bay,
salinity)

96

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

Northeast Shark River Slough will receive increased
sheetflow, which is one of the basic goals of
Everglades restoration. Increasing water flow to the
wet marl prairies of ENP will substantially improve
alleviate some of the problems of woody plant
invasion of Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow habitat. But
the picture for CSSS habitat overall is mixed. It looks
from Figure 4-34 like there will be some improvement
to northwestern subpopulation habitat, but reduction
in habitat suitability in the southeastern areas. Can
more detail be given on what the specific effects of
C240 will be; changes in vegetation or timing of
water depth during the CSSS breeding season. Can
any tweaking of the careful timing of releases be
used to decrease negative effects of high water?
There is another potential issue. It appears from the
pattern of increases and decreases in suitability of
CSSS habitat that the areas of good habitat in the
C-37

Fred Sklar: The added freshwater to SRS and Taylor Slough will
lower the RATE of saltwater intrusion along the mangroves of the
SW coast and Fl Bay. This is expected to improve the ability of
mangroves to migrate inland without a significant degradation
due to peat collapse. However, the SFWMD cannot quantify the
rate of mangrove migration because we do not possess a
landscape-scale mangrove succession model and because there is
a large amount of groundwater uncertainty in these areas.
Dong Yoon Lee: We will revise the first paragraph on page 43 to
explain the potential improvement (explained by Fred Sklar)
associated with increased water flow in Taylor Slough and Shark
River Slough.
Mark Cook: The concern about increased distance between the
west and the east subpops is valid given the probable limited
dispersal capacity of this species. However, any loss of
connectivity between east and west might be offset by the
projected increased connectivity (improved habitat) among the
different subpopulations east of SRS.
Walter Wilcox: Operations for the C240 scenario were already
informed by hydrologic targets defined in consultation with the
US Fish & Wildlife Service to identify desirable marl prairie
hydroperiods and CSSS recession characteristics to maximize
breeding potential. Not every year can achieve the targets due to
hydrologic variability, but overall outcomes are similar to the
baseline by design (despite the spatial shifts identified in the
comment). Regarding subpop A and the Everglades transition
plan (ERTP) operations, seasonal closures of the S12s are still
utilized in the CEPP operations.
Dong Yoon Lee: We will consider expanding our discussion about
the potential change in marl prairie habitat for the sparrow in this
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Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

98

Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

Question/Comment

District Response

northwest and good habitat in the southeast will
become separated by greater distances. This would
reduce dispersal between different subpopulations,
which might make each subpopulation more
vulnerable to extinction.
It is stated that the comparisons ECB and C240 (Table
4-1) are based on "fish and wildlife simulations" by
JEM (except crayfish, which was not modeled). The
description should be more specific. Are these all
based on habitat suitability indices. More specifics
should be given; for example, are they based on
average yearly conditions, or do they take into
account the hydrologic structure within years? Similar
models were developed for the Restudy by USGS and
SFWMD. It would be useful to know if the models
have also been used with Natural System Model
output as well as ECB and C240.
Small fish are a critically important food base and the
increases (130% for the whole period) are impressive.
It appears from Figure 4-37 that the ECB estimates are
based on data from a large number of sampling sites.
Within each of these sampling sites are the population
density estimates based on regressions against
hydroperiod used to project for C240 conditions?

section. Replace Pearlstin (2013) with Pearlstine, L., A.L. Galbo, G.
Reynolds, J.H. Parsons, T. Dean, M. Alvarado, and K. Suir. 2016.
Recurrence intervals of spatially simulated hydrologic metrics for
restoration of Cape Sable seaside sparrow (Ammodramus
maritimus mirabilis) habitat. Ecological Indicators 60: 1252–1262.
Dong Yoon Lee: Not all models are based on suitability or habitat
indices. For example, apple snail and small fish models are based
on a regression analysis and provide population density. We
agree with the comment and provide a more detailed
methodology, description, and citation for each model.
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Dong Yoon Lee: Trexler and Goss (2009) developed a logistic
population growth model to predict small fish densities between
the time of sampling and re-wetting of the site after the most
recent drying event. High densities of small fish characterized the
pre-drainage Everglades ecosystem, thus maximizing densities is
an objective of Everglades restoration. Because prey fish
dominate the prey community in both biomass and abundance,
they are an important energy source for higher-trophic levels,
such as wading birds, alligators, and larger fish. Thus, the
estimations of prey fish can be used as a general measure of
trophic conditions within the Everglades. We will consider adding
the absolute fish density map under the two models (instead of
just presenting the difference map between the models).
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Dr. Donald
DeAngelis
(Peer
Reviewer)

100

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

101

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)
Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

102

Question/Comment

District Response

It is stated that "the Joint Ecosystem Model Program
does not have a crayfish model." However, a crayfish
model (both slough and Everglades crayfish) was
developed by USGS during the Restudy. It is fairly
simple and could be applied if needed but it appears
that the estimates in Table 4-1 are reasonable.
ES-1 does not include any summary about the primary
expected hydrological shifts or ecological benefits to
the central Everglades.
The label of NESRS should be moved east into the
eastern corner. The label is centered in Shark River
Slough right now.
What does it mean that the full storage water depth is
22.6 ft? How is the depth measured for this A-2
Reservoir? On page 56 you called 22.6 ft (NGVD29)
the maximal storage capacity but on this page you
called it normal full stage capacity? Is that the same
thing? So, it will be managed typically at maximal
stage with 12.6 feet of water (soil elevation appr 10
ft)?
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Following citations will be added: (Trexler, J.C. and C.W. Goss.
2009. Aquatic fauna as indicators for Everglades restoration:
Applying dynamic targets in assessments. Ecological Indicators 9S:
S108-S119.), (Donalson, D., J. Trexler, D. DeAngelis, and A.
Logalbo. 2010. Prey-based Freshwater Fish Density Performance
Measure (Greater Everglades Aquatic Trophic Levels). DECOMP
Performance Measure Documentation Sheet. United States Army
Corps of Engineers, Jacksonville, Florida, USA).
Mark Cook: We were limited to using the models from the
original CEPP PIR, which did not examine crayfish responses.

Walter Wilcox: Agree. Adding text to reflect these benefits will be
considered.
Don Medellin: This summary will be added with the next revision
to the technical document.
Brenda Mills: Figure 1-1 will be adjusted in the final technical
document.
Brenda Mills: Agreed. There are inconsistencies in how the depth
vs elevation of water stored is described. These will be addressed
in the final technical document. The normal full capacity is 22.6
feet deep. The reference on page 56 is an error and will be fixed
in the final document.
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103

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

104

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

105

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

The definition of the South Florida Ecosystem in
relation to the Everglades should be defined or else
the restoration areas (in acreage) do not match up
nicely. On page 6 the restoration is supposed to
restore 2.4 million acres, but the Everglades only has
1.54 million acres according to Fig. 1-4. I can only
guess that when you wrote the South Florida
Ecosystem you were including Lake Okeechobee and
perhaps the Kissimmee River and other connected
wetlands.
Does some of the EAA basin runoff currently discharge
to the northern estuaries (as implied in the first
paragraph on the EAA)? Perhaps I’m misreading that,
but the sentence should be clarified because it can be
read as though the basin runoff goes east and west
into the rivers.
From this document I cannot understand the
engineering of the gated spillway associated with the
L29 canal. It is unclear how connected the L29 will be
to the Blue Shanty Flow-way. How will those features
interact? Will the wetland be flowing right into and
across the canal? In that case the canal will have to be
managed for high enough water to allow for southerly
water flow or else? This should be briefly clarified
somewhere and maybe include a citation to an
engineering design document or online explanation.
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Brenda Mills: Agreed. This will be clarified in the final technical
document

Brenda Mills: Agreed. This will be clarified in the final technical
document

Raul Novoa: The sheetflow of water occurs from WCA-3A/3B
through the Blue-Shanty Flow-way to Everglades National Park
(ENP). The Blue Shanty Flow-way receives flow from WCA-3A
through structures S345F and S345G. It is important to note the
western portion of the L29 levee, from S-333 to the terminus of
the Blue Shanty Flow-way levee, has been removed to allow
water to sheetflow through the western bridge (the elevated
portion of US 41). In addition, structure S-355W (on the L29) at
the terminus of the Blue Shanty Flow-way levee is normally
closed to allow sheetflow to move south to ENP, however it will
discharge east if the eastern section of L29 if the water level is
below 7.0 ft. Lastly, structure S-356 discharges into the L29 (east
of S-355W) and sheetflows south to ENP through the eastern
bridge (the elevated portion of US 41).
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106

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

107

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

108

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

In figure 1-6 the font is too small to read the features.
I’d suggest you include two expanded figures to
describe these regions or move the focus southward,
putting Lake O at the very top of the figure.
The third paragraph seems out of place? What does
the LOSA water have to do with the lower east coast
protective levee? From the way it reads I think the
LOSA water has more to do with the canal levels and
section 5.1.1.
What does the “original” CEPP mean? Is this the
second phase of CEPP or an amended CEPP? Or is this
proposal the original CEPP? Same adjective (original)
is used on page 21 (section 4 intro).

109

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

110

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Brenda Mills: Agreed. Figure 1-6 will be adjusted in the final
technical document

Walter Wilcox: Agreed. The text will be clarified.

Brenda Mills: The original CEPP refers to the project described in
the PIR completed in December 2014, its Chief of Engineers
report was signed on December 23, 2014, and authorized by
Congress in Section 1401(4) of the Water Infrastructure
Improvements for the Nation Act of 2016 (Public Law 114-322).
The text will be clarified.
Brenda Mills: Agreed. This will be clarified in the final technical
document.

Regarding bullet #7. I do not understand the meaning
of “benefits of overland flow to central SRS are a
continuum of the flows under Tamiami trail in the
natural system” Perhaps you mean “a continuation of
the flowing water” and in the “free-flowing system.”?
What do you mean by continuum? What do you mean
by natural system?
Why should there be more levee seepage and
Raul Novoa: Based on Figure 4-13, the southern part of WCA-3B
groundwater flow with lower ponding depths under
has higher ponding depths in C240 vs ECB.
C240?
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111

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

It is unclear how much water will be used to manage
canal stages for users along the New River and Miami
canals. In other words, no volumes or fractions of
available A-2 reservoir water are mentioned. As far as
I can tell all of the water that comes out of the south
end (S624, S625, S626 structures) is for wildlife in the
Everglades. It is all one reservoir and I cannot tell how
much is expected to move from those structures and
how much will move out of the S628 for canal
management. Importantly, in a low water year how
will those outflows be managed (i.e., how will the A2
EAA water be allocated)?

112

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Section 4.1.2. Under the explanation of avoiding
adverse impacts of high water I have more to say
below, but it looks to me that the S-12 structures are
pumping out a lot less water and are not part of the
solution for protecting WCA-3A water levels. Their
mention has nothing to do with this feature of the
C240 plan unless you are planning to use them in
some adaptive management fashion.

Clay Brown: The A2 reservoir releases an average of 82 k-ac-ft/yr
(long term average 1965-2005) to Miami and North New River
Canals to meet water supply demands of existing permitted users
in the EAA. This amount represents only 12% of the outflows
from A2 reservoir and still meets the CERP goal. The A2 reservoir
releases an average of 655 k-ac-ft/yr to STA 3/4, STA2 and A1
FEB.
Don Medellin: A total of 82,000 acre-feet of water will be
discharged on an average annual basis from structure S-628 into
the New North River and Miami Canals. This was is designed to
improve these canal stage and is available for existing legal users.
The allocations associated with withdrawing water must be
consistent with their existing permits. Slide number 64 shows the
area evaluated for existing legal uses (see a red circle). Section 5
of the draft technical document provides additional information
regarding existing seven permitted users in the EAA area.
Clay Brown: There is less water sent to the S-12's since water is
being through the new structures along L-67A to the Blue Shanty
Flow-way. Although there is less water sent through the S-12's,
the water levels are still being maintained for environmental
purposes; this represents a timing shift in water availability. In
addition, Section 4.1.2 shows improved water level depths in
WCA-3A northwest, northeast, central and south.
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113

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

I did not understand the last sentence at the end of
4.1.1 and why the water moving into northern 3A from
the L-4 spreader mechanistically produces decreased
ponding depths in WCA-3B.

114

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Clay Brown and Walter Wilcox: The last sentence of Section 4.1.1
is in reference to A2 Reservoir's inflow from the Miami and North
New River canals. These canals convey water from Lake
Okeechobee and runoff from the EAA basin. The water is
discharged into northwest WCA-3A via L-4 spreader canal to
resemble flow patterns of the natural system. The decrease in
ponding depths in northern WCA-3B results from the reduced
water entering eastern WCA3A (from WCA2A) and the water
routed to the Blue Shanty Flow-way to ENP as well as flow timing
shift. The timing shift refers to more water being stored for
release during drier conditions.
Dong Yoon Lee: The detailed description of changing flow pattern
in WCA-3B will be added into the last paragraph on page 28.
A.1. What are the targeted ponding levels? The
Walter Wilcox and Clay Brown: Target water depths are only one
projected ponding depths and hydroperiods for NESRS performance measures used to define hydrologic improvement
need to be clearly presented against other regions, not and are considered along with other performance measures
just against EARECB so that we know what kind of
including flow magnitude, flow timing, sheetflow, hydroperiod
wetland landscape might be supported with the extra extension and other metrics. The depth targets identified by
water. The two different sets of normalized ponding
RECOVER for the ridge and slough landscape are derived from a
curves (IR and gage curves) provided somewhat
location in Northeast Shark River Slough in the natural systems
conflicting impressions of the conditions that will be
model. This location was selected as representative of a target
created by C240 when they are compared with central ridge and slough landscape based on the correspondence
WCA-3A.
between this location's hydrologic performance and information
from independent lines of evidence on ridge and slough
characteristics. Once identified, this target was used as
representative of the Greater Everglades overall ridge and slough
landscape, spatially. In other words, the same target applies in
ENP and the WCAs. Relative to current conditions, this target is
similar to southern WCA3A in terms of overall depths, but avoids
the extreme, damaging high water conditions that cause
C-43
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excessive ponding in today's impounded system.
Fred Sklar: A new table will be added to highlight how different
regions of the Everglades will hydrologically respond to the
additional water in comparison to other locations and our water
management. Clarifications will include narratives associated with
IR vs, gage locations, NESRS targets and adaptive management
options. A discussion of the difference between a target and a
Performance Measure will help to identify the regions where
habitats are expected to improve for fish and wildlife.

115

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

A.1. Continued -What are the targeted ponding
levels? The projected depths for the NESRS and how
they relate to depths in other sections of the intact or
degraded Everglades are unclear from the analyses
and gave me pause about the target (i.e., Exactly how
deep are we trying to make NESRS?).
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Walter Wilcox and Clay Brown: Target water depths are only one
performance measures used to define hydrologic improvement
and are considered along with other performance measures
including flow magnitude, flow timing, sheetflow, hydroperiod
extension and other metrics. The depth targets identified by
RECOVER for the ridge and slough landscape are derived from a
location in Northeast Shark River Slough in the natural systems
model. This location was selected as representative of a target
ridge and slough landscape based on the correspondence
between this location's hydrologic performance and information
from independent lines of evidence on ridge and slough
characteristics. Once identified, this target was used as
representative of the Greater Everglades overall ridge and slough
landscape, spatially. In other words, the same target applies in
ENP and the WCAs. Relative to current conditions, this target is
similar to southern WCA3A in terms of overall depths, but avoids
the extreme, damaging high water conditions that cause
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excessive ponding in today's impounded system.
Fred Sklar: A new table will be added to highlight how different
regions of the Everglades will hydrologically respond to the
additional water in comparison to other locations and our water
management. Clarifications will include narratives associated with
IR vs, gage locations, NESRS targets and adaptive management
options. A discussion of the difference between a target and a
Performance Measure will help to identify the regions where
habitats are expected to improve for fish and wildlife.

116

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

A.1. Continued - What are the targeted ponding
levels? Are there feasible options for adaptive
management of ponding depths once the flow-way is
completed and we start to experience the impacts of
deeper water on the wetlands in NESRS?
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Walter Wilcox and Clay Brown: Target water depths are only one
performance measures used to define hydrologic improvement
and are considered along with other performance measures
including flow magnitude, flow timing, sheetflow, hydroperiod
extension and other metrics. The depth targets identified by
RECOVER for the ridge and slough landscape are derived from a
location in Northeast Shark River Slough in the natural systems
model. This location was selected as representative of a target
ridge and slough landscape based on the correspondence
between this location's hydrologic performance and information
from independent lines of evidence on ridge and slough
characteristics. Once identified, this target was used as
representative of the Greater Everglades overall ridge and slough
landscape, spatially. In other words, the same target applies in
ENP and the WCAs. Relative to current conditions, this target is
similar to southern WCA3A in terms of overall depths, but avoids
the extreme, damaging high water conditions that cause
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Commenter
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excessive ponding in today's impounded system.
Fred Sklar: A new table will be added to highlight how different
regions of the Everglades will hydrologically respond to the
additional water in comparison to other locations and our water
management. Clarifications will include narratives associated with
IR vs, gage locations, NESRS targets and adaptive management
options. A discussion of the difference between a target and a
Performance Measure will help to identify the regions where
habitats are expected to improve for fish and wildlife.

117

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

A.1. Continued - What are the targeted ponding
levels? The two different sets of normalized ponding
depth curves (gage and IR) for NESRS (IR 129 vs. gage
NESRS_3) compared with other regions lead to
different senses of the projected (and targeted)
hydrologic conditions in NESRS. If I examine the gage
projections as a guide of ponding then C240 projected
conditions (Fig. 4-17) are in between the ponding
depths for central WCA-3A (Fig. 4-9 EARECB) and SE
WCA-3A (Fig. 4-10 EARECB), but they are notably
closer to the ponded conditions in the overly deep SE
WCA-3A where ridges and tree islands are being lost
or have been lost (Fig. 3-4). But examining the IR
projections (129 vs. 123 and 124 or Figures 4-30 vs. 426 and 4-27) then the ponding conditions look more
similar to central WCA-3A which is well preserved
ridge and slough with some remaining tree islands.
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Walter Wilcox and Clay Brown: Target water depths are only one
performance measures used to define hydrologic improvement
and are considered along with other performance measures
including flow magnitude, flow timing, sheetflow, hydroperiod
extension and other metrics. The depth targets identified by
RECOVER for the ridge and slough landscape are derived from a
location in Northeast Shark River Slough in the natural systems
model. This location was selected as representative of a target
ridge and slough landscape based on the correspondence
between this location's hydrologic performance and information
from independent lines of evidence on ridge and slough
characteristics. Once identified, this target was used as
representative of the Greater Everglades overall ridge and slough
landscape, spatially. In other words, the same target applies in
ENP and the WCAs. Relative to current conditions, this target is
similar to southern WCA3A in terms of overall depths, but avoids
the extreme, damaging high water conditions that cause
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Perhaps the difference between the ponding depth
normalization curves is caused by the spatial averaging
of the IR analyses (easterly conditions are probably
shallower)? In any case, the target depths for the
NESRS and how they relate to currently intact vs.
degraded ridge-slough systems is somewhat unclear
from the analyses and should be presented in a way
so that the reader can tell what the target is and
whether the projections are giving us what we are
targeting. RECOMMENDATION: A similar comparative
analysis of the ponding depths could be conducted
with the normalized depth curves in NE and NW WCA3A versus central WCA-3A and I suspect they would
look favorable. The entire region was historically ridgeslough landscape and using central WCA-3A as a target
at least shows how far we are returning towards
ponding levels that sustained ridge and slough for the
past 60 years.

excessive ponding in today's impounded system.
Fred Sklar: A new table will be added to highlight how different
regions of the Everglades will hydrologically respond to the
additional water in comparison to other locations and our water
management. Clarifications will include narratives associated with
IR vs, gage locations, NESRS targets and adaptive management
options. A discussion of the difference between a target and a
Performance Measure will help to identify the regions where
habitats are expected to improve for fish and wildlife.
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Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

A.2. Does this plan exacerbate the deep flooding (i.e.,
ponding problems) in SE WCA-3A? One apparent
limitation of this plan is the continued degradation of
SE WCA-3A and I became additionally concerned, after
reading the entire document, that the impact of the A2 reservoir (i.e., deep ponding depths) might actually
cause an even deeper condition in parts of SE and E
WCA-3A.

Walter Wilcox and Clay Brown: Target water depths are only one
performance measures used to define hydrologic improvement
and are considered along with other performance measures
including flow magnitude, flow timing, sheetflow, hydroperiod
extension and other metrics. The depth targets identified by
RECOVER for the ridge and slough landscape are derived from a
location in Northeast Shark River Slough in the natural systems
model. This location was selected as representative of a target
ridge and slough landscape based on the correspondence
between this location's hydrologic performance and information
from independent lines of evidence on ridge and slough
characteristics. Once identified, this target was used as
representative of the Greater Everglades overall ridge and slough
landscape, spatially. In other words, the same target applies in
ENP and the WCAs. Relative to current conditions, this target is
similar to southern WCA3A in terms of overall depths, but avoids
the extreme, damaging high water conditions that cause
excessive ponding in today's impounded system.
Fred Sklar: A new table will be added to highlight how different
regions of the Everglades will hydrologically respond to the
additional water in comparison to other locations and our water
management. Clarifications will include narratives associated with
IR vs, gage locations, NESRS targets and adaptive management
options. A discussion of the difference between a target and a
Performance Measure will help to identify the regions where
habitats are expected to improve for fish and wildlife.
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Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

A.2. - Continued - Does this plan exacerbate the deep
flooding (i.e., ponding problems) in SE WCA-3A? The
lack of benefit to this SE WCA-3A was listed on page
40 with figure 4-28 and in a couple other areas, but
needs to be plainly listed as a limitation that CEPP
cannot reverse although it is ubiquitously listed as a
degraded part of the system. Furthermore, the full
degree of the problem under C240 needs to be
clarified and does not seem to be fully explored with
the IRs and gages presented.

Walter Wilcox and Clay Brown: Target water depths are only one
performance measures used to define hydrologic improvement
and are considered along with other performance measures
including flow magnitude, flow timing, sheetflow, hydroperiod
extension and other metrics. The depth targets identified by
RECOVER for the ridge and slough landscape are derived from a
location in Northeast Shark River Slough in the natural systems
model. This location was selected as representative of a target
ridge and slough landscape based on the correspondence
between this location's hydrologic performance and information
from independent lines of evidence on ridge and slough
characteristics. Once identified, this target was used as
representative of the Greater Everglades overall ridge and slough
landscape, spatially. In other words, the same target applies in
ENP and the WCAs. Relative to current conditions, this target is
similar to southern WCA3A in terms of overall depths, but avoids
the extreme, damaging high water conditions that cause
excessive ponding in today's impounded system.
Fred Sklar: A new table will be added to highlight how different
regions of the Everglades will hydrologically respond to the
additional water in comparison to other locations and our water
management. Clarifications will include narratives associated with
IR vs, gage locations, NESRS targets and adaptive management
options. A discussion of the difference between a target and a
Performance Measure will help to identify the regions where
habitats are expected to improve for fish and wildlife.
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Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

A.2. - Continued - Does this plan exacerbate the deep
flooding (i.e., ponding problems) in SE WCA-3A? As I
looked through all of the evaluation tools it struck me
that the CEPP C240 plan could be worse than the
figures and document were plainly indicating. I simply
could not tell for certain the degree of the problem.
Figure 4-3 seems makes it look like areas that are blue
(deeper) have turned green (shallower) under C240,
while Fig. 4-10 (ponding depth for the WCA_3-28
gage) indicates no change and that >50% of the time
the gage will be > 2 ft deep. For the same region Fig. 428 (IR 124) indicates that there will be no change in
ponding depths of SE WCA3A – again, even though Fig.
4-3 looks like the over-deep eastern side will get
shallower. Another thing somewhat misleading about
Fig. 4-3 is that conditions in southeastern WCA3A (Fig.
4-10) are very deep compared with central WCA3A
(Fig. 4-9) although they are all shaded in that same
sweet range of 1-2 feet across all of Fig. 4-3. Later in
the document when I examined the wading bird and
alligator projections (Figs. 4-38 and 4-39) it appeared
that that conditions in SE WCA-3A would become even
deeper under C240 based on the projected decreases
in alligator habitat suitability and wood stork/wading
bird foraging conditions.

Walter Wilcox and Clay Brown: Target water depths are only one
performance measures used to define hydrologic improvement
and are considered along with other performance measures
including flow magnitude, flow timing, sheetflow, hydroperiod
extension and other metrics. The depth targets identified by
RECOVER for the ridge and slough landscape are derived from a
location in Northeast Shark River Slough in the natural systems
model. This location was selected as representative of a target
ridge and slough landscape based on the correspondence
between this location's hydrologic performance and information
from independent lines of evidence on ridge and slough
characteristics. Once identified, this target was used as
representative of the Greater Everglades overall ridge and slough
landscape, spatially. In other words, the same target applies in
ENP and the WCAs. Relative to current conditions, this target is
similar to southern WCA3A in terms of overall depths, but avoids
the extreme, damaging high water conditions that cause
excessive ponding in today's impounded system.
Fred Sklar: A new table will be added to highlight how different
regions of the Everglades will hydrologically respond to the
additional water in comparison to other locations and our water
management. Clarifications will include narratives associated with
IR vs, gage locations, NESRS targets and adaptive management
options. A discussion of the difference between a target and a
Performance Measure will help to identify the regions where
habitats are expected to improve for fish and wildlife.
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Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

A.2. - Continued - Does this plan exacerbate the deep
flooding (i.e., ponding problems) in SE WCA-3A? There
are even deeper regions in eastern WCA-3A (i.e.,
immediately W and NW of the intersection of the
Miami Canal and L67A) that were not addressed in this
document, but they appear to be quite deep from the
wading bird evaluation (Fig. 4-39). The water in those
areas can already be well over 4 ft deep at times
during the wet season. From what I see CEPP cannot
do anything to address this, but might be making it
deeper(?). The depths in SE WCA-3A and east WCA3A need to be clarified in the re-evaluation.

Walter Wilcox and Clay Brown: Target water depths are only one
performance measures used to define hydrologic improvement
and are considered along with other performance measures
including flow magnitude, flow timing, sheetflow, hydroperiod
extension and other metrics. The depth targets identified by
RECOVER for the ridge and slough landscape are derived from a
location in Northeast Shark River Slough in the natural systems
model. This location was selected as representative of a target
ridge and slough landscape based on the correspondence
between this location's hydrologic performance and information
from independent lines of evidence on ridge and slough
characteristics. Once identified, this target was used as
representative of the Greater Everglades overall ridge and slough
landscape, spatially. In other words, the same target applies in
ENP and the WCAs. Relative to current conditions, this target is
similar to southern WCA3A in terms of overall depths, but avoids
the extreme, damaging high water conditions that cause
excessive ponding in today's impounded system.
Fred Sklar: A new table will be added to highlight how different
regions of the Everglades will hydrologically respond to the
additional water in comparison to other locations and our water
management. Clarifications will be included narratives associated
with IR vs, gage locations, NESRS targets and adaptive
management options. A discussion of the difference between a
target and a Performance Measure will help to identify the
regions where habitats are expected to improve for fish and
wildlife.
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Commenter
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Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

A.2. - Continued - Does this plan exacerbate the deep
flooding (i.e., ponding problems) in SE WCA-3A?
Along with the question of the over deep eastern
portions of WCA-3A that receive no benefit (at best) I
am wondering if it was logistically infeasible to add
more water movement capacity to the northern
portion of 3B, raising those ponding depths (in a
region that experiences no benefits except in dry
years) and letting more water move east from the
ponded parts of eastern WCA-3A against the L67A.
This was an important drawback and I failed to see
why more of this water could not be moved into
northern WCA-3B to manage the ponding and
associated ecological damage in E-SE WCA-3A. It
appears to me there was almost no ecological benefit
in WCA-3B in an absolute sense and if anything it
might actually be further degraded by further drying
of the northern portion where the sloughs have filled
in (part B.4.). If the depths in eastern WCA-3A are
actually worse under C240 and moving water to 3B is a
logistical impossibility then explanations of both need
to be provided in a re-evaluation. Although the net
effect of CEPP alternative C240 for alligators and
wading birds trends positive, the improvements in
northern WCA-3A and NESRS appear to be
considerably offset by the degradation in SE WCA3A
and the negligible responses in 3B.

Walter Wilcox and Clay Brown: Target water depths are only one
performance measures used to define hydrologic improvement
and are considered along with other performance measures
including flow magnitude, flow timing, sheetflow, hydroperiod
extension and other metrics. The depth targets identified by
RECOVER for the ridge and slough landscape are derived from a
location in Northeast Shark River Slough in the natural systems
model. This location was selected as representative of a target
ridge and slough landscape based on the correspondence
between this location's hydrologic performance and information
from independent lines of evidence on ridge and slough
characteristics. Once identified, this target was used as
representative of the Greater Everglades overall ridge and slough
landscape, spatially. In other words, the same target applies in
ENP and the WCAs. Relative to current conditions, this target is
similar to southern WCA3A in terms of overall depths, but avoids
the extreme, damaging high water conditions that cause
excessive ponding in today's impounded system.
Fred Sklar: A new table will be added to highlight how different
regions of the Everglades will hydrologically respond to the
additional water in comparison to other locations and our water
management. Clarifications will include narratives associated with
IR vs, gage locations, NESRS targets and adaptive management
options. A discussion of the difference between a target and a
Performance Measure will help to identify the regions where
habitats are expected to improve for fish and wildlife.
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123

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Dong Yoon Lee: We will recreate Figure 4-1 and use a full page of
Figure 4-1a and Figure 4-1b. Regarding Figure 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, we
are considering replacing the average rainfall year map with a
long-term (1965-2005) average output.

124

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

125

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Figure 4-1. This figure has small font and is difficult to
read. Some of the gages in 4-1a are not used and
some of the IR in 4-1b are not evaluated. Perhaps you
could make this two figures and place them after 4-4.
Figures 4-2, 4-3, 4-4 – It would be helpful to outline
(with a dashed line) the central Everglades (area of
primary focus here).
I believe that I am to read the results of the hydrologic
analyses (4-2, 4-3, 4-4) as the outcome of all of the
component parts of CEPP included in the evaluation meaning with all parts in place that are listed in Figure
1-6 (e.g., A2 Reservoir, backfilled Miami Canal, Blue
Shanty Levee, etc.). Is that correct?
I might have missed the definition, but can someone
please explain the exact meaning of "ponding depth"
(as reported in fig. 4-3)? Is it just average water depth
at the site for the year (including belowground/negative depth values)?
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Walter Wilcox: Yes, the reservation is necessary to protect the
water that will be used by the FULL CEPP project, not just
individual components or implementation phases.

Clay Brown: The modeled ponding depth in Figure 4-3 represents
the average annual ponding depth for an average rainfall year
(1978) and dry rainfall year (1989). The annual average ponding
depth is computed using simulated daily water levels for each
model cell only when the water level is above land surface (i.e.
only positive values) and computed as follows: When water level
is > land surface elevation, then ponding depth = water level land surface. Note the land surface represents an average within
each model cell. The ponding depth for the year indicated is
computed by accumulating the daily ponding depth for the water
year and dividing by the number of days (in the year) where the
ponding depth is greater than zero.
Dong Yoon Lee: We will add a brief method of ponding depth
calculation in the figure caption.
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126

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Can someone please explain the meaning of the vector
colors and arrows in Fig. 4-4? I assume vector size and
color indicate something about expected volumes but
I guess they could also indicate something about
confidence in the direction?

127

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Fig. 4-5 and Fig. 4-11 and the evaluation of the water
budgets. Are the arrows for the water budget
indicating the approximate or nearly exact location of
structures along the canals (e.g., in particular the S345
structures and other structures on the L67). I’m asking
because it is difficult to look at that discharge into 3B
(Fig. 4-5) and reconcile it with the expected 3B water
flow in Fig. 4-4 and the ponding depths in 4-3. Water
does not generally flow SW in 3B under C240 (Fig. 4-4)
and lots of water is going in (Fig. 4-5 budgeted inflows
across L67) and yet ponding depths are reduced across
WCA-3B in an average year (4-3). Perhaps the
structures are not located in the areas where they are
listed? This just needs a little explanation.

Clay Brown: The modeled surface vectors in Figure 4-4 represents
the average annual surface vectors for an average rainfall year
(1978) and dry rainfall year (1989). The size and color of vectors
represent the magnitude of flow within a model cell relative to all
other model cells – the magnitude is not associated with any
value. The colors are grouped according to magnitude (arrow
size) – this is to help the reader identify the changes in
magnitude. The direction of the arrow represents an annual
average direction of flow using vector data for the corresponding
year. The intent of the vector plots is to provide the reader with
overall flow directionally and magnitude relative to other model
cells. The reader should not attempt to compute flow (i.e.
transect flows).
Dong Yoon Lee: We will include the information provided by Clay
Brown.
Raul Novoa: The arrows do not always correspond to spatial
location, they are just to illustrate movement across the water
budget control volume. Just to clarify, structure S151 and S345D
discharge WCA-3B North of the Blue Shanty Levee. S345F &
S345G discharge into the Blue Shanty Flowway. Average year
does not imply that it represents the annual average of the POR.
Dong Yoon Lee: We will revise the caption of water budget
figures according to the above information.
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128

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Figs. 4-22 and 4-32 are exactly the same figure.

Dong Yoon Lee: We will delete Figure 4-32.

129

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Dong Yoon Lee: Agreed. We will clarify the sentence.

130

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Section 4.2.2. Page 44. The meaning of the last
sentence is unclear: “which..” (what effect?) “…can
cause a transition to wet prairie and slough/openwater marsh communities.” Is the wet prairie a
problem? If so, why include “and” in between wet
prairie and slough? Which of those two are you
hoping to avoid and what causes the transition?
Section 4.3. Throughout: what is the exact meaning of
using 1978 as an “average year?” Was that an average
precipitation year or an average water depth for the
period of record? The start of the section (perhaps on
page 47) could use a brief explanation of the
limitations of the ecological and modeling evaluations
(for some taxa we have no models) and explanation
for the choices of evaluation periods or years (e.g.,
wet, dry, average).
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Clay Brown: Analyses of rainfall data in central and south Florida
using Normal and Log Normal probability distributions were fitted
to annual rainfall for the entire District area. The results of the
analysis indicates the District receives a regional annual average
rainfall of 53 inches, dry annual average of 44.3 inches and wet
annual average of 62.5 inches. Using the above statistics as a
guide, representative years corresponding to annual District
rainfall were selected. In addition, the annual rainfall for the
antecedent year should also be considered. In other words, the
annual rainfall preceding the "selected" year should also be
consistent. In summary, 1978 was selected to represent an
average rainfall year, 1989 a dry year and 1995 a wet year.
Reference Documents: Alaa, A. and W. Abtew 1999. Regional
Rainfall Frequency Analysis for Central and South Florida.
Technical Publication WRE #380. South Florida Water
Management District. West Palm Beach, Florida; Sculley, S. P.
1986. Frequency Analysis of SFWMD Rainfall. Technical
Publication 86-6. South Florida Water Management District. West
Palm Beach, Florida.
Dong Yoon Lee: We will add a brief explanation provided by Clay
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Brown. Also, we will explain difference and limitation of the
ecological model.

131

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

This summary was generally helpful as far as it goes.
The legend for Table 4-1 should be adjusted if you are
including crayfish in the table because they are not
listed as species (e.g., Procambarus fallax), nor are
they state threatened. WCA-3B will not experiencing
increased ponding that would help crayfish production
and that should be removed from the table.
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Mark Cook: We will re-evaluate the hydrologic responses in the
overdrained regions of WCA-3B to determine if it will experience
increased hydroperiods and improved conditions for crayfish.
Dong Yoon Lee: Increased hydroperiods and ponding depths in
WCA-3B would help crayfish production; these hydrologic
improvements will be shown better on updated Figure 4-2, 4-3,
and 4-4. (Suggested new Table caption: Comparison of effects on
Everglades species, including federally and state listed threatened
and endangered species, within the Central Everglades ecosystem
under the existing conditions baseline and Alternative C240.)
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Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

B.1. Synthesizing responses. The profound challenge
of synthesizing the spatially explicit hydrological
changes with the ecological changes can be illustrated
by considering the projected benefit to Wood Stork
foraging in 3B (cited in Table 4-1, illustrated in Fig. 439). Storks eat fish. Fish populations are not
projected to benefit from C240 in 3B except in a
record dry year (Fig. 4-37b), nevertheless storks see a
30-year average improvement of foraging conditions
in 3B (Fig. 4-39b). From the analyses of the ponding
depths in 3B (Figs. 4-13, 4-29) it was judged that the
ponding depths with C240 would provide negligible
ecological benefits (page 28). Therefore, the responses
are difficult to synthesize. Storks are either benefiting
from better projected hydrological conditions or fish
densities but obviously change much in 3B. If the
benefit to storks is projected to come from fish
production in record low water years I can hardly
believe it would produce an average increase in
habitat use over 30 years. It remains possible that
storks are responding to some subtle change to the
C240 hydropattern that cannot be captured in the
normalized ponding curves (i.e., I realize the model
includes other hydrological variables, including
recession). I do not know what this means, but at any
rate the projected response of the stork seems less
certain in 3B. In contrast, the synthetic responses of
birds, fish, and hydrologic shifts in northern WCA-3A
appeared quite logical.

Mark Cook: The reviewer makes a good point: neither the
hydrological conditions nor the fish responses are sufficiently
large enough in 3B to account for the projected Wood Stork
improvements. We will add wording in the text to this effect.
Dong Yoon Lee: The updated map of hydroperiod (new Figure 42), a grand average of hydroperiod for the entire simulation
period, shows increased hydroperiods in eastern WCA-3B where
the wood stork model predicts a positive change (increases in the
abundance of foraging habitat). We will add discussion describing
a hydrologic linkage to the wood stork change. We will add two
more citations: 1. Beerens, J.M., E.G. Noonburg, and D.E. Gawlik.
2015. Linking dynamic habitat selection with wading bird foraging
distributions across resource gradients. PLoS ONE 10(6):
e0128182. DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0128182, and 2. SFWMD
(South Florida Water Management District). 2009. South Florida
Wading Bird Report. South Florida Water Management District
(SFWMD). Cook, M.I., and Kobza, M., Eds. West Palm Beach,
Florida, USA. Vol. 15 (1). (Revision suggestion: "The WADEM
determines spatially-explicit changes in high-quality foraging
conditions for wading birds relative to baseline scenarios.
WADEM uses a spatio-temporal species distribution model
framework to evaluate the foraging responses of wading birds.
Using a multi-model approach, a wading bird foraging index was
produced from a spatial foraging conditions model (SFC) and a
temporal foraging conditions model (TFC). The SFC predicts
wading bird patch abundance over time at a fixed spatial scale
(400m), and the TFC predicts daily abundance across space (patch
quality). The resulting indices represent proxies for different
components of patch dynamics: patch abundance is reflected by
SFC, and patch quality within suitable depths is reflected by TFC.
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The product of these two indices is a foraging index to account
for both processes." We will edit the Figure 4-39 caption using
following information: Output/Metric: Foraging Indices and
landscape abundance // Graphs: WOST - percent change in mean
daily foraging index (SFC x TFC), WHIB & GREG -percent change in
mean daily individual abundance (TFC) (same as landscape
abundance) // Maps: WOST & WHIB - mean daily SFC values and
percent difference of those means for March and April over all
years.] We will make a significant revision in the Tech Doc.

133

Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

B.2. Section 4.2.3 Wet Marl Prairies. The benefits and
losses to marl prairies are confusing in the document.
The concept of positive and negative (benefits or
losses) here is all mixed together. This section could
be labeled “Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow” rather than
marl prairie because the model does not really
evaluate suitability of hydroperiods for marl prairie,
but rather for prairies that support CSSS habitat. The
evaluation started by stating there will be benefits of
C240 to prairie vegetation, caused by increased
hydroperiods (sentences 2-3), but then went on in
most of the section to explain the marginal losses for
the CSSS by making it wetter (Fig. 4-34). Is this a
benefit or a loss? If you had a separate evaluation of
the vegetation I would suggest you put the sparrow
habitat projections in a separate section. I did not see
notice a citation or hyperlink to a model in this
section.
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Dong Yoon Lee: This section will be divided into two sections; a
marl prairie section and the CSSS. We are considering adding a
duration curve supporting this vegetation section. Because there
is no Indicator Region in eastern and western prairies, we would
use a duration curve at ENP_G3437, representing the eastern
prairies, and another curve at NP-205 (Figure 4-20), representing
the western prairies (as was also used to represent the CSSS
subpopulation A in the CEPP-PIR). Create a new CSSS section
under the Section 4.3. We will make a significant revision in the
new section explaining the marl prairie CSSS model.
Mark Cook: The reviewer is correct, benefits to the CSSS brought
about by a reduction in hydroperiod in the subpop A region are
not necessarily ecologically beneficial to the western marl prairies
which are currently overdrained and would benefit from
increased hydroperiods.
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Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

B.3. Section 4.3.2. Crayfish response. Fully evaluating
benefits to crayfish will require additional hydrologic
evaluation of the eastern marl prairies. The benefits
to crayfish in northern WCA-3A (P. fallax) are likely,
especially in NE WCA-3. Lack of benefit, even
potential losses of production in western marl prairies
are probably the most concerning (notes below and
see B.5. – wading birds on SW coast). I previously
worked on crayfish habitat suitability models for the
JEM lab in 2009-2010 (Dorn 2010), but it was not ever
translated to their new evaluation format. The
situation for the slough crayfish (Procambarus fallax) is
tricky because they tolerate long hydroperiods, but
also grow after droughts (Dorn and Cook 2015). I
would expect positive effects in northern WCA-3A
(especially NE WCA-3A) based on the ponding depth
curves produced for the northern WCA-3A where
projected average depths are between 0.8 and 1.4 ft
(assuming I am reading the curve correctly; the
average should be around the 50% mark) with modest
and occasional dry conditions which can be beneficial
for P. fallax population growth. The model for
Everglades crayfish (P. alleni) would have been a
decent starting point for evaluation though the model
had some weaknesses (most were caused by EDEN
model inaccuracy). The importance of the response of
Everglades crayfish (Procambarus alleni) should not be
overlooked, however because explosive population
growth of Everglades crayfish was probably most
responsible for the ibis irruption in 2018 in SW ENP
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Mark Cook: The reviewer's comments are highly pertinent and
they highlight the likely limited or even negative impact of CEPP
on crayfish populations, especially in the western marl prairies.
We will make the suggested changes to reflect this.
Unfortunately, the use of additional hydrological and ecological
(crayfish) models is not possible at this time.
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near the coast (see point made later under B.5.; Cook
and Baranski 2019). Everglades crayfish generally do
not persist in sites that stay perennially flooded (Dorn
and Trexler 2007; Hendrix and Loftus 2000) so that
sentence in section 4.3.2 should be changed. But
results from some studies in ENP (Acosta and Perry
2000, 2002) indicated their population growth will also
be limited by short hydroperiods (i.e., most likely
improving from 5 to 9 months flooded). I find it likely
that increases in hydroperiods in the eastern marl
prairies (see section B.2. on wet marl prairies –
benefits or losses?) will improve Everglades crayfish
production. But in order to demonstrate as much a
gage or IR in the eastern rocky glades/marl prairies
should be established and included in this technical
report and examined to determine how much the
hydroperiods have lengthened. Examining altered
hydroperiods of the eastern and western marl prairies
should constitute an additional pair of Indicator
Regions (IR) for re-evaluation. I believe it is possible to
argue that crayfish productivity will likely improve in
these over-dried wetlands if the hydroperiods are
sufficiently improved. Without a spatial evaluation of
the hydroperiod it is hard to tell, but Fig. 4-2 only
shows a shift in hydroperiod at the edge of SRS and it
appears subtle. The situation in the western
Everglades is different and potentially more important
and an IR should be established in the western marl
prairie as well because I would guess that the
hydroperiod is getting shorter in that region
C-60
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(consistent with CSSS habitat improvements - B.2.).
NP-201 declines in hydroperiod by about 12% from
85% flooded to 73% flooded (Fig. 4-19). That
difference may be negligible at the gage, but it will not
lead to improvement and I would expect negligible or
negative effects on Everglades crayfish when
considering western ENP as a whole. Beerens et al.
(2017) made model predictions for crayfish (both
species) in ENP based on hydroperiod matching for the
two species of crayfish that could possibly be used for
evaluation, but their projections contained great deal
of uncertainty that the authors acknowledged in the
paper. Notably, although ibis feed heavily on crayfish
when nesting (Boyle et al. 2014; Dorn et al. 2019) their
model projected that ibis use would increase in ENP
while they simultaneously predicted a decrease in
production of crayfish. Their model predicted the
opposite of what we observed in 2018 (see B.5.;
Cocoves 2019, Dorn et al. 2019).
B.4. Section 4.3.3. Alligators. Moderate benefits for
alligators appeared relatively clear. I see the benefit
overall to the alligators, particularly in the north and in
NESRS. I did not notice a citation or hyperlink to a
model in this section. One response of the alligators in
the model runs was surprising. I could not see why
they should decrease in SE WCA-3A based on the run
of the IR 124 which shows almost no change in
ponding depths (Fig. 4-28). Looking at the map it
appears the major decline of suitability for an average
year with C240 happens against the L67A which

Dong Yoon Lee: Updated Figure 4-2 (a long-term average
hydroperiod) supports a predicted decline in alligator habitat
suitability index scores in areas adjacent to L-67 levee and
southern WCA-3A. We will evaluate hydrologic change at IR125
(might replace Figure 4-35 [3B-29]) to explain a predicted
decrease in alligator suitability index in northern WCA-3B. Also,
updated Figure 4-3 will be used to indicate a predict decrease in
ponding depth, which, as the reviewer pointed out, would
decrease the habitat suitability score in northern WCA-3B. Add a
citation: (Shinde, D., L. Pearlstine, L.A. Brandt, F.J. Mazzotti, M.W.
Parry, B. Jeffery, and A. LoGalbo. 2014. Alligator Production
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suggests that the ponding depths are getting much
deeper against the L67A levee (see Part A.2.). After
examining the alligator output and considering about
the suitability for alligators I realized IR 125 was not
evaluated for ponding depth, but the alligator model
output for an average year clearly shows a decrease
in suitability in an average year in northern 3B (Fig. 438A). When the suitability map is paired with Figure
4-3 it is clear that this is because an average year in
northern WCA-3B gets even drier than it currently is.
Therefore, I can only conclude that the few remaining
sloughs will slowly close up, even in average years (see
Part A.2.).
B.5. Section 4.3.4. Wading birds. Some additional
details of how the summaries were conducted would
benefit this assessment (see below). Some clarity
about the hydrologic responses in the eastern marl
prairies would also help. Clear improvements to
conditions seemed evident and clearly explained in
northern WCA-3A; hydroperiods, fish, crayfish
(probably), and wading bird foraging all seem to
change and improve together in a logical fashion. This
coalescence of responses should be mentioned in this
section and perhaps in the summary of the document.
The net loss of landscape abundance to Wood Storks,
their enigmatic responses in 3B (see B.1.), and the lack
of potential benefits to wading birds in southern ENP,
made the system-wide response appear marginal.
[new paragraph] I cannot see the improvements or
reductions in landscape abundance for either the
C-62

Suitability Index Model (GATOR–PSIM v. 2.0): Ecological and
Design Documentation. South Florida Natural Resources Center,
Everglades National Park, Homestead, Florida, USA. Ecological
Model Report. SFNRC Technical Series 2014:1.). We will make a
significant revision in the Tech Doc.

Dong Yoon Lee: Any confusion or misunderstanding are likely
driven by a lack of pertinent information about the WADEM
model description. We will clarify the model output and add
absolute foraging abundance maps. The southern marl prairies
west of Shark River Slough are not compartmentalized because
these wetlands are isolated from agricultural and human
developments. Contrary to the eastern short-hydroperiod marl
prairies, the western counterparts escaped from lowered watertable stressors but suffer from extended hydroperiods and dry
season water level reversals drowning sparrow nests (Davie et al.
2005). Deliveries of managed water during a critical nesting
period is caused by regulatory water releases from the S12A and
S12B discharge structures of WCA-3A. Although the model output
shows a decline in southern Subpopulation A, we might want to
test the model differently from other subpopulations due to a
differences in environmental conditions these subpopulation are
experiencing. We will make a significant revision in the wading
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white ibis or the wood stork given the way the
foraging condition scores were presented. The results
presented suggest that storks should gain foraging
habitat (+162K acres), but the conclusion was that
they would lose 2.1% landscape abundance? I guess
that means the habitat they gain is marginal foraging
habitat? The details of this evaluation and the
meaning of the net change to ibis foraging habitat and
landscape abundance need to be clarified. [new
paragraph] For the wading birds and the snails it
would be helpful to see the change in absolute terms
from EARECB to C240 for at least an average year. The
relative gains and losses are interesting, but may mean
relatively little. [new paragraph] To that point, I find it
quite strange to consider the eastern marl prairies of
ENP to be a point of primary habitat gain for both
storks and ibis. What makes it strange is that it
appears the wading bird model projects an increased
use of the eastern marl prairies by White Ibis and
Wood Storks (Fig. 4-39) while the hydroperiod map
presented in Fig. 4-2 indicates that hydroperiods are
still 0-60 days or perhaps 60-120 days (maximum of
only 4 months) and they changed marginally between
scenarios. Is this just the change from constantly dry
(EARECB) to being flooded for 1-3 months (C240)?
Although this would be a small amount of flooding it
should be probably be illustrated. Again, providing a
gage or an indicator region (IR) in the eastern marl
prairies would specify any subtle change occurring and
help understand the benefit. Perhaps the eastern marl

bird section in the Tech Doc.
Mark Cook: While areas of Subpop A have indeed experienced
extended hydroperiods because of their proximity to the S12s,
the vast majority of the western marl prairies have experienced
the opposite fate and are now considerably dryer than they were
predrainage. It's become evident in recent years that these
wetlands are disproportionally important for wading bird foraging
and are critical for supporting the coastal supercolonies, one of
the major objectives of restoration, yet CEPP will provide no
improvements in this respect. We need to include additional
wording in the text to this effect.
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prairies will just provide some early dry season
foraging habitat. [new paragraph] Additional Note: In
late 2017 and early 2018, thanks to Hurricane Irma,
the western ENP and southern BCNP experienced
perhaps the wettest conditions (most flooded
conditions) in the past 30 years (gages NP-205, NP201, BCA20). The deep conditions were preceded by
dry marl prairies in the previous dry season (a prerequisite condition for good Everglades crayfish
recruitment) and the deep conditions in early dry
season were followed by almost perfect drying for bird
foraging over the early spring. In the same dry season
ENP hosted an enormous number of wading bird
nests, the likes of which had not been observed in 87
years (>36,000 White Ibis nests and >1,900 Wood
Stork Nests; Cook and Baranski 2019). The
overwhelming majority of these nests were in the
western Everglades near the coastal estuaries (Cook
and Baranski 2019). The increased hydroperiods in
the marl prairies were likely involved in the White Ibis
response as the adults provisioned young extensively
with Everglades crayfish early in the season (Cocoves
2019, Dorn et al. 2019), and as already stated in part
B.3. [new paragraph] While I recognize the legal
problem of managing a huge wetland ecosystem for
the benefits of maintaining a variety of seaside
sparrow we should also recognize that the 2018
nesting event in the southern Everglades was
historically noteworthy and correlated with wet
conditions in the western and southwestern
C-64
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Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

Everglades and southern Big Cypress. Such flooded
conditions will not become more common with the
CEPP – A2 (Alt C240) management regime as
presented here, which appears to dry the western
Everglades slightly more than it is currently (Figs. 4-3,
4-19, 4-20). While questions remain about wading
bird irruption near the coast of ENP in 2018, shunting
of water further eastward to the Blue Shanty and
away from the S-12 structures and the western
Everglades will not improve hydroperiods or prey
animal production or wading bird nesting in SW ENP.
The second paragraph in section 4.3.4., was more of a
statement about a wish to move wading bird colonies
back to the SW ENP. That goal would appear to gain
almost nothing from C240. There is a small gain to fish
production (Fig. 4-37) in southern SRS, but the
western side of ENP will be slightly dried out for the
sparrow and so I read this as no net benefit. I think
the paragraph needs to be removed or simply indicate
that there is little expected benefit to the SW
Everglades (Fig. 4-39). Right now it does little more
than list a general interest in moving birds back to SW
ENP. The projections of the models indicate nothing
of the sort with most of the benefits coming up in
northern WCA-3A or in NESRS.
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Dong Yoon Lee: Agreed. Although southwestern ENP (IR131,
IR132) see improvements in hydroperiod and water depth,
ecological benefits are minor or not found depending on our
modeled species. We will consider to either delete the sentence
or revise it to illustrate negligible ecological benefits in southern
coastal areas.
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Dr. Nathan
Dorn (Peer
Reviewer)

This model output needs a citation (perhaps Darby et
al. 2015?) and a hyperlink to the JEM model if
available. It appears that hydroperiods will become
improved for snails in the northern part of WCA-3A. It
is not obvious how the evaluation of the difference
came to be expressed in terms of square miles or
acres of habitat. It seems that the evaluation of
habitat gained must come from some other values
(absolute densities) and not the ones shown in the
figure. I cannot tell what it might mean from the
evaluation of differences, but in the only region of the
central Everglades that supports endangered kite
nesting today (i.e., under EARECB) the average year
under C240 was unchanged or slightly worse (Fig. 440a; southwest corner of WCA-3A). I’d guess that’s a
marginal response and would not take it too seriously.
I cannot tell from the presented hydrologic analyses
why that area should decline in predicted snail
densities, but I’m also not convinced that a better
analysis can be contrived given our current
understanding of how this species responds to
hydrologic variation. Further, a bigger unknown here
for the kite is that the non-native snail (Pomacea
maculate) response to these alterations remains
unclear, but the kites have come to rely upon them as
much or more than on the native snails.

Other Public Comments on Technical Document (April 2020)
C-66

Dong Yoon Lee: We will add a more detailed model description,
citations, and revise the figure caption. We are also considering
to present the model output separately for Alternative C240 and
ECB. We will add the following information: This size-structured
population model simulates the response of apple snails to a
range of water conditions that include timing, frequency, and
duration, in addition to air temperatures (Darby et al. 2015). The
numbers and size distribution of snails are simulated and can be
calculated for any day of a year with input data. Adult snail
population size during a given year is a product of egg production,
and thus environmental conditions, from the previous year. The
model was developed using the Everglades Depth Estimation
Network (EDEN) and therefore outputs begin starting in 1992.
Results are shown for adult snails (> 20 mm) during the spring
(April 20th), before that years’ reproductive period. End of spring
results are shown, as this is the population of snails of the size
class consumed by the endangered Everglades Snail Kite. ... For a
representative dry year (e.g., 2004) during the spring (April 20th),
adult apple snail population numbers increase in 454,000 acres in
northern and central WCA-3A, WCA-3B, and SRS but decrease in
118,000 acres in eastern WCA-3A for Alternative C240 compared
to the ECB.
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139

Siobhan
Fennessy

140

Siobhan
Fennessy

141

Siobhan
Fennessy

142

Siobhan
Fennessy

Question/Comment

District Response

Section 2.2 first paragraph, it is interesting that the
results of this review process have been written into
the document!

Toni Edwards: The draft Technical Document was originally
written with future dates included as placeholders, including
anticipated dates and outcomes for the peer review. It will be
updated with the actual dates of occurrence for the steps in the
water reservation development process, including the peer
review, and reposted for public review as a May 2020 version.
What is the fate of the portion of the Miami canal that Brenda Mills: The northern portion of the Miami Canal that is not
will not be filled?
backfilled as part of CEPP will include conveyance features to
move water into and through the northwest portion of WCA-3A.
On page 12: it is not clear how these 2 outcomes
Raul Novoa: In northwestern WCA-3A, CEPP will improve slough
differ: • In northwestern WCA-3A, CEPP will improve
vegetation by reducing the time that water ponding depths in the
slough vegetation depths, reducing the time that
slough fall below zero (i.e. fewer dryouts).
water ponding depth in the sloughs falls below zero
Walter Wilcox: Agree that the statements are similar, but
(i.e., fewer dryouts). • In northwestern WCA-3A, CEPP illustrate two different important outcomes: overall rehydration
will provide longer durations (hydroperiods) when the for landscape benefit (reduced soil oxidation & fire risk, etc...)
CERP target ponding depths are achieved, which
and slough water refugia (e.g. for fish populations etc...).
improves slough vegetation suitability.
Fred Sklar: Walter is correct: Creating a hydroperiod that is
conducive for the reestablishment of a ridge and slough pattern is
one Performance Measure. Reducing the occurrences of
complete dry-downs is relevant to the Soil Oxidation and Peat
Fire Performance Measure.
A future re-evaluation of the project could be aided by Fred Sklar: You make a good point. The CEPP Adaptive
addressing the comments made above. For example,
Management Program has a suite of Performance Measures that
ecological indicators and performance targets could be are used to assess the degree of protection and restoration that
used to assess the project’s contributions to both the
is being produced by drivers such as Reservations. This can then
northern estuaries and the central Everglades region.
lead to an evaluation of management options to improve the
This would be valuable to assess how well the water
ecological benefits.
reservation is functioning, and point to adaptive
management solutions if those are warranted.
C-67
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143

Siobhan
Fennessy

144

Siobhan
Fennessy

The size of this figure is small yet it presents very
detailed data on the vegetation communities. Its small
size makes it difficult to detect any differences in
dominant vegetation as indicated in the legend.
In addition, from Figure 4-1b and the associated text,
it is not clear what the indicator regions are used for;
adding some explanation on how the indicator regions
are used in the analysis would be very helpful.

145

Siobhan
Fennessy

Sue Newman: These images are available at a higher resolution
and we can post them online and provide a link. In addition, we
recently obtained new aerial imagery (2019) that once classified,
will provide us further insights into vegetation change.
Clay Brown: Indicator Regions (IR) are a collection of cells that
represent an area ecologic interest. IR's also represent multiple
performance measure graphics (PMG's) and tables. It is important
to note that all PMG's are not processed at all locations. The
calculation method and locations where the PMG applies are
defined by RECOVER. In summary, the IR maps provide a visual
reference for multiple PMG's, but not every metric is applied to
every location. For example, slough metrics are not applicable to
marl areas.
Clay Brown: In Figures 4-2 and 4-3, the region with the most
differences are in the northern portion of WCA-3A and northeast
Shark River Slough. Other differences can be seen in the Blue
shanty Flow-way and WCA-2A. An improved way of displaying the
information will be considered.
Dong Yoon Lee: We will consider replacing the yearly average
with long-term average maps.

146

Siobhan
Fennessy

Figure 4-2. This figure shows the modeled hydroperiod
under average and dry years for ECB and C240. As the
figure is presented, it is difficult to make out the
differences between the model results from this
figure; in most cases the cells have the same color in
each simulation. Perhaps a third panel could be to
highlight the differences obtained for each cell. The
same is true for Figure 4-3.
Please define the meaning of the color of the arrows
their length.
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Clay Brown: The modeled surface vectors in Figure 4-4 represents
the average annual surface vectors for an average rainfall year
(1978) and dry rainfall year (1989). The size and color of vectors
represent the magnitude of flow within a model cell relative to all
other model cells – the magnitude is not associated with any
value. The colors are grouped according to magnitude (arrow
size) – this is to help the reader identify the changes in
magnitude. The direction of the arrow represents an annual
average direction of flow using vector data for the corresponding
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147

Siobhan
Fennessy

148

Siobhan
Fennessy

149

Siobhan
Fennessy

150

Siobhan
Fennessy

Question/Comment

District Response

It is interesting that in the average year, conditions at
the end of the flow path that runs to the southwest
(SRS), appear to be nearly the same for the ECB and
C240 simulation. It would be useful to comment on
this in the text.
This figure is difficult to read. Do the symbols within
the box and whisker plots indicate a data point for the
average duration (weeks) for each IR? How does the
NSM462 differ from the ECB? This isn’t discussed in
the text. Finally, what are the RECOVER performance
measures that are referenced at the bottom of the
figure (in orange)– are these the targets for the
distributions?
The text of the Document indicates that this is the
water budget for WCA-3A, however the legend says
WCA-3B. In addition, the water budget information for
WCA-3A presented is difficult to make out, particularly
when searching for a particular gate or structure
number. Perhaps the structures discussed in the text
could be highlighted?
What methods were used to make these assessments
of the effects on different federally and state listed
species? Methods are not provided in the text in
support of this table.
C-69

year. The intent of the vector plots is to provide the reader with
overall flow directionally and magnitude relative to other model
cells. The reader should not attempt to compute flow (i.e.
transect flows).
Dong Yoon Lee: We will edit the caption according to the
information provided by Clay Brown.
Raul Novoa: Figure 4-22 shows flow vector directions and is not
a good indicator of ponding depths, hydroperiod and flow
volumes. Flows going across a transect at this location would be
more conclusive. Please look at Transect 27 on Figure 4-22
Fred Sklar: Not all Performance Measures come with discrete
targets, especially those that are Habitat Suitability PMs. The
PM’s indicate that the C240 and its associated additional 370,000
acre-ft of water will make a difference to the wildlife and fish and
thus should be reserved. It also makes a significant difference to
peat soil oxidation, slough restoration and landscape patter, but
these parameters are not the focus of this required report.
Dong Yoon Lee: We will revise the caption.

Fred Sklar: This Table is based upon a combination of the models
presented in this Technical Document, model output from the
CEPP-PACR Project Implementation Report, an understanding of
the biology and environmental requirements of each species and
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the best professional judgement of the Federal and State
ecologists working on Everglades restoration projects.

151

Siobhan
Fennessy

The level of detail in the Technical Document is
appropriate in some places and lacking in others. If the
Technical Document is designed to allow an evaluation
of the basis on which the predictions about the
performance of the water reservation and its
contributions to fish and wildlife in the Everglades,
then including more information in the Document is
needed. The report is strong in presenting its case and
presenting the results of the models that were used in
the analysis, however, without more documentation
on the methods, including information about the
uncertainty associated with the model predictions, it is
difficult to assess the results of the analyses. That said,
the RSM is, as the report says, a ‘robust and complex
regional scale model’ that has been employed for a
long time in Everglades restoration planning. The
Technical Document provides information on the
verification tests, the USACE validation procedure, and
rounds of peer review that the RSM has undergone;
this gives a high degree of confidence in the hydrologic
predictions. The ecological models (which provide
output of the United States Geological Survey’s Joint
Ecosystem Model Program) have also been under
development for some time to be used in restoration
planning. However, without some details on the
structure and performance of the models, it is
difficult to evaluate the predicted ecological benefits
C-70

Walter Wilcox: Agree that the hydrologic modeling and use of
RSM is well founded. In the original CEPP PIR (Appendix G, Page
104), an exercise to propagate model calibration uncertainty
through the performance measures and benefit modeling was
performed. This analysis illustrated that the relative selections
between modeled plan features were robust even when
accounting for error in the hydrologic modeling.
Leslye Waugh: Reference(s) to the CEPP PIR & PACR can be
added to the technical document that includes the requested
details.
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of the water reservation project that are described in
the Document. More information could be provided
on, for example, the approach used to validate or
verify the models, the hydrologic inputs that were
used in the ecological models, and what, if any,
aspects of climate change projections were taken into
account? It would also be helpful to provide details on
any ecological indicators in use in the project, the
relevant restoration performance targets that have
been established, and how well the predictions of the
ecological response as a function of the new
hydrological conditions match those targets. Much of
the information that was used to design and evaluate
the water reservation project, including the data
sources, the assumptions and methods applied are not
described in detail in the report. For instance, there is
no description of the data sources used. This is
understandable to some degree, it might be difficult to
cover all of the work that went into the many aspects
of this project in detail in a single report. This detailed
information is undoubtedly in other reports, perhaps
in the CEPP PIR and PACR. It may be that the level of
detail isn’t required or intended for this report,
however, it if is meant to be a stand-alone, technical
document as the question implies, then more detail
will be needed to describe the data, analyses,
assumptions, methods applied, and the interpretation
and conclusions drawn from the analysis. If not,
perhaps references to other documents would help to
fill in the details.
C-71
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Siobhan
Fennessy

There is a long history of research on water quality
issues in South Florida, particularly the impacts of
elevated phosphorus concentrations. The water of
Lake Okeechobee is phosphorus rich, and the quality
of water discharged from the lake must be improved
before it can be ‘sent south.’ STAs have been created
for the purpose of removing phosphorus and have
been successful, and there is one planned in
conjunction with the EAA Reservoir. The assumption
made in the Technical Document is that the new STA
(A-2) will remove phosphorus to the desired level; no
contingency plans are presented about how the
system will operate if P levels cannot be reduced to
the low levels needed to meet water quality
standards. This is a critical aspect for operations of the
reservoir and the Technical Document presents no
information on the anticipated capacity of the STA for
phosphorus removal. The assumption is that the STAs
will work, but there is not sufficient information
presented to evaluate this assumption. Given the large
volume of water that will move into the EAA Reservoir,
and its average phosphorus concentration, has STA A2 been sized properly so that it is large enough to
handle to phosphorus leads? What level of treatment
can be expected by this STA, either alone or in
combination with the A-1 FEB and other, established
STAs? Is it expected that the reservoir itself will
remove phosphorus from the water that moves
through it? Since the Reservoir is sited on former
agricultural land, is there excess phosphorus in the soil

Sue Newman: The CEPP adaptive management plan considers
management strategies such as changes in operational strategies
(hydrologic pulsing, redirect flow, incremental increases in water
levels), modifications to infrastructure and vegetation
management. Exactly which combination will be used will be
dependent on Restoration Strategies performance.
Naiming Wang: The process that led to the sizing of the reservoir
and additional STA was presented in detail in the main report of
CEPP PACR and reviewed by the Assistant Secretary of the Army
for Civil Works (ASACW) in 2019. In a nutshell, the Dynamic
Model for Stormwater Treatment Areas (DMSTA) was used
(Walker and Kadlec, 2005). DMSTA was developed and calibrated
to information specific to south Florida and to predict phosphorus
removal performance of Everglades STAs and storage reservoirs.
It was calibrated to data from 35 fully functional treatment cells
with viable vegetation communities of various types. As the best
available tool for simulating phosphorus removal performance of
existing or planned storage reservoirs and STAs, DMSTA is
configured to allow integration with the SFWMD’s regional
hydrologic models (SFWMD, 2005; SFWMD, 2012) and can be
configured to simulate complex regional networks of STAs and
reservoirs. DMSTA is approved by EPA and DOI and is a USACE
accepted model. It was peer reviewed and certified for CEPP use.
Since 2005, DMSTA has been commonly used by both state and
federal agencies for STA design and evaluation, including
Restoration Strategies Regional Water Quality Plan (2012),
Central Everglades Planning Project (2013), STA1W Expansions
(2014-2018) and others. The Model assumptions implemented
for the CEPP PACR follow the ones used in the Restoration
Strategies Regional Water Quality Plan and Central Everglades

C-72
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that might complicate operations? On Pg. 47 of the
Document it states that phosphorus levels will be
monitored, its potential effects will be evaluated, and
options in the CEPP management plan will be
implemented. What are those plans? Given the
potential for issues with phosphorus, these are critical
questions that should be discussed in the report (see
also Mitsch 2019. Ecol. Eng138:155-159).

Planning Project, which are generally conservative. A maximum
settling rate of 2.5 m/y is assumed for the A2 reservoir. It is
equivalent to an effective steady state settling rate of 1.0 m/y.
The annual removal rate of TP in A2 reservoir is estimated at 5%.
According to data published by UF/IFAS (2012,
https://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/pdffiles/SS/SS50300.pdf), EAA agriculture
soils lead to an 28% increase in soil TP compared to uncultivated
soils. Like other STA facilities that were built on previously farmed
lands, the effect of legacy phosphorus are expected to be
temporary. In fact, A1 FEB, which is adjacent to A2 reservoir,
showed no net reduction of phosphorus during the first year after
operations. A2STA is not sized to treat all the additional water
expected by the CEPP PACR project alone. Proposed operations
of the new A2STA and A2 reservoir will efficiently integrate the
new facilities with the existing facilitates (A-1 FEB, STA-2 and STA3/4) and meet the WQBEL. As illustrated timing of treated flows
south into the Central Everglades under C240TSP compared to
existing conditions (EARECB) in Figure 1-7, the CEPP PACR
C240TSP primarily utilizes available STA treatment capacity that
exists in the dry season at both STA-2 and STA-¾. While peak
flows in wet seasons are not increased, integration with the A-2
Reservoir and A2STA provides additional flow attenuation and
temporary storage capability which results in improved water
depth and flow conditions in STA-2, STA-3/4 and the A-1 FEB. The
treatment efficiencies are expected to improve for STA facilities
downstream to A2 reservoir. The estimated treatment TP
removal rates per unit of area for these STAs and A1FEB are
between 0.56 to 0.84 g/m^2/yr with an average 0.73 g/m^2/yr.
“On Pg. 47 of the Document it states that phosphorus levels will
be monitored, its potential effects will be evaluated, and options
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153

Siobhan
Fennessy

154

Siobhan
Fennessy

Question/Comment

District Response

in the CEPP management plan will be implemented. What are
those plans?” (Jose?).
Don Medellin: The statutory authority granted to the SFWMD's
Governing Board under Chapter 373.223(4), Florida Statutes does
not give the District authority to regulate water quality under this
water reservation effort.
In some places in the Document, it is not clear what
Walter Wilcox: There is no specific target for the eastern portion
the goals are for a particular portion of the project. For of the L29. 8.5 ft refers to the current system FDOT constraint
instance, on page 31 it says “Canal stages (L-29)
above which roadbed stability could be compromised, but in the
exceed 8.5 ft NGVD29 during only approximately 5%
future, the road will be reinforced to allow stages up to 9.7 ft.
of the simulation period within the eastern L 29 Canal
segment under Alternative C240.” Is there a target for
how much time the stage should exceed 8.5 ft? Is this
a favorable result? No indication of this is given.
The assumption is that the STAs will work, but there is Sue Newman: The CEPP adaptive management plan considers
not sufficient information presented to evaluate this
management strategies such as changes in operational strategies
assumption. Given the large volume of water that will (hydrologic pulsing, redirect flow, incremental increases in water
move into the EAA Reservoir, and its average
levels), modifications to infrastructure and vegetation
phosphorus concentration, has STA A-2 been sized
management. Exactly which combination will be used will be
properly so that it is large enough to handle to
dependent on Restoration Strategies performance.
phosphorus leads? What level of treatment can be
Naiming Wang: The process that led to the sizing of the reservoir
expected by this STA, either alone or in combination
and additional STA was presented in detail in the main report of
with the A-1 FEB and other, established STAs? Is it
CEPP PACR and reviewed by the Assistant Secretary of the Army
expected that the reservoir itself will remove
for Civil Works (ASACW) in 2019. In a nutshell, the Dynamic
phosphorus from the water that moves through it?
Model for Stormwater Treatment Areas (DMSTA) was used
Since the Reservoir is sited on former agricultural land, (Walker and Kadlec, 2005). DMSTA was developed and calibrated
is there excess phosphorus in the soil that might
to information specific to south Florida and to predict phosphorus
complicate operations? On Pg. 47 of the Document it
removal performance of Everglades STAs and storage reservoirs.
states that phosphorus levels will be monitored, its
It was calibrated to data from 35 fully functional treatment cells
potential effects will be evaluated, and options in the
with viable vegetation communities of various types. As the best
C-74
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CEPP management plan will be implemented. What
are those plans? Given the potential for issues with
phosphorus, these are critical questions that should be
discussed in the report (see also Mitsch 2019. Ecol.
Eng138:155-159).

available tool for simulating phosphorus removal performance of
existing or planned storage reservoirs and STAs, DMSTA is
configured to allow integration with the SFWMD’s regional
hydrologic models (SFWMD, 2005; SFWMD, 2012) and can be
configured to simulate complex regional networks of STAs and
reservoirs. DMSTA is approved by EPA and DOI and is a USACE
accepted model. It was peer reviewed and certified for CEPP use.
Since 2005, DMSTA has been commonly used by both state and
federal agencies for STA design and evaluation, including
Restoration Strategies Regional Water Quality Plan (2012),
Central Everglades Planning Project (2013), STA1W Expansions
(2014-2018) and others. The Model assumptions implemented
for the CEPP PACR follow the ones used in the Restoration
Strategies Regional Water Quality Plan and Central Everglades
Planning Project, which are generally conservative. A maximum
settling rate of 2.5 m/y is assumed for the A2 reservoir. It is
equivalent to an effective steady state settling rate of 1.0 m/y.
The annual removal rate of TP in A2 reservoir is estimated at 5%.
According to data published by UF/IFAS (2012,
https://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/pdffiles/SS/SS50300.pdf), EAA agriculture
soils lead to an 28% increase in soil TP compared to uncultivated
soils. Like other STA facilities that were built on previously farmed
lands, the effect of legacy phosphorus are expected to be
temporary. In fact, A1 FEB, which is adjacent to A2 reservoir,
showed no net reduction of phosphorus during the first year after
operations. A2STA is not sized to treat all the additional water
expected by the CEPP PACR project alone. Proposed operations
of the new A2STA and A2 reservoir will efficiently integrate the
new facilities with the existing facilitates (A-1 FEB, STA-2 and STA3/4) and meet the WQBEL. As illustrated, timing of treated flows
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Commenter

Siobhan
Fennessy

Question/Comment

District Response

The conclusion presented on page 28 about the Blue
Shanty Flow-way is not well justified. Here it states
that: “Within the Blue Shanty Flow way and the
downgradient L-29 Canal, ecologically significant
increases in annual hydroperiods are not found
despite the addition of 0.3 to 0.7 ft of water during
ponded times.” Why is this the case? Is this because
that part of the system typically has relatively deep
water to begin with? If ponding depths are higher in
the Blue Shanty flow-way (Figure 4-14), will this cause

south into the Central Everglades under C240TSP compared to
existing conditions (EARECB) in Figure 1-7, the CEPP PACR
C240TSP primarily utilizes available STA treatment capacity that
exists in the dry season at both STA-2 and STA-¾. While peak
flows in wet seasons are not increased, integration with the A-2
Reservoir and A2STA provides additional flow attenuation and
temporary storage capability which results in improved water
depth and flow conditions in STA-2, STA-3/4 and the A-1 FEB. The
treatment efficiencies are expected to improve for STA facilities
downstream to A2 reservoir. The estimated treatment TP
removal rates per unit of area for these STAs and A1FEB are
between 0.56 to 0.84 g/m^2/yr with an average 0.73 g/m^2/yr.
"On Pg. 47 of the Document it states that phosphorus levels will
be monitored, its potential effects will be evaluated, and options
in the CEPP management plan will be implemented. What are
those plans?” (Jose?).
Don Medellin: The statutory authority granted to the SFWMD's
Governing Board under Chapter 373.223(4), Florida Statutes does
not give the District authority to regulate water quality under this
water reservation effort.
Fred Sklar: WCA-3B has lost a great deal of its microtopography.
As such, the large volumes of water, from three L-67A structures,
that will be added to the Blue Shanty Flowway has the potential
to flood ridges and tree islands. The CEPP Adaptive Management
Plan will facilitate the restoration of historic sloughs in this
region. This is expected to increase sediment redistribution to
tree islands and ridges The hydroperiod does not change very
much in the Blue Shanty region because the inflows and outflows
are relatively high and equal. Without C240, the water levels drop
to zero about 4% of the time because the region is
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156

Siobhan
Fennessy

157

Siobhan
Fennessy

Question/Comment

District Response

negative impacts to this part of WCA-3B, which was
already considered to be impacted by excessive water
depths?

compartmentalized and rainwater has no outlet. With C240 the
water levels drop to zero only 2% of the time because the inflows
are high enough to keep the sloughs hydrated year round (a
critical performance measure). This is expected to improve
conditions for fish and wildlife, especially during the dry season.
Fred Sklar: The results in CEPP that indicate significant slough
restoration is the strongest support of this sentence. However,
we agree that the sentence needs to be modified and as such it
will be changed to: “According to the flow experiments in the
Decomp Physical Model (See the Appendix to Chapter 6 in the
2019 SFER) enhanced sheetflow (approximately 340% increase;
Figure 4 25) will help restore and sustain the microtopography,
directionality, and spatial extent of ridges and sloughs and may
improve the health of tree islands in the ridge and slough
landscape (Wetzel et al. 2005).” P.R. Wetzel, A.G. van der Valk, S.
Newman, D.E. Gawlik, T. Troxler-Gann, C. Coronado-Molina, D.L
Childers, F.H. Sklar FH (2005) Maintaining tree islands in the
Florida Everglades: nutrient redistribution is the key. Frontiers in
Ecology and the Environment 3:370–376

There is a major assumption used in a conclusion
presented on page 36 of the Document about the
ecological response of the system. Here the Document
states that “enhanced sheetflow (approximately 340%
increase; Figure 4 25) will help restore and sustain the
microtopography, directionality, and spatial extent of
ridges and sloughs and improve the health of tree
islands in the ridge and slough landscape.” Are there
any data or model outputs to support this statement?
What are the minimum flow rates needed to restore
and sustain the ridge and slough landscape and the
associated tree islands, and will this hydroperiod
generate those flows? Is there a quantitative
understanding of the relationship between
hydroperiod and flow that can be presented to
support this conclusion? Without some evidence, this
assumption hasn't been supported.
In another example, on page 38 it states: “The
introduction of phosphorus into previously
unimpacted areas (i.e., central and southern WCA-3A)
might cause vegetation shifts, providing a minor
adverse effect.” How was it determined that this
would be a minor effect? The impacts that are
described in the next few sentences, for example, that
elevated phosphorus levels can lead to sawgrass
C-77

Sue Newman: As currently worded, this text leads the reader to a
more negative consequence than was intended. Our intent was
to note that in areas that are enriched and are then rehydrated
phosphorus can be released upon rewetting, which then has the
potential to translocate P downstream. However, the switch to
cattail from sawgrass is something that occurs after extensive
loading, following significant enrichment in the soils. Text will be
revised to emphasize this.
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communities being replaced by cattails, do not seem
minor.

158

Siobhan
Fennessy

159

Siobhan
Fennessy

There are other conclusions reached that need some
supporting evidence. For example, it states on page 36
that central and southern WCA-3A will remain largely
unaffected by Alternative C240; is this a neutral result
since these areas are typically flooded under ECB?
Similarly, on page 44 it states that there are vegetation
trends within ENP in which slough/open water
marshes switch to sawgrass marshes that are adapted
to shorter hydroperiods. Is there a threshold for in
hydroperiod length under which there is a transition
to sawgrass? If that is known, does the transition back
to slough/open water happen at the same
hydroperiod length? The use of predictive ecological
models based on this type of information would be
useful in predicting the response to changing
hydrology. This may have been done as part of the
ecological modeling; if so it would be beneficial to
include it.
Will the increase in ponding depths in WCA-3B during
all ponded times under Alternative C240 compared to
ECB have a negative impact on the remnant ridge and
slough, and tree island habitat in WCA-3B? Here the
change in ponding depth is described as a negligible
difference, but given the statements in the paragraph
directly proceeding this one, the impacts could be
substantial, particularly for a region that has suffered
C-78

Fred Sklar: Supporting evidence will be added.

Fred Sklar: The modeling under C240 constrained the hydrology
in WCA3B to prevent tree islands from getting too inundated. The
Adaptive Management option that might get implemented in 3B
will assess an incremental increase in ponding depths over a 1520 year interval to allow sloughs, ridges, and tree islands to
"build" microtopography.
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160

Siobhan
Fennessy

degradation. Of course, the EAA Reservoir can’t meet
all the hydrologic targets in the south Everglades
system, but a statement on how the system might
respond in this location would be a useful way to
evaluate the project overall. A related issue arises
page 41, where it says “Resumption of sheet flow and
related patterns of hydroperiod extension will help
restore pre-drainage water depth patterns;” this may
be true, but how is this improvement quantified?
In the discussion on the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow
(CSSS) on page 45, it states that there will be an
increase in habitat are of 12,533 acres in
Subpopulations A, northern AX, B, C, and F, while
there will be a decrease of 13,759 acres in another
area. Does this represent a net overall impact to this
species? As the hydrology of the central Everglades is
restored, there is expected to be shifts in suitable
habitat for the CSSS, but in the short term will these
potential impacts be detrimental to the CSSS
populations?

161

Siobhan
Fennessy

Generally speaking, the Technical Document is sound,
but it lacks some needed information on, for example,
the ecological models used and quantitative analysis
of the capacity of the STAs and FEB A-1 to deal with
the volume of water planned to be discharged from
Lake Okeechobee. Information could be provided on
the relevant environmental indicators and
performance standards that are being used as part of
the restoration program. Clearly the EAA Reservoir will
C-79

Dong Yoon Lee: Increased water flow into Shark River Slough
would increase depth and duration of this historically deepslough ecosystem. This will result in reduction in the extent of
shallow-water edge in areas adjacent to Shark River Slough. An
eastern shift of suitable habitat is expected in eastern marl
prairies, while a northern shift of marl prairies is expected in
Subpopulation A. The increased distance between Subpopulation
A and other subpopulations in eastern marl prairies is predicted;
however, we know very little about the behavior and capacity of
inter-habitat dispersion of the sparrow. Increased connectivity
between eastern critical habitat might be beneficial to the
sparrow.
Fred Sklar: The FEB's and the STA's associated with CEPP were
simulated as part of the CEPP PIR and CEPP-PACR PIR. The
constraint associated with these water management structures is
based on maintaining a flow weighted TP concentration of 13 ppb
outflow. The DMSTA model was used to constrain STA inflows so
as to not exceeded the required outflows. All the indicators used
in this Technical Document are the same as the performance
measures used in the CEPP and CEPP-PACR. It might be feasibility
to add an Appendix with more detailed modeling information.
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163

164

Commenter

Siobhan
Fennessy
Siobhan
Fennessy

Siobhan
Fennessy

Question/Comment

District Response

have substantial ecological benefits, but the lack of
key information makes it difficult to fully assess the
benefits of the project.
It would be clearer to say “lost between 39% and 65%
of its organic soils depth.
Does the vegetation and patterning in central WCA-3A
serve as a reference condition to set restoration
targets with the new flows?

On page 53, the numbers presented on wood storks
aren’t clear. Here it says: “Wood stork foraging
conditions increase by approximately 297,000 acres
(464 square miles) in northern WCA-3A, NESRS, and
southeastern WCA-3B; however, wood stork foraging
conditions decrease by 135,000 acres (211 square
miles) in southeastern WCA-3A, resulting in an overall
reduction of 2.1% in landscape abundance (1975 to
2005). Given that, should the overall effect of this be
an increase in abundance?
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Dong Yoon Lee: We will revise the sentence according to the
comment.
Fred Sklar: Central 3A serves as a reference location where the
ridge-slough-tree island landscape is the most preserved. The
current hydrology in this location is similar to the hydrology
predicted by the Natural Systems Model and as such, is more of a
comparative reference site rather than a target.
Dong Yoon Lee: The wood stork model produces two different
indices; the abundance of foraging habitat, which is presented in
the figure, and a foraging index, which is a product of abundance
and quality of foraging habitat indices. The latter was used to
calculate annual average (2.1%). Despite the relatively large areal
increase in the foraging index, it results in an overall reduction
(2.1%) because the foraging index in a large portion of coastal
areas of Everglades National Park is not improved by increased
water flow. We will make a significant revision in this section in
the Tech Doc.
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APPENDIX D:
PUBLIC COMMENT LETTERS RECEIVED AFTER THE MAY 29 PUBLIC
PEER REVIEW SESSION
This appendix contains formal, written public comment letters received after the public EAA Reservoir
Peer Review Session held on May 29, 2020 (See Appendix C for more information on the Peer Review
Session). All written comments were reviewed by SFWMD, and where appropriate, they were addressed
in subsequent drafts of the technical document.
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APPENDIX E:
SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS, QUESTIONS AND DISTRICT
RESPONSES ON WATER RESERVATION RULE
This appendix provides a summary of comments and questions received from the public during and after
the public EAA Reservoir Rule Development Workshop #1 held on July 14, 2020 (agenda attached).
Responses given by the South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) to the comments and
questions received at and following the July 14 Workshop #1 are also provided here.
The primary objective of the workshop was to receive and respond to comments and questions from the
public on any aspect of the water reservation rule development, including draft rule language and the June,
2020 version of the draft Technical Document to Support the Central Everglades Planning Project
Everglades Agricultural Area Reservoir Water Reservation. The technical document contains all of the
science, data, methodologies, analyses, and the scientific and technical assumptions employed in each
analysis upon which the water reservation is based. All verbal and written comments, questions and District
responses given during and after Workshop #1 were reviewed by SFWMD, and where appropriate, they
were addressed in subsequent drafts of the technical document.
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AGENDA
EAA Reservoir Water Reservation
Rule Development Workshop #1
July 14, 2020 – 10:00 AM
Web Based Workshop

1.

Welcome and Introduction

2.

Water Reservation and Rulemaking Processes

3.

EAA Reservoir Project Background and Purpose

4.

Description of Hydrologic Benefits

5.

Description of Benefits to Fish and Wildlife

6.

Summary of Peer Review and Public Comments Received

7.

Public Comment Period

8.

Draft Rule Language

9.

Public Comment Period

10.

Next Steps

11.

Adjourn

This workshop is open to the public. In response to COVID-19, the session will only be held via
the
Zoom
application.
Pre-registration
is
required
at
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Y9fAqf4HScqeEoJtHGO5hg.
The
draft
Technical
Document and water reservations rules are available at https://www.sfwmd.gov/our-work/waterreservations on the EAA Reservoir tab. COMMENTS ARE REQUESTED TO BE SUBMITTED
BY July 28, 2020 to Toni Edwards at tedwards@sfwmd.gov. Phone: (800) 432-2045, ext. 6387
or (561) 682-6387.
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Commenter
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District Response

Q&A During Public Comment Periods at July 14 Rule Development Workshop #1, and Following the Workshop:
1

Diana
Umpierre

I thought the final alternative was Alternative 3 (a
revised USACE alternative from SFWMD C240A
alternative). Can you clarify?

2

Diana
Umpierre

Could you explain again the relationship between the
EAASR project (incl the operation assumptions in the
final USACE EIS) and the current LOSOM project going
thru planning now?

3

Diana
Umpierre

Maybe it's a silly question, but could you clarify what
species are included in the rule definition of "wildlife"?
Does it mean both plant and animal species? Is it only
for those animal and plant species that are threatened
and/or serve as "indicators"?

4

Matthew
Schwartz

I noticed that in the pre and post project simulations,
that water flows were not expected to change much
during the wet season - most changes were expected
E-3

John Mitnik: Page ES-3 of the May 2020 Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS) gives a brief description of the
differences. They consist of minor design refinements to C240 to
reduce seepage. Additional details of the design refinements can
be found within the body of the FEIS. A link to the FEIS is provided
under Related Links/Planning and Authorization for the EAA
Reservoir under the EAA Reservoir tab on the water reservations
webpage at https://www.sfwmd.gov/our-work/waterreservations.
Leslye Waugh: The current Lake Okeechobee System Operation
Manual (LOSOM) Project process is expected to be complete in
2022 when the Herbert Hoover Dike rehab is completed. LOSOM
is being formulated for 2025 so it will include projects that will be
completed in the next five years (example C-43 and C-44). The
EAA Reservoir is not expected to be completed until 2028 so the
Lake O schedule that accounts for the EAA Reservoir will be
developed after the current LOSOM effort.
Dong Yoon Lee: We have included ecological models for a list of
indicator species such as wood stork, white ibis, alligator, apple
snail, small fish, and Cape Sabal Seaside Sparrow via marl prairie.
We used best judgement to determine crayfish distribution and
abundance because no model exists. Small fish and apple snails
are a major energy source for wading birds and alligators whereas
the higher trophic levels integrate the productivity of multiple
trophic levels and design the landscape (referred to as
architecture species).
Leslye Waugh: With added storage in the EAA, it captures flow
during the wet season and releases it during the dry season that
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Comment
No.

Commenter

Question/Comment

District Response

during the dry season. Referring to the graph with the
blue and red lines (graph with curves). How does the
EAA Reservoir decrease discharges to the estuaries if
the flow south doesn't change during the wet season?
And when the reservoir is full - no capture correct?

5

Matthew
Schwartz

6

Scott Lindars

7

Matthew
Schwartz

Was the EAA Reservoir ever compared in any
document to other alternatives that used more land?

8

Matthew
Schwartz

I meant not included in the footprint of the projects additional sugar lands outside the current project
footprint.

Does the recreation management plan intend to
include waterfowl hunting opportunities?

E-4

otherwise would have been discharged to estuaries. Discharging
south instead of east and west.

Leslye Waugh: In short, yes. The EAA reservoir does not just fill
once and remain static. It’s a very dynamic process of constant
filling and emptying.
Don Medellin: There are a number of recreational opportunities
that are well suited for environmental purposes, bike riding,
horseback riding, nature study, wildlife viewing as well as a
number of other activities, kayaking, fishing, and hunting. A
detailed response with listed recreational activities is located in
the FAQ document on the water reservation webpage.
Leslye Waugh: As described in the Post Authorization Change
Report (PACR), the District analyzed alternatives that included a
360,000 ac-ft reservoir. However, this alternative would have
taken portions of A1-FEB which is presently a part of the District’s
Restoration Strategies Program. The C240A alternative was
identified as the most cost-effective at 240,000 ac-ft, while
maintaining A1-FEB which serves an important water quality
function, and provided the most benefits.
Leslye Waugh: Senate Bill 10 prohibited the use of eminent
domain. Lands could only be acquired from willing sellers and
there were no willing sellers adjacent to the project footprint in
the analysis (A-2 lands and the A-2 Expansion Lands). The
District's analysis was conformed to the legislation. The PACR
and EIS contain information on the yellowbook alternative.
Alternative C240A was selected as the most cost effective plan.
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9

Matthew
Schwartz

10

Diana
Umpierre
Diana
Umpierre

Got it - so we went only with the limitations of the bill,
and there was no in-depth science on what could have
been achieved with more land?
Just a comment, NOT a question: SB10 did NOT limit
what could have been analyzed.
Could you include the PowerPoint presentation on the
SFWMD website? Thank you Don. ;)

Leslye Waugh: PACR process using law passed by Senate Bill 10.
Essentially we are given a “sandbox” to work in. The C240A
alternative was the most cost-effective alternative.
Don Medellin: Acknowledged.

FYI - July 28 is a Tuesday (not Friday)

Don Medellin: The deadline for public comments is Tuesday, July
28.

11

12
13

Matthew
Schwartz
Diana
Umpierre

14

Matthew
Schwartz

15

Diana
Umpierre
Jeremy
McBryan

16

District Response

Don Medellin: The PowerPoint presentation will be available as
a .pdf document 2-3 working days after the workshop. Find it
under the EAA tab on the water reservations webpage at
https://www.sfwmd.gov/our-work/water-reservations.
Can you post a link to the draft rule?
Don Medellin: It’s on our water reservations webpage but I will
give link in the next steps of the agenda.
Quick question, just to clarify, the rule does not
Don Medellin: The way the rule is currently crafted, water would
protect the amount of water itself, but from where the be released from the reservoir and discharged from structures Swater is released from, correct?
624, S-625 and S-626. All three of these discharge structures
deliver the water that is being reserved and delivered to the
Central Everglades for the protection of fish and wildlife. That is
the water that is reserved under the draft rule criteria.
Was it in the packet of documents for this meeting?
Don Medellin: Not sure I completely understand what you mean
by “packet of documents”, but notifications were sent out that
included the Zoom registration details and link to the water
reservations website. This link provides information to a number
of documents such as the workshop agenda, draft rule language,
technical document, Final Peer Review Report, etc. I will provide
the link to our water reservations webpage further down in the
presentation for easy access to that information.
The rule was on the website.
Don Medellin: Yes, that is correct.
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Diana
Umpierre
Matthew
Schwartz

Thanks Don and rest of staff for the detailed info and
all the Q&A docs.
Based on the modeling for the EAA Reservoir that the
district has conducted, is it the district's position that
the new reservoir is not expected to change the
amount of treated water going south during the wet
season?

Matthew
Schwartz

I do have some follow-up with regard to the canal
projects and conveyance out of the WCAs through the
Miami Canal and the L67s. But feel that I still don't
have the answer to the very narrow question I
asked. Would like to work on that first. This is the
graph that was presented at the last two workshops
(graph on slide 23 of Workshop #1 presentation). It
shows flows of treated water into the Central
Everglades. The modeling shows no additional treated
water moving into the Central Everglades from July
through October - the height of the wet
season. During drier times, there are greater
flows. But I would like to know how SFWMD
interprets this graph - i.e. the reason treated water
flows don't increase during the wettest time of the
year.
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Don Medellin: Acknowledged.
Leslye Waugh: Everglades restoration targets still require high
wet season flows consistent with natural system behavior. While
wet season flows may be similar on average, the reservoir and
downstream infrastructure will still provide improvements
relative to today’s system: 1) Shorter term (daily, weekly or submonthly) peaks can still be attenuated, 2) Downstream
conveyance (L67s and Tamiami Trail) is enhanced, so this wet
season flow will not necessarily cause high water conditions in
the Water Conservation Areas (WCA).
Leslye Waugh: While the question may be narrow, there’s a lot of
detail behind the data. The figure in the presentation shows the
mean monthly flows over 36 years. Yes, the average in the wet
season seems similar but there is significant inter-annual
variability among the years over the period of record. The key
take-away from the figure in the presentation was the additional
flow provided by the project, especially in the dry season,
provides hydrological and ecological benefits to the Everglades.
Here is some more detail behind the performance: 1.
Performance is driven by natural system targets (defined by
RECOVER and the project team) with consideration of constraints
(canal capacity, high water stages, etc…); 2. On average, the
graph shows the seasonal trends, but there is significant interannual (year to year variability); 3. In a difference calculation
where positive values show months with more flow than current
and negative numbers show months with less flow than current:
a. “Wet” years like the late 60s, late 90s and 2005 tend to send
more wet season flow than current (which help to improve Lake
O and both northern and southern estuaries), b. “Dry” years like
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20

Commenter

Matthew
Schwartz

Question/Comment

District Response

Leslye - I'm afraid I'm just not getting it. Even with the
year to year variability, the modeling clearly shows
increased dry season flows with the reservoir in place
than without it. And believe the reason for that was
explained during the science meeting. But the same
modeling, taking into consideration the year to year
variability, shows no difference in the flow of treated
water south during the wet season. And that's also
clear. My question is not about the net benefits of
building the reservoir and the other associated
projects. This particular question is, taking into
account the year to year variability, the modeling
shows no additional flows south during the three
wettest months of the wet season - July to
October. Why is that the case? Have a feeling that
had I asked the reverse, i.e. why do the flows of
treated water increase during the dry season, the
question would have been answered already. The
predictions of the model, in general, and averaged out
over many years - more flows of treated water south
during the dry season with the reservoir but no
appreciable change in flows during the major part of
the wet season - must have been considered by the
E-7

the 70s and 2001 tend to send less wet season flow and conserve
the water for delivery in the dry season to avoid Everglades
marsh drydown and, c. Because the trends are unique each year
(driven by the targets and constraints in response to rainfall), the
average performance shows “little” difference in the wet season,
but in reality a more detailed review of the data provides more
insight.
Leslye Waugh: Acknowledged.
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Commenter

Matthew
Schwartz

Question/Comment

District Response

SFWMD. And a reason for the difference in outcomes
must have been considered as well.
Putting aside the question of wet season flows, and
with regard to the same graph we've been discussing,
why does the district's modeling predict an increase in
flows of treated water during the dry season? What
factors does the district attribute those increased
flows to?

Leslye Waugh: The increase in dry season flows is from the water
stored in the reservoir that is carried over and released during
the dry season.
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